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ABSTRACT

Handryant, Aisyah Nur. 2010. Mosque as A Community Development Center
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Faculty of Science and Technology of The State Islamic University
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Advisors : 1. Yulia Eka Putrie, MT.

2.  Pudji Pratitis Wismantara, MT.
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Mosque literary means a place of worship. The root of mosque word is
sajada which means prostration. In Prophet Muhammad (pbuh.) period, scope of
worship applied largely in a mosque, that are includes five times prayer,
recitation, discussion and review of al-Qur’an, ukhuwah or good relationship so
mosque be able to becomes as community development center. At the same time,
based the observation about the condition of Indonesia, apparently held much of
narrowness about the function of mosque from the first function that exampled by
The Prophet Muhammad (pbuh.) Based on the description above, the mosque
could create a society that not only Muslims, but also have a character who
always give priority to Islamic human relationship with God (habluminallah),
human relations (habluminannas), and the human relationship with nature
(habluminal'alam) . Besides the narrowness functions, the mosque in Indonesia
have also experienced a shift in intentions that are not based on piety as stated in
al-Quran Sura at-Taubah ayah 109 that is constructed by the existence of a
historical architecture construction through a process based on social and political
forces.

Furthermore, Sumberpucung as site design is one area that has have social
problems, which is still less than it aqidah of society as shown by the majority of
its people embraced Islam Abangan (Javanese Islam), besides the presence of
missionary practices, prostitution and so forth, so that this community desperately
need a place to solve their problems. Meanwhile, social problems of the society
can not also be discussed and resolved in their presents mosque which should
have been a developer of society because of some architectural issues which occur
in the institution.

Therefore, the design of the mosque as a center for community
development in the Sumberpucung is expected to be one way of solved social and
architectural problems. The theme used in the design of this mosque is “Islamic
Architecture” with emphasis on the principles of “Habluminallah,
Habluminannas, and Habluminal'alam”. This theme was chosen because it is
considered as a comprehensive manner which will be able to resolve the existing
problems in the site.



د ب أ آر تي إن كیھ 

یولیا ایكا :محاضر. ماالنغ.سومبرفوچونغمسجد ومركز تنمیة المجتمع في . ٠١٠٢. نورشةئعانتھندری
.ت.م، ویسمانترافوجي فراتیتیس و. ت.م، فوتري

العالممنحبلوالنا س منحبل، حبل من اهللالمساجد وتنمیة المجتمع ، : الكلمة الرئیسیة 

قطعة من المسجد ، ولكن حالة معظم المساجد في ٠٠٠٠٠٧نحو المساجد في اندونیسیا التي تبلغ
في الواقع ، ینبغي كما . إندونیسیا ، واآلن قد ضاقت الدالة التي یتم استخدامھا فقط كمكان للعبادة والصالة

بناء على . ومسجد لیست فقط مكانا للصالة ، لكنھ أصبح محور أنشطة المسلمین. یتضح من قبل رسول اهللا
، یمكن للمسجد خلق مجتمع لیس فقط المسلمین ، ولكن أیضا على الطابع الذي یعطي دائما األولویة ما سبق 

اإلنسان ، وعالقة اإلنسان مع النا سمنحبلاهللا اإلسالمیة ، والعالقات حبل من اهللالعالقة اإلنسان مع 
إندونیسیا أیضا تحوال في باإلضافة إلى وظیفة التحول ، شھدت المساجد في. العالممنحبلالطبیعة و

بناه وجود وھي ٩٠١الفقرة التوبھ-النوایا التي ال تستند على التقوى كما ورد في سورة القرآن الكریم وفي 
. البناء التاریخي لبنیة من خالل عملیات تقوم على القوى االجتماعیة و السیاسیة

االت التي لدیھا ما یكفي المشاكل فقي والتصمیم ھو أحد المجسومبرفوچونغوعالوة على ذلك ، 
االجتماعیة ، التي ال تزال أقل مما كانت العقیدة المجتمع كما ھو مبین من قبل غالبیة شعبھا اعتنق اإلسالم 

اان ، باإلضافة إلى وجود ممارسات تنصیریة ، والدعارة ، وھكذا دوالیك ، حتى ) جاوىاإلسالمیة (اب
وفي الوقت . نوعیة الحیاةتنمیاهإلى وعاء على حل المشاكل من أجل یكون ھذا المجتمع في أمس الحاجة 

نفسھ ، فإن المشاكل االجتماعیة للفقراء معالجتھا بشكل صحیح من قبل الجمھور كما ال یمكن مناقشتھا وحلھا 
. في المسجد الذي ینبغي أن یكون لھا دور وبناة المجتمع منذ ظھور قضایا المعماریة في المسجد

لذلك ، من المتوقع أن تصمیم المسجد كمركز لتنمیة المجتمع المحلي في المنطقة وكان 
موضوع المستخدمة في . لیكون واحدا من اكتمال المشاكل االجتماعیة والمعماریة یحدثسومبرفوچونغ

والنا س منحبل، حبل من اهللاتصمیم ھذا المسجد ھو موضوع العمارة اإلسالمیة مع التركیز على مبدأ 
وقد تم اختیار ھذا الموضوع النھا تعتبر بطریقة شاملة وسوف تكون قادرة على حل . العالممنحبل

والنا س منحبل، حبل من اهللاوعالوة على ذلك ، طبقت مفھوم ، . المشاكل القائمة في الخطوة تصمیم
لمعماریة لتسویة فقط في محاولة للرد على المشاكل التي أصبحت واحدة من الجوانب االعالم منحبل

.مقاطعة ریجنسي ماالنغسومبرفوچونغالمشاكل االجتماعیة الموجودة في المجتمع 
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Masjid merupakan tempat beribadah umat muslim. Akar kata dari masjid
sendiri adalah sajada dimana sajada berarti sujud atau tunduk. Pada masa
Rasulullah, konteks ibadah teraplikasi secara luas di dalam masjid, yaitu meliputi
ibadah sholat, mengaji, dakwah, ukhuwah dan silaturahmi sehingga menjadikan
masjid mampu menjadi pusat pengembangan umat. Sementara itu, apabila
dilakukan pengamatan di negara Indonesia ternyata telah terjadi berbagai
pergeseran fungsi masjid dari fungsi awal yang telah dicontohkan oleh Rasulullah
saw. Berdasarkan hal tersebut di atas, maka masjid mampu menciptakan sebuah
masyarakat yang tidak hanya beragama Islam, namun juga bercorak islami yang
senantiasa mengedepankan hubungan manusia dengan Allah (Habluminallah),
hubungan sesama manusia (Habluminannas), dan hubungan manusia dengan alam
(Habluminal’alam). Selain pergeseran fungsi tersebut, masjid di Indonesia juga
telah mengalami pergeseran niat yang tidak didasarkan atas taqwa seperti yang
tertera dalam al-Qur’an surat at-Taubah ayat 109 yaitu dibangun oleh adanya
sebuah konstruksi historis dari arsitektur lewat proses yang didasarkan pada
kekuatan sosial dan politik.

Selanjutnya, Sumberpucung sebagai tapak perancangan merupakan salah
satu kawasan yang memiliki cukup banyak permasalahan sosial, yaitu masih
kurang dalamnya aqidah masyarakat yang ditunjukkan dengan mayoritas
masyarakatnya menganut agama Islam Abangan (Islam Kejawen), selain itu
terdapatnya praktek kristenisasi, prostitusi dan sebagainya, sehingga masyarakat
ini sangat membutuhkan sebuah wadah untuk menyelesaikan permasalahan guna
meningkatikan kualitas hidup. Sementara itu, permasalahan sosial yang kurang
mampu disikapi dengan baik oleh masyarakat juga tidak dapat dibahas dan
diselesaikan dalam sebuah masjid yang seharusnya memiliki peran sebagai
pembangun masyarakat karena munculnya permasalahan-permasalahan
arsitektural dalam masjid.

Oleh karena itu, perancangan masjid sebagai pusat pengembangan
masyarakat di kawasan Sumberpucung ini diharapkan dapat menjadi salah satu
usaha menyelesaikan permasalahan sosial dan arsitektural yang tengah terjadi.
Tema yang digunakan dalam perancangan masjid ini adalah tema arsitektur Islam
dengan titik berat prinsip Habluminallah, Habluminannas, dan Habluminal’alam.
Tema ini dipilih karena dianggap secara komprehensif akan mampu
menyelesaikan permasalahan yang ada pada tapak perancangan. Lebih lanjut,
Konsep Habluminallah, Habluminannas dan Habluminalalam diterapkan hanya
untuk berusaha menjawab permasalahan-permasalahan arsitektural yang menjadi
salah satu aspek penyelesaian permasalahan sosial masyarakat yang ada di
Kecamatan Sumberpucung Kabupaten Malang.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Background of Object Selection

This study begins with an initial observation about the reality of Indonesia

as a country with more than 200 million population, which Muslim people are

majoity. Therefore Indonesia has spawned thousand of mosques as one of the

most important institution in the Muslim community. There are more than 700

thousand mosques in Indonesia. This amouns is the largest in the world, which is

equal to the amount of mosques from Bangladesh to Maghribi

(http://republika.com, 2002).

Unfortunately, nowadays most mosque in Indonesia have suffer some kind

of functional narrowness. The mosques are only used as place for performing five

time prayers. In contrary, the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh.) has gave us examples,

that a mosque not only a place for prayer, but it also a center of Muslim social

activities. Moreover, during those days, various activities regarding the problems

of people in the field of science, religion, civic and cultural matters are discussed

and solved at this institution. Mosque at this time also served as a center of

islamic cultural development, as well as a place called halaqah or discussion, to

strengthen and deepen their religious knowledge in particular and wordly

knowledge in general (http://kabarindonesia.com, 2009).

http://republika.com


In Indonesia, an actual example of the mosque which did not serve only as

a place of worship or prayer, were held and evolved during the Sultanate of

Demak. In this period, the mosque were also functioned as a place to discuss

social issues, community, political and even cultural matters. Meanwhile, the

royal palace was used only as a place for privat activities of the royal family.

Demak Great Mosque is known as the oldest mosque in Indonesia. The

mosque is believed as once a gathering place of scholars (wali), well known as

“Wali Sanga”. They discussed and planned the spread of Islam in Java

particularly and Indonesia generally. From the above description, it can be

indicated that at that time, Demak Great Mosque in its form and function

accommodated not only the aspect of ritual worship (ibadah mahdhah) in relation

to God Al-Mighty, but also general worship (ibadah ghairu mahdhah) such as

relations among Muslims  (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/masjiddemak).

From the two examples above the mosque, it is known that the existence

of the mosque in those days, the Holy Prophet and the Sultanate of Demak, able to

create a society that not only Muslims, but also the character who always give

priority to Islamic human relationship with God (habluminallah), the relationship

fellow humans (habluminannas), and human relationship with nature

(habluminal'alam). If this condition is fully implicated in the mosques in

Indonesia at this time, then the nation would be able to bring Indonesia into a

more prosperous nation.

http://kabarindonesia.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/masjiddemak


Figure 1.1 (a) Nabawi Mosque (b) Demak Mosque
(Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki, 2009)

Furthermore, regarding the function and shifts the nature of the

construction of mosques, according to a study conducted by Abidin Kusno in the

book, "Behind the Postcolonial; architecture, urban space and political culture in

Indonesia," he explained that the mosques in Indonesia is largely constructed by a

historical construction of the architecture through a process based on social and

political forces (Kusno in Putrie, 2006: 6). This is very contrary to the suggestion

that the intention of early development mosque should be built based on self-

restraint that is written in the Al-Qur’an, at-Taubah letter paragraph 109 as

follows:

                       
                

It means: "And if the people who founded the mosque on the basis of piety
to Allah and pleasure-(His) was good .....". (Q.S. at-Taubah [9]: 109)

According to the Tafsir al-Maragi, the composition of this paragraph

explains that in the mosque was built on basis there are pious people who fulfill

with prayer and remembrance of God, and exalt Allah in the morning and

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki


afternoon. (Ibn Kathir, 2008: 203). From these statements can be interpreted that

the intent or purpose to establish a mosque because of piety or simply because

Allah swt.. Efforts to interpret these verses of the Al-Qur’an also should be

manifested in the form of architectural design of a mosque.

This phenomenon of the changes background of the construction of

mosques can be observed by the widespread construction of mosques in

Indonesia, such as the Istiqlal Mosque in Jakarta, Central Java Grand Mosque, Al-

Akbar Mosque in Surabaya, even in most provinces in Indonesia, each of which

looks like a race- the race to build projects of a monumental mosque as part of the

agenda of local governments to make known its territory and has prestige in the

eyes of other regions. Mosques with a very large size and monumental built not

with the main objective to meet the needs of the community will be places of

worship, religion and community development adequate, but rather intended to

meet the needs of image and prestige of its territory (Putrie, 2009: 1).

Figure 1. 2. Al-Akbar Mosque Surabaya
(Source: http://heriwahyu.fotopic.net, 2009)

http://heriwahyu.fotopic.net


From the above description, in mind that the conditions of mosques,

especially in Indonesia, have experienced shifts the meaning of the function and

nature of the construction of a mosque. That situation should be straightened back

to the mosque could create a truly functioning as an institution of Muslims. These

institutions not only emphasize its function as a place of worship, but also as a

center of religion and community development. In the process of designing any

mosque should be built solely because of Allah swt.

Other conditions illustrate that the emergence of various problems of

religious, social, community and culture can not be addressed appropriately by the

Muslim community in Indonesia. Meanwhile, until now the existence of the

mosque has not been able to function maximally as a showed by the Messenger of

Allah., namely mosque as a shaper and builder communities.

On the other hand, Sumberpucung area planned as the location of the

object is a region located in the southern region of Malang Regency with average

people who are at intermediate economic level. Based on history, the society in

Sumberpucung is a largely follower of Islam Abangan, which is Islam that is still

heavily influenced by culture, especially Javanese culture or Javanese.

(Http://beninghati.com, 2007).

From these conditions, it is deemed necessary to a container for learned

Islamic religion in accordance with the Qur'an and Sunnah. The election to

mosque as objects design is because the term or word mosque is a term that most

closely and very familiar to most Islamic societies, both at the level of lower

socioeconomic class, middle and top. The design of the mosque as a center for

Http://beninghati.com


community development is also expected to help provide a place to explore,

examine and solve various existing problems in the region Sumberpucung,

Malang.

1.1.2 Background of Theme Selection

As mentioned in previous descriptions, Indonesia is a nation with a

number of mosques in the world. Conditions existing mosque has undergone

refinement function solely as a place of worship. This one of them can be

identified with the formation of the mosque which focuses on meeting places for

prayer are not too concerned with other aspects of the environment such as the

existence of the mosque and its relationship with humans and nature. Even in the

further development, the existing mosque in Indonesia has undergone changes in

the background as a form of development that is monumental and landmark in a

region, this background has been slowly shifting the main functions of the mosque

as a place of worship and community development becomes a form of symbolism

only.

The phenomenon that can be observed is the example occurs at the Al-

Akbar Mosque of Surabaya. Based on a study conducted by Yulia Eka Putrie,

note that at this mosque architecture, the monumental scale of buildings was very

strong. The monumental scale of this can be observed from the large size of the

mosque and the dominance of vertical elements at the architectural formations.

The very large size of mosque is backed by the government's desire to make this

mosque as a religious symbol for the province of East Java. In this mosque also



does not seem attempts to make more impressive that the mosque 'near' to the

surrounding community. The facility is in fact more visible to two-wheeler

parking lot and four wheels for visitors who come from afar. Architecturally, it

seems it can be concluded that the mosque is more oriented not to the surrounding

community guidance center, but rather as a symbolic religious objects, more

'welcome' to visitors who come from afar to admire the splendor of its

architecture. In this mosque, uniqueness and long distances with its environment

can be clearly observed. Mosque which occupies only 20% of the available

footprint looks majestic from far enough visibility on all four sides. Single-image

as a separate building with its environment is also strengthened by the mosque

was laid right in the middle of the tread, surrounded by the 80% remaining vacant

land. Tread mosque is also surrounded by a highway around it. It is increasingly

emphasized the impression of separation with the environment (Putrie, 2009).

As examples of other cases that can be easily observed in almost all the

mosques in Indonesia today is that there is a fence that gives a message 'blocking'

or 'privacy' and 'drive' a good Muslim visitors even not Muslim. The condition

shows that mosque disable accommodates the relationship between human beings.

State land with pavement paving also indirectly limits the growth of plants as an

element of nature that also should be treated fairly in the design process.

When viewed from the early days of Islam brought by Prophet

Muhammad., a very simple form of mosque building, which is like the Nabawi

Mosque in Medina that only made form of a brick enclosure used to manage all

affairs of the congregation. The mosque is open and protected by palm trees, on



her porch one used to protect the people who pray from the sun, and on another

porch is home to the people of Mecca who emigrated with the Prophet. Prophet

himself lived in simple buildings built on the east side behind the outer wall of the

mosque. Then, after the Prophet died, the Muslims build a mosque exclusively as

a place of worship. Although very simple, the mosque could accommodate well

proven relationship between man and God Almighty. (habluminallah) as a place

of worship, among other human beings (habluminannas) functioning of the

mosque as a place to manage all affairs of humankind, and the human relationship

with nature (habluminalalam) open and planted with palm trees that used to

protect the people who pray from the sun.

More about the recommendations put forward the concept habluminallah,

habluminannas, and habluminalalam in the mosque, Allah swt. says in the letter

at-Taubah paragraph 18 as follows:

                        
             

It means: "Verily, who pray in the mosque-the mosque of Allah are those
who believe in Allah and the Last Day, and (still) establish regular prayer,
give charity and do not be afraid (to anyone) other than Allah, so they're
the people who are expected to include among those who receive
guidance"
(Q.S at-Taubah [9]: 18).

In the Tafsir of Ibn Kathir, it is explained about the word wa

aqoomashollah "And establish the prayer." Namely, the most sublime badaniyah

worship, wa atazzakaah "And give charity." Namely, the ultimate act of charity



among the charitable works that benefit beings other (Alu Shaykh Bin Ishaq,

2008: 103). From the description can be concluded that the pray in the mosque of

Allah swt. Not only establish the prayer (habluminallah) but who give charity is

charitable deeds useful for other creatures. The verse can prove of breaking the

conception of a mosque which should not only be a place of worship (prayers) to

Allah. Keyword regular charity can be interpreted as an effort to make contact

with fellow humans (habluminannas).

From some of the discussion above, the author felt need to raise the theme

of Islamic architecture with emphasis on the principles habluminallah,

habluminannas and habluminal'alam as a theme mosque object at Sumberpucung

of Malang Regency. Theme with emphasis on those principles chosen because it

is most considered capable for solving the existing problems more

comprehensively. The concept will be embodied in architectural design on each

element of the mosque. To further apply the concept, we first performed an

analysis of what values are implicit in the principles habluminallah,

hablumianannas and habluminal'alam. After analyzing the concept, can be

generated based on the value approach to the design elements in buildings of this

mosque. These values can be applied in the form of substantive and symbolic in

accordance with design requirements. With this method, the expected outcome of

designs mosque is a mosque that really represent the principles habluminallah,

habluminannas and habluminal'alam.



Furthermore, the concept of theme is expected to result in a mosque

building design will be able to answer and solve various existing problems in the

Sumberpucung, including the following:

a. Efforts to rectify understanding the tauhid of society whose majority is

Muslim Abangan through the religious activities and assessment of the Qur'an

and Sunnah. Syiar activities and Islamic studies are interpreted by presenting

architectural designs that will always remind Muslims of Allah swt. and all his

properties (Habluminallah). This general concept will be applied in any

existing elements in the mosque, which is in the main building of the mosque

or the proponents of buildings, whether in the form of the building and its

spatial organization. More specifically, the concept is more focused on efforts

to provide value remembrance of Allah swt. in every room of mosque.

b. Designing a mosque as a place of community building with various facilities

available in it (Habluminannas), these facilities will be contained in the spaces

(either open or closed spaces) in the mosque which has a human and

humanizing values and opened to every Muslim, regardless of class

distinctions social and economic. It can be presented at the center of gravity

design concept of human circulation and accessibility of buildings.

c. Presenting a mosque which is also always give priority to the mosque and

human relationships with nature around it (Habluminal'alam). Effort can be

done by designing the mass and spatial layout that able decrease negative

impact on nature, for example by choosing natural local materials or recycled

materials even having little or no negative impact on the environment. Efforts



to maintain Habluminal'alam also presented in order of landscape building,

these efforts are not only focused on the arrangement of vegetation more

aesthetically but also to provide a flexible space for growth and development

of nature (plants) and the utilization of nature.

The various explanations of the concepts mentioned above reinforce the

author to choose the theme of Islamic architecture with emphasis on the principles

of "Habluminallah, Habluminannas and Habluminal'alam" perceived to be able

to solve quite crucial problems in the Sumberpucung district of Malang Regency.

1.2 Statement of Design Problems

The following design problems arise based on the background above.

a. How to apply the principle of "Habluminallah" in mosques at Sumberpucung

as a community development center with design’s emphasis on the shape of

building?

b. How to apply the principle of "Habluminannas" with emphasis on circulation

and accessibility design?

c. How to apply the principle of "Habluminal'alam" with emphasis on the spatial

layout design of mass that able to minimize negative impacts on nature?

1.3 Objective of Design

The aim of this paper is as follows:

a. To apply the principle of "Habluminallah" in mosques at Sumberpucung as

community development center with emphasis on the shape of the building.



b. To apply the principle of "Habluminannas" with emphasis on circulation and

accessibility design of people and vehicles.

c. To apply the principle of "Habluminal'alam" with emphasis on the mass and

spatial layout that able to minimize negative impacts on nature

1.4 Purposes of Design

1.4.1 For Author

a. Learn more the application of Islamic architecture theme with emphasis on the

principles of "Habluminallah, Habluminannas and Habluminal'alam" in the

design of mosque.

b. Knowing the basics and the concept of mosque from al-Quran and Hadith that

indirectly make more understand the basis of Islamic law to increase faith and

piety.

c. Understanding the form of architecture in the form of substantive and

symbolic approach to value on principles of "Habluminallah, Habluminannas

and Habluminal'alam".

d. Knowing the image of the object (mosque) with various facilities and

infrastructure that able to solve the society problems and serves as a

development community center.

1.4.2 For Readers

a. Know the description of a mosque as it has been exemplified by the

Messenger of Allah., i.e. not merely as a place of worship to God

(habluminallah), but also a place to interact among fellow humans



(habluminannas) and with nature (hablubminalalam) through architectural

design concepts.

b. From the figure, may become a reference to build a mosque which not only

serves as a place of prayer but also serves as a forum for empowerment and

community development.

1.4.3 For Educational Institutions

a. Add literature that can be used to add a new discourse for the design a

mosque.

b. Into the literature about the deepening concept "Habluminallah,

Habluminannas and Habluminal'alam" that can be used for architectural

design concepts in an institution.

1.5. Scope of Design

Scopes of design in this study are as follows:

a. Site is only focused at Sumberpucung district, Malang. This limitation is

expected to provide sharper solution based on the identification of problems in

the Sumberpucung district, Malang, which can be more appropriate to develop

and conduct training on the society. Therefore, the scale of service is only in

the scale area.

b. The concept of "Habluminallah, Habluminannas and Habluminalalam"

applied in this study is only one of ways to solve the existed social problems

in Sumberpucung, which can be solved architecturally.



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

2.1 Object Design: The Mosque as A Community Development Center

2.1.1. Definition of Mosque

2.1.1.1 The Language (etymologically)

Mosque means a place of worship. Root word from mosque is sajada,

sajada means prostration or subject. Word of mosque itself is rooted from the

Arabic. It is known that, said masgid (msgd) found in an inscription from the

5thBC, which means "sacred pole" or "place of worship." In English, the word

referred to the mosque which comes from the word mezquita in Spanish. Before

that, the mosque is also called "moseak", "muskey", "moscey", and "mos'key". The

words are suspected of containing an abusive tone. Examples of words derived

from the word mezquita is mosquito. But apparently in a further development,

word of the mosque became popular and was used extensively in the English

language (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/masjid, 2009).

Furthermore, in his book “Arsitektur Mesjid” Yulianto Sumalyo (Sumalyo,

2000:1) mentions that the word mosque called twenty-eight times in the

al-Qur’ran, the word is derived from the word meaning prostration sajada-

submissive, obedient and subject to respect and reverence. Therefore, in general,

building which was specially designed for prayers called a mosque, which means

a place for prostration. Mosques can be interpreted as a place where Muslims have

to pray, like the words of the Prophet Muhammad. as follows: "Wherever you

pray, that's where the mosque."

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/masjid


2.1.1.2 The Term (terminologically)

Based on the roots of mosque that has the meaning of submission and

obedience, the nature of the mosque is a place to do all the activities associated

with adherence to god. Therefore, the mosque can be interpreted further, not only

place to prayer and ablution (wudlu), but also as a place to carry out all Muslims

activities related to compliance with the to Allah swt.

(Http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/masjid, 2009).

Based on the history of Nabawi Mosque in Medina, established by the

Messenger of Allah., can be translated the function and role of the mosque at the

time, that listed no less than ten roles and functions of Nabawi Mosque are the

places of worship (prayer, remembrance), consultation and communication of

issues including the economic, social, cultural, educational, social welfare,

military training and preparation equipment, treatment of victims of war, peace

and court disputes receive guests (in auditorium), captured prisoners and

information center and a defense of religion (Sumalyo, 2000: 2). Even further, al-

Qur'an mentions the function of mosques in his word is as follows:

                     
                         

     
It means: "to glorify God in the mosques that have been ordered to be glorified
and mentioned his name in it in the morning and evening, people are not
neglected by commercial and not (yet) by buying and selling, or any activity from
the remembrance of Allah, and (from) establish prayer, pay zakat, they fear that
one day on that day) the liver and the vision to shake " (Q.S an-Nur [24]: 36-27).

Http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/masjid


Ibn Kathir in Tafsir Ibn Kathir Volume 6th (Alu Shaykh Bin Ishaq, 2008:

108) explained that in this paragraph mentioned that the mosque was the most

favored place by Allah swt. Mosques, that humans are commanded to maintain

and keep it clean from dirt and from words or deeds vain. Words hymn can be

interpreted as prayer and dzikrullah, while dzikrullah or remembrance of Allah

can mean widely not only with words but with deeds. From the paragraph above,

can also be shown that a mosque should have a role to be a reminder of the human

to Allah swt. If the effort to remember and relate to God almighty.

(habluminallah) is able to be accommodated well by a mosque, men indirectly

also will have a good relationship between each other (habluminannas) and with

the surrounding environment (habluminal'alam).

From some points of view of the above can be summarized that the

mosque was built to full the needs of Islamic worship, function and role are

determined by the environment, a place where the mosque and pilgrims was

established. In principle, the mosque is a place of nurture people. For that

mosques should be equipped with the facilities in accordance with the time and

place of the mosque was built. Various elements of the mosque such as shape,

material and developing ornament varies according to age and culture where the

mosque was established. In the original example of traditional mosques in Java,

do not always have minarets, but its function is replaced by a drum (Sumalyo,

2000: 1).



Therefore, from some sense above, it can be concluded that the mosque is

not only becoming place sacred to worship God Almighty, but potentially also

impressive as the driving public in dealing with social problems of modern society

at this time (Mohd. Tajuddin, 1999). Even Ismail Kamus (Ismail Kamus in Mohd.

Tajuddin, 1999: 15) in his writing entitled “Makmurkanlah Masjid Anda” gives a

strong argument for changing the response to the mosque as a place of prayer

only. He asserted that the mosque is a place to actually unify Muslims and

establish ukhuwah between them.

MOSQUE

Maghdah worship
(to Allah)
Habluminallah

Ghairu maghdah worship
Muamalah
(human fellow)
Habluminannas

Figure 2.1 Scheme  of Mosque Function
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)

Ghairu maghdah worship
Muamalah
(save environment)
Habluminal’alam



2.1.2 Definition of Community Development

Community development consists of two concepts, that are "development"

and "society". In short, the development or construction is a joint venture and

planned to improve the quality of human life. Development areas usually include

some sectors, namely economic, education, health and socio-cultural. According

to Mayo (Mayo, 1998: 162) society can be interpreted in two concepts, that are (a)

society as a "common place", ie a same geographic region. For example, a

neighborhood, housing in urban or a rural village in the region and (2) the

community as a "common interest", ie, similarity interest based on culture and

identity. Examples is common interest in minority ethnic communities, or

common interest based on the identification of specific needs as well as in the

case of parents who have children with special needs (handicapped children) or

former users of mental health services.

Thus, community development can be defined as a method that enables

people to improve their quality of life and be able to enlarge its influence on the

processes that affect their lives. According Twelvetrees (1991: 1) the development

of society is "the process of assisting ordinary people to improve their own

communities by undertaking collective actions."

Meanwhile, community development is one approach to model

development (bottoming-up approach) that active involvement of communities

and their existing local resources. And in the development of these communities

should remain aware that the public has the tradition and customs, which is likely

as the potential to be developed as social capital.



The basic consideration of community development is the first, carrying

out religious orders to help each other in terms of goodness. Second, the

considerations of humanity, because human beings are basically sisters. So that

community development has the objective to help improve the ability of the

community, so they can live better in the sense of quality or quality of life

(Sukriyanto, 2003: 28).

Based on the definition of a mosque and community development that has

been exposed, can draw a conclusion that a mosque that serves as a center for

community development has a very broad role. The role of the mosque is not only

concerned with human beings relationship with God (habluminallah) which will

then override relationship with fellow human beings, such efforts a ukhuwah

connector, a container to talk about race, coaching and development of the

community or in other words as a center for community development.

Furthermore, the mosque as a center of community development should be

able to do development efforts as planned and concerted effort to improve the

quality of human life in the scope of science, religion, society and culture. Aspects

of community development as one of the model development approach

(bottoming-up approach) that the active involvement of communities and local

resources are expected to improve social conditions, economic, educational and

cultural communities Sumberpucung particularly and Indonesia generally.

Furthermore, managerial concepts concerning the settlement of social

problems at Sumberpucung will be interpreted society into an architectural

concept in the object of the mosque as a center of community development. The



architectural concept is the result of analysis of the architectural problems that

occurred in the mosques are in development and existence less optimal and make

its role as a center for community development.

2.1.3 The Component of mosque

In general, according to Yulianto Sumalyo in his book “Arsitektur Mesjid”

(Sumalyo, 2000: 6), components of existing and commonly used in the mosque

were as follows:

a. Room to pray together

This room is a wide space usually shaped like a hall and normally located

in the middle of the room. Space for this prayer is usually partitioned for the

contingent of men and women. Places of worship or prayer room, was not given a

table or chair, allowing the congregation to fill the ranks of contingent or is in the

prayer room. Prayer room leads into the direction of the Kaaba, the qibla of

Muslims.

Figure 2.2 Prayer Hall or Liwan
(Source: http://www.eramuslim.com, 2009)

http://www.eramuslim.com


b. Mimbar

The mosque which is a building for the Muslim prayer room has in

addition to praying together, the mosque is equipped lectern (podium) or a seat

where the speech, to be more easily heard and seen by the people or participants

in congregational prayers.

Figure 2.3 Mimbar in mosque
(Source: http://www.pergh.com, 2009)

c. Mihrab

In line with Islamic worship or prayer should be facing Qibla direction of

the Kaaba in Mecca, in the middle of the mosque walls to priest is called the

mihrab, a niche or a relatively small space into the wall, as a sign of the direction

of Qibla. Usually the mimbar is on the right side chamber. Mihrab is also one

form of space efficiency inside the mosque.

Figure 2.4 Mihrab in mosque
(Source: http://www.tamabi.ac.jp, 2009)

http://www.pergh.com


d. Place to Ablution

Within the complex of mosque, near the prayer room, available space to

purify themselves, or commonly called ablution places. In several small mosques,

used the bathroom as a place for ablution, while the traditional mosque, where

ablution is usually slightly separated from the mosque.

Figure 2.5 Place to ablution
(Source: http://www.eramuslim.com, 2009)

e. Minaret

In addition to above four elements are the prayer room, chancel, sanctuary

and place of ablution, since the VIII century mosque completed with minarets, is a

tower to "call" pray or who also became azan prayers.

Figure 2.6 Minaret in mosque
(Source: http://www.tamabi.ac.jp, 2009)

http://www.tamabi.ac.jp
http://www.eramuslim.com
http://www.tamabi.ac.jp


f. Ornamentation and Decoration

Besides the main elements of mosque which has been described

previously, there are complementary elements that are not always present in the

mosque. Minaret in the development of architecture mosque tends to be an

integral part of the mosque, although many mosques do not have a minaret.

Outside of these elements, decorative aspect including calligraphy and the dome is

also highly variable, growing in line with the culture of a society, in certain places

at certain times as well.

Further, the decorations are part of the arts as well as architecture, which is

directly related to the era and culture of a society. In terms of decoration,

decoration on the mosque could not be separated from the Islamic law or

regulations as stipulated in the Hadith and al-Qur'an, particularly those related to

art. Islamic attitudes toward art, especially painting, carving and sculpture, can be

confirmed by the statue because Islam forbids including polytheism. In the

Mosque is also forbidden to draw or paint living creatures. Meanwhile, when the

art of bringing benefits to humans, and embellish life which justified the religious

trappings, devoting the noble values and purify, develop and expand the sense of

beauty in the human soul, then the Sunnah support them.

Some examples of types of decorations in the mosque which are generally

used are as follows:



1) Floral pattern or plants

Figure 2.7. (a) floral pattern
(Source: http://www.pergh.com, 2009)

2) Geometric pattern – intricate

Figure 2.7. (b) Geometric pattern
(Soruce: http://serambibuku.blogspot.com,2009)

3) Muqornas

Figure 2.7. (c) Muqornas
(Source: http://www.tamabi.ac.jp, 2009)

http://www.pergh.com
http://serambibuku.blogspot.com
http://www.tamabi.ac.jp


4) Arabesque

Figure 2.7. (d) Arabesque
(Source: http://risestudioarts.com, 2009)

5) Caligraphy

Figure 2.7. (e) Caligraphy
(Source: http://www.eramuslim.com, 2009)

Use the mosque ornamentation may vary depending on the place and time

of growing. Therefore, in designing the mosque as a center for community

development can be shaped ornament or other decoration, but by staying in the

corridor of Islamic values, such as unity of god, usefulness, cleanliness, proximity

to nature and society, and so forth. Nunik Junara and Yulia Eka Putrie in their

book “Rumah Ramah Lingkungan” (Junara and Putrie, 2009: 23) mentions that in

http://risestudioarts.com
http://www.eramuslim.com


view of Islam, beauty should be continually in the corridors of truth and goodness.

Without both, the beauty that is often looked at the physical level is not a real

beauty.

2.1.4 The function of mosque

As mentioned in earlier discussion that in general the root of mosque

which contains the meaning of submissive and obedient, has a broader meaning.

The mosque serves to meet the purposes of Islamic worship, function and role are

determined by the environment, a place of the mosque and pilgrims was

established. In principle, the mosque is a place of nurture people, including

ukhuwah connective, container discuss race issues, also maintenance and

community development.

Basically, some functions of the role of the mosque is a container from the

branches of an effort worship to Allah (habluminallah). Meanwhile,

etymologically, worship is taken from the word 'abada, ya'budu,' abdan, fahuwa

'aabidun. 'Abid, meaning servant or slave, ie a person who does not have

anything, his master's property to himself, so therefore all my life activities just to

earn his master's good pleasure and avoid anger. Man is the servant of God

"'Ibaadullaah" light body and soul belongs to God, life and death at the hands of

God, rich poor, livelihood provisions of God, and were created only to worship

Allah (Shiddieq, 2009: 1). It is in accordance with the Word of God Almighty. as

follows:



         
It mean: "No I created Jinn and Men except only to worship Me"
(Sura al-Dzariyat [51]: 56).

Furthermore, connect the definition of worship and the meaning in a

broader context Umay M. Dja'far Shiddieq (Shiddieq, 2009:1) explained that the

review of its kind of worship is divided into two types, with different shapes and

properties from each other. These two classifications worship will be implications

for the role and functions in a mosque. Classifications are as follows:

a. Maghdah Worship (habluminallah)

Maghdah Worship is pure servitude and only represents the relationship

between servants to God directly. This form of worship has described the four

principles as follows:

1) Its existence must be based on the argument of the command, whether

from al-Quran and al-Sunnah, so it is a revelation of authority, should not be

set by reason or logic of its existence.

2) The way is appropriate with example of the Prophet. One goal of the

Message of God's messengers is to give an example. Prayer is worship and

pilgrimage maghdah. If do this form of worship without a command argument

or not in accordance with the practice of the Prophet., then categorized as

"Muhdatsatul age" fabricated case, popularly called heresy.

3) Supranational character (above the reach of reason) means that this form

of worship is not the size of logic, since it is not reasonable area, but the

revelation, reason serves only to understand the secret behind it is called



hikmah al-tasyri '. Prayers, adzan, tilawatul al-Quran, and other maghdah

worship, the truth not understand it or not is determined by, but is determined

whether in accordance with the provisions of the shari'ah, or not. On this

basis, it is determined by the terms and tight harmony.

4) The basis is "obedient", which is demanded of the servant in performing this

worship is the compliance or obedience. Servant shall believe that what God

commanded him, solely for the benefit and happiness of slaves, not for God,

and one of the main missions was sent Apostles is to be obeyed.

Some types of worship which includes mahgdah worship are (1) Ablution,

(2) Tayammum, (3) Bath hadats, (4) Adhan, (5) Iqamat, (6) Prayers, (7) Reading

al-Quran, (8) I'tikaf, (9) fasting, (10) Hajj (11) Umra, (12) Tajhiz al-Janazah, and

(13) speech.

From the previously definition from magdhah worship above, then inside

a mosque that will be designed as a community development center in

Sumberpucung, the concepts that can be contained maghdah worship is a mosque

as a place of prayer, ablution, tayamum, adzan, iqomat, reading al-Qur'an, i'tikaf

and tajhiz al-Janazah, speech at the Friday prayer and pray 'Eid. Furthermore,

according to the center of gravity concept design, maghdah worship or worship

which relate directly to God will be called as habluminallah.

Furthermore, as it had been explained in the previous description, the

many faces of space from the fulfillment of these functions will be presented by

staying within the basic principles of Islam such as unity of God aspects,



usefulness, cleanliness, proximity to nature and society, and so forth. These

functions can be contained in a mosque which has several components such as

prayer rooms, sanctuary, chancel, porch mosques and other major halls in the

mosque.

b. Ghairu Maghdah Worship (habluminannas and habluminal’alam)

In the sense of ghairu maghdah worship Umay M. Dja,far Shiddieq

(Shiddieq, 2009:2) explained again that the ghairu maghdah worship (not pure

merely a relationship with God), is worship addition to as a servant relationship

with God is also a relationship or interaction between servants with other

creatures. In accordance with emphasis on design concepts, ghairu maghdah

worship can be classified as a habluminannas and habluminal’alam form. Not all

world events are categorized as ghairu maghdah worship. Worship is a servant of

interaction with other creatures that are conducted in order to achieve the purpose

or with the blessing and reward from Allah Almighty or also called muamalah.

The principles in worship, there are four as follows:

1) Its existence is based on the proposition that there is no ban. During Allah

and His Messenger did not prohibit the worship so this form must be

organized perform.

2) The way to do not need a sample from Prophet, so in their form of worship

is not known the term, bid’ah, or if there is a mention of his, all the things that

do not bid by Prophet, so the bid’ah, called the bid’ah hasanah, while in

maghdah worship called bid’ah dhalalah.



3) Is rational, this form of worship on the merits, or trade-offs, benefits or

mudharatnya, can be determined by reason or logic. Therefore, if according to

the logic of healthy, ill, hurt, and mudharat, it should not be executed.

4) The base is useful, as long as it useful, so long as it can be done.

Based on the notion of ghairu maghdah worship above, it can be

concluded that the mosque that accommodate ghairu maghdah worship is a

mosque that also functions as a ukhuwah connective or gathering people,

community development in the fields of science, religion, society and culture, as a

place to discuss the community problems (habluminannas) with continue to

prioritize the balance of nature (habluminal’alam) in order to reach the blessing

from Allah swt. So, in general, the mosque can be said as a community

development center.

Meanwhile, as has been known that the site design, Sumberpucung is an

area that has many complex social problems. So that, Will be very precise when

the realization of its fulfillment of habluminannas in aspects in mosque presented

by the emergence of support functions in addition to the main functions of the

mosque which will be one of the means of social problems settlement.

Some examples of the habluminannas principles embodiment at the mosque

as a center of community development is the existence of units of community

activities. These units include social activities are as follows:

1) Temporary shelters for affected community members

2) Health Clinics

3) Cooperation



4) House of zakat (Baitul Mal)

5) School

6) Islamic Consultant

7) Library

8) Training and empowerment of women and entrepreneurship

9) Children playground

10) Sports activities

2.1.5 The Rules and Ethics of Mosque

Mosque as a place of worship for Muslims is a sacred place. Therefore,

there are rules and ethics that must be met when in the mosque. In literature

sourced from the internet: Wikipedia, various rules and ethics in the mosque they

apply to every aspect in the mosque, which is as follows

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ mosque, 2009):

2.1.5.1 Non Physical Aspect

a. Priest

Election priests as the prayer leader are highly recommended, though not

an obligation. A priest must be a Muslim is an honest, kind and understanding of

the religion of Islam. A mosque was built and maintained by the government, will

be led by a priest appointed by the government. Mosques are not run by the

government, will choose the priest with election system with the most votes.

According to the Hanafi madzhab, people who build mosques and deserve to be

called as a priest, although the concept is not taught to other madzhab.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/


Leadership Prayer is divided into three types, namely, to priest five times a

prayer, priest to Friday prayer, and priest in other prayer (such as khusuf or bodies

prayer). All Islamic scholars argue that male pilgrims can only be led by a male

priest. When all the pilgrims are women, so both men and women can be priests,

as long as women do not become priests for male pilgrims.

2) Cleanliness

The mosque is a holy place, then the pilgrims who come to the mosque

also should be in a state of sacred hadats. Before entering the mosque, pilgrims

had to perform ablutions in the ablution place which have been provided. Pilgrims

as much as possible should be in a state of neat, clean. To perform their prayers

pilgrims required ablution, but for other activities not previously required to

perform ablutions in a state ablution though one virtue for a Muslim. A

congregation is encouraged to siwak before entering the mosque, to avoid bad

breath.

3) Clothes

Islamic religion encourages well-dressed, polite, and clean in worship.

Male pilgrims are encouraged to wear loose and clean. Women pilgrims were

required to wear a loose robe, or wearing the hijab. Both passengers are male and

women should not wear clothes that show genitalia. Most Muslims wear like a

cloak or veil. Hijab is the term for a type of clothing required for women.



4) Gender Separation

The separation between men and women in the mosque is very important,

so as not to cause lust. Outstanding female worshiper at the mosque is the man

behind. In the tradition of the Prophet Muhammad: "Do not prevent your women

come to the mosque, but their house is better for them". In some mosques in

Southeast Asia and South Asia, female worshipers are separated by a veil or a

differentiated floor. While in the Grand Mosque, congregation of women and

children were given a special place for worship.

5)   Non-muslim in mosque

Based on the opinion by most scholars is an adherent than Islam allowed

to enter the mosque, as long as they do not eat or sleep in it. However, Maliki has

another opinion other than Islam forbids followers to go into mosques under any

circumstances.

According to Imam Hambali, followers of divine religions, like Christians

and Jews were allowed to enter the Haram. However, the Umayyad Khalifah,

Omar II prohibits non-Muslims to enter the Haram area and then apply all over

the Arab. Mosques in Morocco that embraces Maliki forbade non-Muslims to

enter mosques. In the United States, non-Muslims are allowed to enter, as a means

of Islamic learning. Currently, in Saudi Arabia, the city of Mecca and Medina are

only allowed for Muslims only. As for non-Muslims, is directed to the city of

Jeddah.



2.1.5.2 Physical Aspect

Rules and ethics in the mosque than to set up several non-physical aspects

of the mosque were also set up the physical aspects based on Islamic values. The

physical aspects include the form of mosques, the organization of space (the space

of primary and secondary), circulation, and so forth. More information about the

core values of Islam that govern the exploration of physical aspect, Yulia Eka

Putrie and Nunik Junara (Junara and Putrie: 2009: 25) dividing them into three

main areas, namely the value of truth, value of good, and the last is the value of

beauty. In view of Islam, beauty should be continually in the corridors of truth and

goodness. Without both the beauty that is often looked at the physical level is not

a real beauty. If something is true and good, then it will be beautiful. Beautiful as

true, beautiful as well (Junara and Putrie: 2009: 26).

The beauty of looking at every creature of God Almighty., Is a blend of

beauty with utility. Nothing is wasted in every aspect of creation, including

aspects of physical shape. Each creature has a beauty as well as benefits, both

within any part or in its entirety. The wings of butterflies, beaver teeth, petals,

etc., always show the beauty that is consistent with the values of goodness and

truth in its design. Therefore, each man's work-including architecture-that is in

harmony with the universe would contain an invisible beauty of its physical form,

but also of benefit to the environment (Junara and Putrie: 2009: 27).

Therefore, in designing the mosque as a center for community

development in Sumberpucung, all forms of design expression and the results of

filtering must be experiencing the truth, goodness, and the last before beauty.



Furthermore, these forms will be framed in a heavy point of the design concept is

also loaded to the values of Islam, namely habluminallah, habluminannas, and

habluminal'alam.

2.1.6 History and Development of Mosque Architecture

The development of Islamic architecture, especially the mosque has a high

complexity adaptation with various traditions (vernacularism). Many of the

architecture of the mosque which has the main elements such as the mihrab of the

mosque, the pulpit at the direction of Qibla, also take the local form-such as

China, India, West Africa, including in Indonesia, often referred to as regionalism

in architecture.

Hypostyle style is Arabic origin, dominated the seventh-century

architectural styles, and mixed with various elements of art and culture at the time

and place where the mosque was established. Mixing of various architectural

elements for development seen among with many wearing the dome that has been

around since the first century Roman era, then used and developed in the

Byzantine era since the third century and in the next era.

In the early seventh century Islamic developments, especially in

conjunction with the Byzantine Empire heyday (III-XVI century), the use of the

dome fairly prominent in the mosque architecture. Until now, some people argue

that the dome is a hallmark of a mosque. The monumental beauty of form and

appearance of the dome makes it widely used in architecture Early Christian

churches. In addition, the construction of the dome allows the room to get a wide



span without being bothered by a column in the middle of space, time together in

prayer in congregation is more pronounced.

In the modern era mosque architecture evolved in very different styles and

varieties, but in broad outline can be divided into three, namely: taking the old

forms in new materials and construction, mix of old and new (eclecticism); there

is absolutely no time element, except the main elements of the mosque can not be

eliminated is the mihrab and the pulpit. Dome, dikka, and the minaret is not

always there, either in ancient or modern mosque (Sumalyo, 2000:3).

Scope of architecture generally there are two levels: the first direct

physical scope that determines the shape and style, the second frame of reference

of social, cultural and broader economy gives the values in a form of architecture.

This becomes the basis for analyzing the elements of a variety of areas. Growing

and diverse architecture of the mosque is very specific type of building work on

the development of specific regions, characterized by also (Sumalyo, 2000: 4).

2.2 Theme of Design: Islamic Architecture

The design theme in this mosque is the Islamic Architecture with emphasis

on the concept of "Habluminallah, Habluminannas and Habluminal'alam".

Emphasis of this concept is intended to present a balanced architectural design in

the relationship between people (users) with his god, the human with other

humans and design harmony with nature. This balance is expected to make human

users (Khalifah) who do not make mischief on the earth as one aspect of the



responsibility of piety towards God. In a hadith narrated by Anas. said: The

Prophet. He said: Allah the Exalted says as follows:

"There are four cases, one of which involves a relationship with me, one
about your relationship with the slave-servants, one for you and one for
me. As for who to me is that you worship Me not associating anything with
Me, being the one for you is that what you've done from the goodness I'll
pay you back. As for the one between me and you is that you pray and I
accepted, and that among my servants and slaves is that you give up to
them what you relakan for yourselves "(Reported by Abu Nu'aim).

Above hadith explains that Allah says that there are four important things

that one of them there is the need to always give priority to the human relationship

with God (habluminallah) without forgetting the relations between human beings

(habluminannas) itself. This may imply that should be in every aspect of human

life, including the architecture must always cultivate a relationship with God and

with fellow human beings

2.2.1 Overview of Islamic Architecture

Aulia Fikriarini Muchlis (Fikriarini, 2008) explains that Islamic

architecture is a form of solidarity between human culture and the process itself a

human servitude to his Lord, who is in harmonious relationship between humans,

the environment and the Creator. Islamic architecture reveals complex

geometrical relationships, the hierarchy of form and ornament, and a very deep

symbolic meaning. Nunik Junara and Yulia Eka Putrie also add the depiction of a

form of architecture not only embodied in symbolic forms, Islamic architecture

also always take into account the substantive values of the deeper (Putrie and

Junara, 2009: 23). Therefore, Islamic architecture is one answer that can lead to



the improvement of civilization. Inside there is the essence of Islamic architecture

and Islamic values that can be implemented without blocking the use of modern

building technology as a tool to express the essence of it.

Furthermore, the development of Islamic architecture from the seventh

century until the XV century are include the development of structural, decorative

arts, decorative and building typologies. Regional development covers a very

broad area, covering Europe, Africa, to Southeast Asia. Hence, its growth in every

region is different and has an adjustment to the culture and local traditions, and

geographical conditions of each region. This is not independent from the natural

conditions that affect the process of formation of human culture.

From the above explanation, we can conclude that Islamic architecture is

the way to build an Islamic syaria law as determined by, without limitation on the

place and function of the building, but rather the character of Islam in conjunction

with the design of form and decoration. This definition is a definition that includes

all types of buildings, not only religious buildings or monuments (Saoud,2002: 2).

In an another opinion expressed by Nangkula Utaberta in his book

“Islamic Architecture: Thought, Discussion, and Searching Form” (Utaberta,

2008: 16) mentions that in Islamic architecture there are few studies approach

which consists of a populist approach to the study of revivalism, which rely on

aspects of the approach eclectic history, regionalism approach area, approach and

honesty metaphorical structures and approaches through the human values of

Islam such as al-Qur'an and Sunnah. Several approaches will be outlined briefly

as follows:



a. Revivalism populist approach

Revivalism is a very common approach used in Islamic architecture. In

Islamic architecture approach to understand this fact can not be separated from an

understanding of what is believed to be the understanding of Islam is good and

right. This approach is talking about how should the ideal conditions of Muslims

in the method of thinking, ways of life, understanding the context of religious and

social interaction.

Revivalism as roots effort said would mean a switch or resurrect.

Revivalism is a product of self-analysis as well as an understanding of how things

should be solved. He is a product of thought, that's why we can not let go of what

is happening in Islamic architecture and ideas of the people. From this it can be

seen that the approach of Islamic revivalism in architecture over the Islamic

community to see the product as a reference and source of building applications in

defining Islamic architecture.

b. History eclectic approach

The approach is also often used in the study of Islamic architecture is what

is referred to as the eclectic approach to history. If revivalism trying to evoke

something long, it is more a form of eclectic imitation of part or all of the

elements of architecture in the past or the present. Revivalism more talk about the

idea generation back, while more eclectic talk about methods and application

design.

This approach is more commonly known as a patchwork approach,

because he was merging together the various styles of various kinds and types of



architecture, both in the past and the present into a building. Ideas and basic

philosophy of this approach is very simple, that is trying to take the good parts

from a variety of architectural styles is to then combine and get the best results

from it.

c. Regionalisme Approach

The approach is also often used in Islamic architecture to defining what

constitutes a regional approach to regionalism. This approach is more to see the

environmental context of the building with all conditions and socio-cultural

community that exists as an element that is more important than symbolize.

In this approach a lot more thinkers and architects see the potential that

exists in the region to produce buildings that can adapt to its surroundings. From

these discussions, can be seen that although the approach to regionalism is more

to see a function than symbols and how these functions can be fulfilled through an

understanding of local conditions, but he still basing the discussion and frame of

mind on the object as a product of Islamic society.

d. Metaphorical an Structure Honesty Approach

Another approach which also currently widely used in Islamic

architecture is paraphrase what is called a metaphor and honesty structural

approach. These two approaches represent two different approaches, but often

applied in a building simultaneously thus placed in one classification.

Metaphorical approach is an attempt to take a symbol of the element or an aspect

of Islam that is considered representative for use in buildings. This symbol is used

to express the message and ideas that will be delivered through the building.



Hopefully, through the symbol-making people will understand the message to be

conveyed and see it as something more meaningful.

Honest talk about the idea to show the structure shows of an honest and ideas

about beauty that is born of the structures. There are problems in this approach is

often the structure should be the element that helps in a building, and often

became the main element of a building. Therefore that was the main element. An

attempt to produce the beauty that is born of such structures is often precisely

double the cost so that the design of the building is not efficient and effective.

Metaphorical approach and honesty of the structure as the previous discussion

seems to have a character as regionalism is more to see the aspects of

functionality and usability optimization. But as the three previous approaches, this

approach emphasizes the object as the product of an idea rather than values and

basic principles of Islam itself.

e. Islamic architecture through the study of the Human Values of Islam

Approach such as al-Qur’an and Sunnah

Major problem or crisis that occurs from a variety of approaches as

mentioned earlier is that all these approaches is putting the basic object of study

and the study of objects. This means that all sources of study and review of the

four landing approach above all leads to a discussion about building object. The

main problem of this approach is often the object of this approach has no strong

roots of thinking, more of an image-forming sheer and will not last long.



Therefore, this fifth approach is more to see aspects of the basic principles

and values that exist in Islam. Approach and defining the approach taken is to

look at ideas, values and principles of Islam through religious sources. This

method means the combining of knowledge about Islam in all its aspects into the

architecture as an entity that supports each other and relate to each other.

In designing the mosque as a center for community development in

Sumberpucung, technical approach taken by the author is a fifth approach in

Islamic Architecture, which is an approach to study human values of Islam. So

this approach will focus more on aspects of values rather than material aspects of

the symbol or design styles by questioning various functional aspects of the

mosque. Therefore, when speaking within the framework of an existing object

then the discussion will not be developed other than the object itself without

looking at it in context and approach bigger than architecture. So, when the issue

than just the object into the understanding of the ideas, values and moral values

will be gained insight into the broader context and develop. This concept will

have a range of discussion and study of a wider, even outside the field of

architecture itself.

Furthermore, the authors chose the approach that value using the values in

principle habluminallah, habluminannas and habluminal'alam as emphasis in the

design concept of the mosque as a center for community development in

Sumberpucung. As mentioned also in the preceding background, this concept was

chosen because it is considered the most comprehensive representation of Islamic

values which can be an architectural composition as an alternative to the solve the



social problems in the area. Furthermore, the shape and architectural form will be

explored further based on the interpretation approach, the values contained in each

of the existing concept of gravity. Onwards, as shown in the formulation of the

problem, three concepts will be focused also on the design elements of the

mosque that had been determined, namely habluminallah on the shape and

organization of space, habluminannas in circulation and accessibility, and

governance habluminal'alam in mass and spatial that minimize negative impacts

on nature.

2.2.1.1 Review of Habluminallah

Habluminallah is the human relationship with God. This relationship is

basically overshadowed habluminannas and habluminal'alam. More about the

values embodied in the concept Habluminallah, Mohammad Tajuddin in his book

“Konsep Perbandaraan Islam” (Tajuddin, 2003: 101) divides it into multiple

values as follows:

a. Value remembrance of Oneness and Greatness of Allah swt.

This value is carrying of the warning as a system of balance religious

values. This value aims to put the focus on man as the Khalifah, were accounted

for as a leader on earth with good values. Humans easily receive and convey

messages through visual communication. This is a best approach, leads to

something collective message, especially in the process of human beings to

convey a warning to his Oneness Lord, where required by Islam.

There are various approaches that have the same physical, human activity and also

a symbolic element that can help people think about and repeat the study will be a



message to Unity of Allah swt. Elements surrounding the religious life and also

God's creation of natural objects are believed to bring a little more warning the

public to the creator.

Nangkula Utaberta (Utaberta, 2006), also add about the value of this

memorandum is through His Word, God reminds us to much more to contemplate

contemplating his creation in nature. Through various verses of the al-Qur’an, he

invites us to contemplate the many natural creation and draw lessons from these

creatures of His creation. As shown in the following paragraph as follows:

                    
                       
    

It means: "And He it is Who spread out the earth and made the mountain-
rivers and him. and makes him all the fruits in pairs, God closed the night to
noon. Verily in this there are signs that (the greatness of Allah) for people
who reflect. And on this earth there are parts that together, and vineyards,
the plants and palm trees are branched and unbranched, watered with the
same water. We preferred it settled some of the crops in rank above others
about it. Verily in this there are signs that (the greatness of Allah) for those
who think "(Sura ar-Radu [30]: 4).

Nature is proof of God’s greatness, with attention to nature it will increase

our faith and devotion to Allah. Therefore, will very important for us to show the

greatness of nature as the direct creations of God when compared to the building

or the product of human creations. The design of buildings should be trying to

hold the occupants with a more natural atmosphere and close to nature. God's



creatures, such as trees, grass and flowers should dominate a building design,

urban housing or Islamic.

In addition to the building design and creation, natural elements like

sunlight, air flow, natural sounds and the gurgling of water needs to be integrated

into the building. Building is wherever possible to use a friendly source of energy

with its surroundings. The use of artificial lighting and intermittent aeration can

damage the environment should be avoided and the negative effects should be

minimized so as to create harmonious relations between human and natural

surroundings as a means of forming our devotion to God.

b. Value-memoire to Ritual Worship

In Islam, the concept of worship scoped so broad not only on the concept

of 'surrender' in certain buildings, as seen on the concept of religions worship the

moon. Islamic scoped more general aspect to a concept of complete surrender,

that is all aspects of life.

For a mosque, a mosque or something to enable people to worship spaces

need scouted in strategic places and orientation that allows it to be visited and

viewed. A more open concept design is essential in order to provide attraction to

the surrounding community

c. Value-memoire to the Natural Genesis God's Creation

Warning to the natural incidence of Allah's creation can be done with the

use of materials, building orientation and design methodology. Use of materials

from the original elements into rock (in fact) and the timber will create a distinct



architectural image which is close to natural events. The use of glass elements that

help bring the landscape also helped draft like this.

d. Value-memoire to Death

Subsequently, a third element which has led to warnings in the world is the

message that life is only temporary and the element of death as a natural breaker

in the world. The concept of urban design, for this purpose the most obvious

elements of this message is grave.

e. Value-memoire of Humility

Besides some of the values expressed by Mohammad Tajuddin Mohamad

Rasdi above, Nangkula Utaberta in Islamic Architecture (Utaberta, 2006), adding

value that leads to the concept habluminallah, ie remembrance of humility.

Islam teaches a Muslim to humble themselves before their Lord. A leader must

humble themselves before the people he leads. A commander must humble

himself from the army he led. In the world of architecture this principle is very

large implications. He talked about how we ought to place and arranges the mass

of buildings in the context of its environment. The size of the building as we learn

from the appearance of the Messenger of Allah was not supposed to be standing

too great a contrast compared to surrounding buildings. Material selection and

building materials also must be made in such a way that does not seem too fancy

that will eventually spend money to maintain.

Monumental impression on the building (usually happens at the mosque or

government buildings) that often it causes a waste of land and spend a lot of costs

should be avoided because it will give a negative image of Islam (as a religion of



feudal, filled with waste, power hungry and underdeveloped), but we must try to

give the image of Islam as a religion that is democratic, progressive and ready to

accept the changes.

Buildings are not supposed to disrupt the natural composition of the

natural environment by insisting on the composition of symmetry that is often

imposed for reasons just symbolic or formality.

Figure 2.8 The Monumental Mosque
(Source: Utaberta, 2006)

In designing the house itself, the following hadith explicitly describes the

principles of humility this is as follows:

"Annas Ibn Malik said; Prophet one day saw a building
with a large dome on top of it and then said: What is it? The friend
replied: It is a building owned by So and so, one of the Anshor Rati.
Prophet did not utter a lata was causing big question mark. When the
owner gave him greeting Prophet turned and walked away. The owner was
repeated again and again and the Prophet's reaction remains the same, so
people are aware that the Prophet because he was angry. So finally he
asked it to another friend to say: I swear by Allah that I do not understand
the attitude Prophet . The friends said she acted like that after seeing a
large building with a dome of yours. The friends were then returned to his



house and destroy it so that the flat on the ground. One day the Prophet
saw the same red Kea and did not see the dome building again. He asks:
What has happened to the domed building? They (the Companions) said:
the owners complain that you (Prophet) turned her face when met with
him and when we tell why he had to destroy it. Prophet said: Every
building is a trial for the owner unless a man can not live without it
"(Sunan Abu Dawood, Vol. III, p. 1444-1445).

Habluminallah principle also covers aspects of monotheism and piety.

Piety has the sense to run away from God's commandments and prohibitions of

Allah, so in an architectural form there is also imperative to always consider

things that are commanded and prohibited. Further explained also there are

aspects uluhiyah (divine), rububiyah (omnipotence) and asthma 'wa sifat (name

and nature of God) principles. According Nunik Putrie Junara and Yulia Eka

(Junara and Putrie, 2009: 38-43), some of the implications of the concept of

monotheism and piety in an architectural form is as follows as follows:

a. Do not glorify with buildings (the value of the omnipotence of God)

There is a hadith which is long enough to tell me about it, namely, "Anas

bin Malik said: the Prophet one day saw a large building with a dome on top of it

and then said:" What is it? "The Companions replied," It is a building owned by

So and so ..., one of the Anshor. "Messenger of Allah did not say a word that

raises a big question mark. When the owner gave his greetings to him, the

Prophet turned and walked away. The voters are repeated over and over again

and remained the same reaction to the Messenger so that people are aware that

the Messenger of Allah's anger because he was. Finally he asked it to another

friend by saying, "I swear by Allah that I do not understand the attitude of the

Prophet." At the friends replied that he was acting like that after he saw a large



building with the dome of his. The friends were then returned to his house and

destroy it so that the flat on the ground. One day the Prophet saw the same

direction and not sees the dome building again. He asked, "What has happened to

the building's dome?" They (the companions) said, "the owner complained that

you (the Holy Prophet.) Turn your face when met with him and when we tell you

why he too destroy it." The Prophet said, "every building is a trial for the owner,

unless that man can not live without it. "(Narrated by Abu Dawood). This hadith

according to Prof.. Dr. Mohd. Tajuddin Mohd. Rasydi (Mohd. Tajuddin in

Utaberta (ed), 2003: 17), talking about simplicity and functionality. This hadith

according to him is basically aimed not reject the construction of a dome, because,

other than as an element symbolic, the dome also serves as a structural element.

That is, if there is good reason, to build a dome is not forbidden.

b. Not displaying and exhibiting the statue or picture animate (the value of

the deity).

There are many hadiths which stresses the importance of this is to note,

one of them is, "the angel (messenger of grace) will not enter the building in

which there is a dog and a picture (animate beings)." (Narrated by Bukhari,

Muslim). Plural in the community has the habit of displaying or exhibiting

paintings and sculptures on the walls of buildings. From this prohibition can be

measured how much the actual level of self sincerity in fulfilling the

commandments of God Almighty. that may not be in line with our desire or

pleasure. Surely must be believed to be correct, that each of the commands and



prohibitions of Allah swt always brings goodness and wisdom, although not yet

realized and not previously known.

c. Maintain cleanliness and sanctity of the home (asma’ wa sifat).

One hadith that explains about the importance of home hygiene and our

environment is as follows, "Allah is good and love good, clean and likes

cleanliness, generous and happy to generosity, generous and happy to charity.

Therefore purify your home page and do not imitate, imitate the Jews. "(Narrated

by Tirmidi). Cleanliness and purity for a Muslim have a very strong foundation in

Islamic teachings. Cleanliness and purity even become one of the prerequisites

before conducting the prayer service. Therefore, maintaining cleanliness and

purity for a Muslim is not only meaningful physical but also is non-physical.

Design building is so easy to clean and always in a pure state. This matter should

we do with the intention of worshiping Allah, that is doing things that bring us

into God’s bless, not merely maintain the cleanliness of the visible reasons.

2.2.1.2 Review of Habluminannas

Mohammad Tajuddin in his book “Konsep Perbandaraan Islam” mention

some values that are embodied in the Habluminannas concept (Tajuddin, 2003:

103), as follows:

a. Ukhuwah and social integration

Ukhuwah is the relationship of brotherhood in the whole community

integration. Ukhuwah close relationship in a very important strategy to foster civil

society and balance the class differences. It can erode feelings of self-serving



individualistic or who have become as though commonplace in today's modern

society. Islam put social development as a major case after self-responsibility.

Both these development needs to walk the same direction and poise.

b. Building Opened Space

Development of open space is important because this is where the

ukhuwah relationship will be valid and interwoven. In Islam, each individual is

responsible to the virtues of the society then the message from the community

needs to be opened as wide as possible.

c. Community Education

Public education is a important factor as physical development of space.

Communities need to be educated and given a referral order to realize the

importance of the ukhuwah relationship and social development.

In the mosque, a strategy that can be done is to provide a wide space in it like the

ease of classrooms, cafeteria, library, courtyard, dormitories and other spaces that

is felt necessary and it can serve as a activity center and community associations.

d. Value-memoire for Worship and Strugle

In this habluminannas concept Nangkula Utaberta also add more about the

values embodied, namely the value of worship and remembrance of the struggle.

Islam is a religion that is very different from other religions because it not only

regulates the relationship between man and his Lord, but also govern how human

relations in the context of a relationship with his Lord. Theoretically and

practically this principle is quite complex because he did not just talk about all

aspects of Muamalat worship, but also talking about human life and the struggle



for improvement. This occurs because the concept of worship in Islam together

with the everyday life of Muslims themselves. This can be seen from following

God's Word as follows:

                
                  

                
    

It means: "Alif Lam miin. Book (Al Quran) there is no doubt thereof;
guidance for those who are pious, (that) those who believe in the unseen,
who establish worship and spend of what We have settled some of
sustenance to them. And those who believe in the Book (the Quran) which
has been revealed unto thee and Scriptures that have been revealed before,
and they believe in (life) the Hereafter. That's what they continued to
receive guidance from their Lord, and they're the people who are lucky"
(Sura al-Baqara [2]: 1-5).

Prophet himself through various hadith he explicitly explained that a

Muslim is not an individual who stands alone and seek the faith and devotion to

himself. A Muslim is part of the society therefore he needs to fight for the good

and welfare of the community.

In the world of architecture, it is a principle which is very large

implications. In designing the mosque, for example, the idea of the principles of

worship and the struggle to make the mosque is not just a place of prayer and

worship ritual. But also serves as a center of daily activities and interaction center

and the activities of the Muslim community in the region. This means designing

spaces of a mosque should be made in such a way as to allow outside activities



such as prayer or ritual activities possible to run. Activities likes sports, seminars,

discussion of religious, schools and education centers, libraries, trading activities

and activities that can strengthen the ukhuwah relationship and should receive

adequate attention from this ritual activity as such.

Figure 2.9 The reconstruction of Prophet’s Mosque
(Source: Utaberta, 2006)

Character of the mosque as mentioned above is quite unique compared to

other religious buildings such as churches or temples. In church or temple

building, space in buildings should be made wherever possible and as quietly as

possible so that people can silently solemn worship, while at the mosque building

must be separated between sections which allow a solemn religious service with a

part that allows the movement and activities that are more free. Therefore

necessary to design and zoning which is more clear and dynamic.

Value-memoire of Waqaf and Social Welfare

In Islam there are some private practice as I'tikaf and voluntary prayer, but

all of them framed by the frame of societal life. Because of the activities and



social facilities is an important element in the life of the Muslim community. This

can be seen in several hadith as follows:

"It was narrated from Abu Hurairah ra, that the Prophet SAW had said:
The poor man who was not around to ask-mintakepada other people, then
he gets a bite or two bribes of food. The Companions asked, "then who
the poor person, O Messenger of Allah?" He replied, "that is, people who
do not have the wealth that could be inadequate, but he was embarrassed
to reveal deficiencies in order to be given alms, and requested not to ask
at all to others" (Sahih Al-Bukhari, Vol.II, p. 324).

From this hadith the Prophet looks very concerned social life of his people. In the

first hadith the Messenger of Allah teaches us to honor guests and maintaining

public facilities, it shows how Islam is to promote activities and social activities.

The second hadith which’s tells us to multiply the alms and contributions to

society through a unique story. From here go back to see how attention to the

social life of Islamic people.

In the world of architecture this principle has very large implications. The

first, public facilities and social facilities need to get the highest priority. In

contrast to today building design that is often put commercial aspects of a

building with avoid facilities and public needs for the community. In a mall often

public facilities such as children playground, seating, park or a mosque to be part

of the building is considered to be marginalized because it has no commercial

value. This is certainly contrary to the principles and the hadith above, so we need

to reconstruct our thinking and understanding of a pattern-oriented design to a

more materialistic to social thinking and emphasizes the public interest. The

buildings which are social institutions such as nursing homes, home disabled



people and poor people who need improved facilities. Community encouraged

helping each other, without exception, including against people outside of Islam.

Islam promotes community responsibility rather than just individuals.

e. Value-memoir of Cultural Tolerance

History has recorded the Islam as the only religion that has a remarkable

tolerance. In countries where Islam became the majority race, tolerance and

cooperation between one religion to another religion is doing well and growing. It

shows how Islam as a living system to be a mercy to the whole nature of God as

stated by the following:

        
It means: "And We sent thee not, but for (a) mercy for all creatures"
(Q.S al-Anbiya' [21] : 107).

                   

It means: "And We sent thee but to the whole of mankind as a bearer of
good tidings and a Warner, but most people do not know"
(Q.S Saba ' [34] : 28).

History has recorded how the Jews hated the Prophet and his followers to

this day. But in the above hadith is seen how the Messenger of respect and

appreciation to them. Even people who were dead even. Allah has created human

beings composed of various nations and races, but this does not become a source

of disunity in Islam because the size of the degree of a person in the eyes of Allah

lies in the devotion and faith.



In architecture, this would affirm our obligation to respect the cultural and

social life of communities where the buildings are standing. They do not conflict

with Islam we are allowed to use the language of architecture by exploiting the

potential local people and materials that exist in that place. This is certainly a

principle that ensures the design flexibility of building in Islam.

2.2.1.3 Review of Habluminal’alam

Al-Qur’an has mentioned as follows:

                    
   

It Means: "It has been visible damage on land and at sea caused by human
hands, that God may feel to them, a party of (due to) their deeds, so they
come back (to the right path)" (Q.S ar-Ruum [30]: 41).

Through this verse explicitly explained that people should maintain the

natural and does not make mischief in it. Some of the strategies offered by

Tajuddin Mohamad, in his book "Konsep Perbandaraan Islam" (Tajuddin,

2003:104), one form of maintaining a relationship with nature which are as

follows:

a.  Suistinable Development

Sustainable meant something that is not changeable or fixed. Sustainable

development is a development system to the public through the rotation in the use

of materials, energy and other living needs which can be returned as original



condition or if not, at least to reduce the use of original sources to create

something new.

As an example of using electricity from solar power that does not require a

process of combustion of the fire. Another example is the use of recycled water,

other than scientific cleaning process, water from precipitation can also continue

processed and used for purposes in buildings.

b. Savings, Conservation and Recycling

Saving towards a sustainable living system requires a comprehensive

process in a prolonged period. In the framework of the savings strategies,

conservation and recycling are this third-ranked run simultaneously with the

necessary sustainable changes.

Saving aspect involves the process of changing the way people's lives.

Overall, the various elements of the savings may be donated. This involves saving

energy resources, such as electricity or light switch to light protoleum more

energy efficient, home repair intermittent aeration system and others.

All these processes require an awareness of ethics and society as a whole to

give the impression that a large and sustainable. The next level of conservation is

namely the process of re-use of materials or energy sources. This strategy

involves the development and changes larger and more integrated.

c. Nature and Landscape Setting

Natural settings and the landscape is divided into two ranks, namely

landscape settings in the area of development and ecological setting for the

existing old plants in the region



d. Value-memoire of Suistinable Life

God created man as kahlifah on this earth. Khalifah means leader and

caretakers and guardians. Hence humans have an obligation to maintain, protect

and conserve these natural for the interests of future generations. Today we saw a

lot of damage that occurs in the earth caused by human behavior, as stated by the

God of the following:

                     
               
       

It Means: “ It has been visible damage on land and at sea caused by acts
manusi hand, God supay a party of them taste (due to) their deeds, so they
come back (to the right path). Say: "Hold the journey on earth and see
what the end of those was who earlier. Most of them are people who
ascribe (God)” (Q.S Ar Rum [30]: 41-42).

Sustainable life within this study had at least two contexts is a natural

context and social context. Natural context means that the development that we do

should consider the needs of future generations. We must try to preserve nature

for the sake of future generations hence required a planning environmental impact

of each development and coaching we do. This can be seen from the attitude of

the Prophet that when this war Islam prohibits soldiers from destroying the

environment. Hadith of the Prophet also encourage some people to plant trees as a

form of alms to the environment,

In the second architecture world this principle has huge implications.

Sustainability naturally teaches us to pay attention to really land and



environmental conditions around us before designing a building. Material

selection and use of technology really needs to be considered before we make any

changes to the site and process them. While social sustainability was teaching us

to give more attention to the architectural language that we use in designing a

building. Language feudal architecture in the design of government buildings or

public buildings such as symmetry and scale of the giant with set back the

excessive need to be avoided for the sake of creating a government building or

public building that is more democratic and familiar with the community.

2.3 Review of Building Site

Tread design review is an overview of the region in Sumberpucung

Malang Regency. This function is to provide preliminary description of the

general condition site. Sumberpucung is a district in Malang, East Java Province,

Indonesia. With an area of 6094 m2 and land use for settlement area Ha 729.1,

1879.8 ha of rice field, dost / garden 480.16 hectares, 125 hectares of plantation,

125 hectares of forest, etc. 685 Ha.



Spatially, until the end of 2004 District Sumberpucung water services are

not served by public water utilities. This case because of the constraints faced in

the provision of clean water in 10 districts due to the limited allocation of funds

for construction of rural water supply. The economic potential of the primary

economic sector in the region Sumberpucung are in fisheries and food crops.

While in the secondary economic sector is in the building.

Generally Sumberpucung climate in the region has two rainy and dry

climate that is. Temperatures in these comrades are 24,260C with average

maximum temperature 28,960C (NASA Surface Meteorology and Solar Energy

Data RETScreen, 2008). Based on observations, the atmosphere in this area is

quite deserted, with a condition of settlement that is not too crowded and there are

still many empty lands in the form of rice or dost. The wind has a tendency blows

from the east and south in the region.

Site located in
Sumberpucung village,
district of Sumberpucung,
Malang Regency
The position of this
footprint is potential
because it has proximity to
public facilities such as
stations namely, health
centers, markets, schools,
centers of government
districts, etc..

Figure 2.10 Site Plan
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)



Sumberpucung livelihoods of the majority were farmers as much as 1154

persons a dominant livelihoods, the next 801 traders livelihoods of people, 169

private persons, civil servants 102 persons, 43 persons were fishermen, craftsmen

33 persons, construction workers 27 persons, 18 persons of the Armed Forces, and

other -Another 133 persons. Sumberpucung majority is Muslim community.

Based on history and observation, Sumberpucung is Abangan Islamic community,

Abangan Islam which is Islam that is still very thick with elements of cultural or

kejawen (http://beninghati.com, 2007).

It is known that the location of the site there are some localized spots

spread over a few neighborhoods in the Village Sumbepucung. This localization

closely guarded by thugs in the area. Some other problems which the author

gained during the process of observation is an indication of Christianizing efforts

at the site, it can be known by the institutions under the pretext of building

churches with facilities meeting schools from kindergarten through high school.

Architectural, design and building of settlements is not much influenced by

particular architectural styles. Most of the forms of the house is a house built just

for fulfilling the functions and needs of residents, cultural elements and aesthetics

kesetempatan less attention. This is similar to what happened in most of the

villages in Indonesia.

Size of site planning approximately 10,000 m2 of land with boundaries as

follows:

 North : Field

http://beninghati.com


 South : Street

 West : Settlement

 East : Field

Figure 2.11 Site of Boundaries
(Sumber : Result of observation, 2009)

2.4 Comparative Studies

2.4.1 Comparative Studies Related Objects

Comparative study was performed on same object of the same mosque and

also have similar functions and roles, ie not only serves as a place of worship but

also capable of being ukhuwah coaching centers and community development.

Objects being compared in comparative studies of this object as two objects,

namely are Nabawi mosque as the first mosque built by the Prophet and based on

a mosque which has a history of ten roles and functions, that are as places of



worship, prayer and remembrance (habluminallah) consultation and

communication issues including economic, social, cultural, educational, social

welfare, military training and preparation equipment, treatment of war victims,

peace and court disputes receive guests (in auditorium), captured prisoners, and

the center light and a defense of religion (habluminannas) . The second object is a

complex mosque in Pabelan Broarding School which proved capable of linking

objects with the community surrounding the mosque. More clearly is described as

follows:

2.4.1.1 Nabawi Mosque in Medina

Figure 2.12. Nabawi mosque at this time
(Source: http://andreass.wordpress.com, 2009)

Nabawi mosque is a mosque located in Medina, Saudi Arabia. The

mosque is as already seen from its name, was built by the Prophet Muhammad

and the tomb where he and his companions. This mosque is one of the main

mosques for Muslims after Mecca and unlawful Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem.

http://andreass.wordpress.com


Figure 2.13 Site Plan of Nabawi mosque
(Source: http://andreass.wordpress.com, 2009)

The description in the site plan of Nabawi mosque are as follows:

1. Post Duta / messengers: the Prophet. use this place to meet with the envoys

who came. Several prominent Companions were sitting around him during the

meeting.

2. Post Guard: Becoming the guards standing place of the Prophet. Matori said,

Aisyah’s house door. dealing with this pole, and the Prophet. through this door

to Nabawi mosque".

3. Post a place to sleep: Abdullah bin Umar ra. recalled, "The Prophet. use this

place as his bed during i'tikaf”.

4. Abu Lubabah Post: Mentioned in the exegesis of Ibn Kathir, the Prophet.

intended to punish the children of Quraizzah (a Jewish tribe) for his betrayal

to the Holy Prophet. Abu Lubabah ra. appointed as an arbitrator. He

accidentally leaked the secret of the Prophet. to the Jewish tribe. Abu Lubabah

soon realized his mistake, and tying himself to the mast, until Allah Almighty.

receive his repent. After seven days, the Prophet. received a revelation

http://andreass.wordpress.com


regarding the receipt of repentance Abu Lubabah and untied with his own

hands. In the al-Qur'an, Sura al-Anfal, Verse 27-28 there is a lesson that is

betraying the trust is a very fatal mistake for the Companions of the Prophet.,

So that they perform extraordinary actions to make amends.

5. Post Aisyah ra.: Tabrani mention Aisyah ra.. related that the Prophet. said,

"There is a very important place in a noble Nabawi mosque, if one found out,

they will hold a lottery for the chance to be able to pray there."

One day the Companions said to Aisyah ra. about this place. He refused to let

the place. Finally, the Sahaba went, whereas Aisyah ra. still together with his

nephew Abdullah bin Zubair ra. Later the friend noticed that Abdullah bin

Zubair ra. to pray near the poles Ayesha. The Friends believe that Aisyah ra.

telling them where the secret to his nephew.

Prophet. never priest a prayer from this point for several days after the change

of direction from al-Aqsa Mosque to Kaaba in Mecca. Later, he was always

priest prayer from the point now known as Mihrab Nabawi As-Sharif

6. Post Mukhallaqah: Jabir ra. as stated in the hadeeth narrated Buhari, "The

Prophet. leaning on palm tree (which was originally located at the site of this

mast was) when doing Friday sermon, the Ansar respectfully offer the Holy

Prophet. we can make a pulpit for you, if you approve it ".

Prophet. approve it and a platform that consists of three steps were built.

When the Holy Prophet. sit on this dais to speech, the Sahaba heard that palm

tree cried like a child. Prophet. approached the tree, who was crying and then

hugged him. This tree was then calm after sobbing like a female camel. Palm



trees are crying because he was not used again for the remembrance of Allah

swt.

Since it given the kind of tree called Khaluq deodorizer. And later, poles

where it used to be palm trees, known as mast Mukhallaqah.

7. Nabawi Mihrab: No sanctuary in the Nabawi Mosque during the reign of the

Prophet SAW and the first four Caliphs. In the year 91 AH, Umar bin Abdul

Aziz's first time to pray here in a form of sanctuary. If we stand in this

chamber and perform the prayer, where we will lie prostrate at the feet of the

place where the Prophet. grounded. Thick walls of this chamber over the

prostration of the Prophet. the truth.

8. Ustmani Mihrab: Caliph Uthman ra. Priest prayer in this place. Now, The

priest of Nabawi mosque also priest at prayed here. Then, Umar bin Abdul

Aziz build a sanctuary here.

9. Hanafi Mihrab: Previous Priest of the four school prayer (the Hanafi, Shafi'i,

Maliki, and Hanbali) pries prayers at Nabawi mosque separately in a slightly

different time and different place. Imam Hanafi pries prayer at this place. But

now, only one prayer in congregation that held in Nabawi mosque, led by the

Imam of the Hanbali. This is true since the power is held by the Saudi

Government.

10. Tahajud Mihrab: the Prophet Muhammad. Tahajjud prayers in this place.

11. Pulpit (Mimbar): As mentioned in the hadith narrated by Bukhari and muslin

Abu Hurayrah Allah., Prophet saw. say "Between my house and my pulput is

one of the park from the gardens of Kautsar paradise will be at the pool on the



day of Resurrection." Several Muslim governments send the pulpit of Nabawi

mosque from time to time. Rostrum present, sent by Sultan Murad the 3rd of

the Ottoman dynasty in 998 AH

12. Muezzin Place: This place, in the form of a rectangular balcony, located in

the northern tribune of the Prophet. This place other than as a adzan also as a

place to pray and to strengthen the voice muadzin on the five daily prayers.

13. Stage Around Place Tahajjud

14. Stage Personnel Security Place

15. Ahlu Suffah Place: Suffah means shelter. Companions of the Prophet's poor

and homeless, living in Suffah. Here they have an education about Islam and

do it. If we run from the pole opposite to the direction of qibla Aisha, Suffah

be after his fifth pole. However, after the Holy Prophet. expand Hijra in the

seventh year, Suffah moved about ten yards to the east, as illustrated in the

sketch Nabawi mosque.

16. Chapter (Door) Baqi ': This door is faced with Salam Chapter.

17. Chapter (Door) Jibril: Located in the East, also known as Chapter of the

Prophet, because he always came in through this door. The reason for the

reference to Chapter Gabriel is a narration from Aisyah ra.., "When the Holy

Prophet. home from Khandaq, and lay down their arms and then a bath,

Gabriel aces. He came and said, 'You put down your weapon?, by Allah we

have not (be) laid down their arms, go to them', the Prophet. said, 'Where is?',

Gabriel aces. replied, 'come here', he pointed to the Children Quraizzah. Then

the Holy Prophet. out to them.



18. Chapter (Door) Nisa: The door was opened by Umar ibn Khattab year 12 AH

He says, "It would be nice if the door is devoted to women."

19. Bir (Well) Ha: If we enter the mosque from the leftmost part of Chapter Fahd,

the well is located approximately 15 meters into the mosque and was marked

with three circles. Prophet. sometimes come to these wells and drinking water.

Wells and the surrounding park is owned by the Abu Talhah. When she heard

the letter of Ali Imran verse 92 which reads:

                     
It means: "You shall not come to righteousness (perfect), until you spend of
that which ye love wealth. And whatever ye spend, Allah knows "
(Q.S Ali 'Imran [3]: 92).

Abu Talhah ra. gives this park soon because of the pleasure of Allah swt.

Here's an example of how the friends react to the verses of the Koran and direct

spontaneously doing God's command earnestly and wholeheartedly.

20. Chapter (Door) Greetings: Umar ibn Khattab ra. opened the door located at

the western wall of the mosque, when carried out repairs in 12 H. Mosque

Named Chapter as-Salam because lying parallel to the place of honor in the

form of salutation to the Prophet's body.

21. House Abu Bakr ra.: When we walked from the pulpit through Chapter

Siddiq, this house is located after the 5th pole parallel to the Chapter Siddiq.

One day the Prophet. said, "All doors are open directly into the mosque should

be closed except the door of the house of Abu Bakr." This raises the suspicion

that Abu Bakr ra will become the first caliph (http://imtiazahmad.com)



From some of the above description in the composition of spaces in

Nabawi mosque properly accommodate various habluminallah, habluminannas

and habluminal'alam. Ie for example classification of worship such as prayers,

ablution, tayamum, adzan, iqomat, reading al-Qoran, and tajhiz-al janazah and

i'tikaf, even the Messenger of Allah, friends and people at that time also performs

tahajud prayer in this mosque.

On the other side, the mosque was also able to accommodate

habluminannas well as consultation and communication various issues including

economic, social, cultural, educational, social welfare, military training and

preparation equipment, treatment of victims of war, and so forth. Onwards, the

composition habluminannas and habluminallah of storage well in this mosque.

Besides able to accommodate habluminallah and habluminannas, from the

form of mosques can know the values of openness to society and the environment

(habluminal'alam), the value of ukhuwah grafting, and others. It is described as

follows:

http://imtiazahmad.com


Figure 2.14. Study about the role of Nabawi mosque
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)

Advantages and disadvantages of Nabawi Mosque in Madinah are as

follows:

a. Advantages

1) Existing doors on the west, north and south of the ease of accessibility

community around (habluminannas).

2) Spacious open courtyard in the middle of the mosque complex or addition is

to present a pattern hypostyle vast prayer hall and interacting with nature

QIBLA

Open space in the middle of the
complex in addition to functioning as a
place of prayer, as well as a place of
interaction and socialization of people

Spaces that serve as home Rosulullah, it
is also a place Rosulullah receive
visitors and people interact and solve
problems

Semi-open
spaces are

usually for the
rest of the

passengers, with
the construction
of a roof of palm

tree leaves

Accessibility almost from
every direction that

facilitates the circulation
and accessibility within

the mosque



around (habluminannas and habluminal'alam), could also become a place of

interaction and meeting people. This condition can strengthen our ukhuwah

relationship and Muslims.

3) Wall surrounding the complex can function also as a public private zone

partitioning. The advantage of this wall is in the position he is an introvert, it

is able to produce an effect of the wall with openings extrovert accessibility

from three directions of west, east and south.

4) At the beginning of construction, the mosque was only the foundation soil

with vegetation composition and equipment note harmony. Even as expressed

in his book “Arsitektur Masjid” Yulianto Sumalyo (Sumalyo, 2003:30),

mentioned that the entrance is marked by a stone arch which is obtained from

its surroundings. This concept is indicates the existence of efforts to use local

materials are natural and easy to obtain (habluminannas).

5) Efforts to harmonize with the natural object of the mosque can also be

interpreted as an effort to bring people closer to the creation of Allah swt.

Indirect efforts to bring the values of remembering the greatness of Allah swt.

on Muslims. This is an attempt habluminallah using natural intermediaries

(habluminal'alam)

b. Disadvantages

The downside of this mosque according to the author began to emerge

during the development of ideas to be shaped like a mosque at the moment, which

is as follows:



1) The shape and composition of his time who failed to give a place for nature

and the environment (vegetation) to grow and develop. This can be interpreted

as a failure of habluminal'alam compliance.

2) Glorify the impression began to appear with the imposition great symmetrical

shapes such as the placement minarets, which also forms the symmetrical, and

the use of luxurious materials. Use of this material would also require more

expensive maintenance costs. Use of many minarets and a symmetric position

is understandable if contains elements expediency.

3) Religious functions of Nabawi Mosque in the past have been reduced at this

time, one of which it has arisen because central government, education,

politics in other zones outside the mosque area.

2.4.1.2 Mosque in Pabelan Boarding School

Pabelan Mosque is a mosque that was in a boarding school complex

Pabelan in Magelang, Central Java. This boarding school has a lot of mass

composition. Pondok Pesantren is integrated with the merger of the boarding

school salafiyah and khalafiyah. This boarding is location adjacent to residential

communities. This condition is quite a lot to help the process of interaction with

society in general and boarding school mosque in particular (habluminannas).

Preview site plan of Pabelan boarding school can be displayed as follows:



Figure 2.15. Site plan of Pabelan Boarding School at Magelang
(Source: http://geocities/masjidpabelan, 2009)

From the picture above it is known that the pattern of Pabelan Boarding

School is spread with the position of the mosque were in the middle ages. This

position is assumed to have been no efforts by the founder of the boarding school

who wants to close the mosque by a variety of other spaces in the Pabelan

Bording School. This pattern also indicates the effort to give the direction of

circulation and accessibility from all directions.

http://geocities/masjidpabelan


Further studies will be done about the position of a mosque in Pabelan

Boarding School are as follows:

Figure 2.16.  Mass Study in Pabelan Boarding School
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)

In addition to the mass of studies conducted, there is also documentation

of photographs depicting the activities that happen in this mosque, among which

are as follows:

Habluminallah

depicting the activities that happen in this mosque, among which are as follows:
Citizens who do maghdah worship at the mosque. From this picture in mind that there are
enough good harmony between the environment and buildings. This concept is quite capable
of presenting the impression the greatness of God to every people who interact in the
mosque.

Pond water as a form of attunement
with nature (habluminal'alam)

Clompex of mousque with front yard

Open space around the mosque
as a forum for community
interaction
(Habluminannas)

Grave as a form of
remembrance of the death of
(remembrance of God or
habluminallah)



Habluminannas

Figure 2.17 Worship Activities in Pabelan Boarding House
(Source: http://geocities.masjidpabelan, 2009)

Of the few studies that have been done, we can analyze some advantages

and disadvantages in this Pabelan Boarding School, which is as follows:

a.  Advantages

1) Position at the center of Boarding Schools make this a more active mosque is

visited by people. On the other hand, this Pabelan boarding school that is also

in the midst of settlement, made the mosque in the cabin quite easily accessed

by local people (habluminannas).

From the picture on the side note that there has been
a relationship or interaction between people is very
good at this mosque. Community activities in the
area of the mosque was quite able to bring the
community with a mosque as a place that most
favored of Allah swt.

Another very good activity in this mosque is an effort to involve communities in development
process and development of the mosque, which seems to make the society also has a mosque,
making maintenance efforts, and the development of mosques in non-physical aspects and
physical well maintained.

http://geocities.masjidpabelan


2) Construction that involves public participation makes the community as if it

has a cottage and felt responsible for the maintenance and development of the

mosque.

3) Its presence suggests that without the fence is open to the public present in the

vicinity.

4) Building form with the use of local materials that are easy of acquisition

(habluminal''alam).

5) Preserved open space can be utilized according to their natural condition for

activity at certain times, and the rest can still function as green open space.

6) The concept of an open yard with no fence to make people interested without

being prevented from coming to the mosque area, and indirectly to efforts to

bring the community with a mosque.

7) Harmony with nature can be the effort of remembering the greatness of Allah

swt. which can increase the faith and piety of the community.

b.   Disadvantages

1) Mass in the Boarding School spread and not concentrated causing less than the

maximum circulation for local residents who do not want to master the

footprint and circulation toward the mosque.

2) Inadequate supporting infrastructure and facilities that accommodate more

representative in habluminannas and habluminal'alam

Some explanations that have been outlined in this comparative study will

provide a review of literature and resources that will be done in the design of the

mosque as a center for community development in Sumberpucung Malang.



Advantages already set forth will be adapted in this scheme, whereas for existing

deficiencies will be an architectural design solution searches process, so that the

process of designing the mosque as a center for community development takes

place optimally.

2.4.2 Comparative Studies Related Themes: Mosque as a Evacuation Public

Center

Similar theme conducted comparative studies on evacuation design of the

mosque as a public space of the PT. Early Han and Partners. The mosque as a

house of worship they can be used as one important basis of urban development

disaster alert. Each section can be developed and mosque complex has a role and

function of each.

Spiritually, the mosque complex represents the three main components,

are namely habluminallah (human relationship with God), habluminannas (man's

relationship with humans), and hablumninal'alam (human relationship with

nature).

a. Habluminallah

The habluminnallah concept of placing mosques, other buildings, and

parks is a united macrocosm (universe, universe, constellations in outer space)

which are embodied in the microcosm (the mosque and parks). The mosque

consists of three main spaces: the mihrab, ma'mum shaft, and porches. Mosque-

oriented direction with the pattern of field space and stretching to the left and right

so that the main contingent to pray more.



The interior of the mosque is designed as a quiet room, solemn, and

solemnly through the play of light and water. Side of the mihrab is wall of glass

opening to the park. Pilgrims from the top floor (the main prayer room floor) and

mezzanine floors can enjoy the green hilly landscape trees and pools of water on

the background scenery from inside and outside the mosque.

Pilgrims or visitors who are on the lower floor (floor multi-purpose) enjoy the

silence and peace because it is surrounded by the soothing water pond eaves. On

the facade of building mosques, carved calligraphy artwork sacred verses of the

Koran is complete (114 letters, 30 chapters, paragraph 6666). Pilgrims or visitors

can feel the greatness of Allah swt. not by looking at the splendor of the building,

but it is through harmony and unity of mosque buildings and parks (nature).

Figure 2.18 Carving verses of the al-Qoran at the mosque walls
(Source: Nirwono Joga and Yori Antar, 2007)

All persons (pilgrims, visitors) get spiritual enlightenment (the senses) in

total, honed sensibilities. Sensitivity of eyes is to see the beauty and

environmental harmony in the garden of the mosque. Listening ear is by gurgling

pond, friction with leaves, trees, and chirping birds in the park, in the middle of

the verses echo the holy Qur'an. Nose feel (therapy) and inhaling the smell of

fragrant flowers in the garden freshness of natural air. Mouth and throat feels



fresh water moistened (wudlu) pronounce the greatness of Allah swt. witnessed

greatness mosque (house of Allah swt.) in the park (heavenly). Smooth hands felt

fine textures vary from coarse floor, soil, plants, rocks, water, wall reliefs, and the

floor.

At the mosque building disaster (if it is safe, not collapsed) into post

disaster emergency and disaster emergency information center. On normal days,

the mosque through Friday sermons, recitation, or gatherings of pull through

education and socialization to cultivate a vigilant community disaster. Early

warning systems work based on the understanding of disaster risks faced

mengenao, memorial service with its emphasis on technical supervision,

dissemination of information of public learning, and rapid emergency response

capabilities during a disaster occurs.

b. Habluminnal’alam

Habluminal'alam concepts used in structuring the complex landscape of

the mosque. Park mosque to develop basic concepts of the Islamic Garden at a

mosque (the mosque = house of Allah swt. In the garden of heavenly). Building

mass support and complement around the site, the middle surrounded site by

ponds (reflection) of water in the garden. Pond environment is intended to cool

the air mosque and give peace of psychological effects.

In the mosque courtyard, visitors are received by a fountain which extends to the

mosque which is equipped with ablution open space (space purgatory) and the

care of shoes. Plaza in the center site is orientated to the mosque led to a direction,



by making a grid pattern that facilitates the orientation when used for Friday

prayers and the prayers Id.

Figure 2.19 Pilgrims and visitor’s circulation
(Source: Nirwono Joga and Yori Antar, 2007)

The circulation of visitors who enter the mosque is divided in two. First is

through the plaza and into the main prayer hall. Secondly, through the corridors

sunken in the middle of the plaza leading to the multipurpose room in a semi-

basement that provides ablution rooms, toilets, and versatile warehouse.

Gaming floor level with a wide staircase extending functions is to provide

experience space inside the mosque compound shaft as well as prayers. Parks and

plazas are equipped with prayer shaft pathways that are not conspicuous and

marked with dots garden lights (downlights), dots sprinkle, sprinkler, and the

point of planting trees.

Lighting concepts (landscape lighting) on the plaza building and yard

lighting process to support the activities of worship at night, like itikaf and

terawih prayers in Ramadan. Garden lamps emit light upward to give the

impression the silhouette of the building and visitors. Scattered light dots

(representing the constellation of stars in the night sky).



At times of disaster, parks and plazas to the mosque that opens wide

disaster evacuation space, where the establishment of emergency tents, and the

logistics of emergency supplies from the air (if infrastructure is lost). The

availability of clean water and public toilets is very useful for disaster refugees.

c.  Habluminannas

Habluminannas concept is a transitional space (transition) between the

space of secular and religious space (the Hereafter). Building a mosque facilities

(libraries, museums, seminar rooms, offices, clinics, schools, guest houses,

commercial facilities - shops, canteens, Islamic bank, where infant and child care,

etc.) placed in the arcade that is accessed directly from outside.

Figure 2.20 Mass form of mosque with facilities
(Source: Nirwono Joga and Yori Antar, 2007)

On the outside, the inside, and the roof of the arcade, the wide pedestrian

path is provided so that pedestrians can comfortably around the mosque.

Buildings around the site serve as a buffer city noise, while preserving the mosque

to remain sterile from the hubbub of activities worldly. Vehicles parked along the

outer edge of tread around the arcade. Shades of bright and full of decorative

motifs seen in the walls of buildings.



Tread outer pedestrian lane lined with a wide (2.5 meters), limiting the hill

park (5 meters), parking (5 meters), road vehicle circulation (5 meters), pedestrian

path Terrace arcade (2.5 meters), arcade ( 4 meters), supporting and auxiliary

buildings (12 meters). Footprint boundary is not fenced to give the impression of

openness of the mosque complex on the city and the community.

Arcade building as a barrier is needed to confirm the presence of building

the mosque, because the buildings are not too prominent mosque. Above the

arcade buildings, roofs made of grass as pedestrian path width (10 feet), terrace,

and planting trees to restore the green space that has been used by the buildings

they serve to cool the air inside buildings and arcades.

Roof of the mosque and the arcade building can be equipped with solar cell panels

or windmills as an independent supplier of electric energy reserves. When disaster

comes, the power supply is usually interrupted. Alternative electrical energy

reserves are needed for emergency lighting (post, emergency hospital) and refill

the telecommunications equipment (cell phone).

Basic form of minaret which elliptical (oval) pointed upward symbolizes

the form of an unlimited (absolusitas Allah swt.). Minaret walls decorated with

the sentence (calligraphy) adzan the hoop to the top of the minaret. Visitors can

enter the room and up the stairs to the observation point minaret to enjoy the

beauty of the city.

Minaret is effective to provide early warning signals (alarm sound) before

the disaster arrives, and provides direction during and after disasters occur.



Needed to examine whether the minaret as possible to put sensors and early

warning of disasters.

Development of the mosque and garden as one big contribution to the

pulse of city life and as a public space and tourist destination city (economic

value), and city parks as the lungs and the oasis town of the city (ecological),

increase the quality and quantity of green space in city significant (aesthetic).

Making the mosque compound as a disaster evacuation space is one concrete

manifestation prepares a disaster-aware city.

Of the few studies that have been done, we can analyze some strengths and

weaknesses in the design of the mosque as a public evacuation center, which is as

follows:

a. Advantages

1) The mosque is able to present an impression of habluminallah unity in the

layout design, materials and various elements of the site.

2) The habluminannas concept materialized well with the existence of social

facilities such as libraries, museums, seminar rooms, offices, clinics, schools,

guest houses, commercial facilities - shops, canteens, Islamic bank, daycare

infants and children, and others.

3) Habluminal'alam manifestation of the unity achieved by both the nature and

use of building materials that are environmentally friendly.



b. Disadvantages

1) The mosque has a fairly monumental form disbanding surrounding

buildings.

2) Efforts to bring the pronunciation of the Koran in the mosque wall can be

viewed only member of symbolic value that is less able to provide a more

substantive value.



CHAPTER 3

DESIGN METHOD

In the designing of mosque as a community development center, the

design method contains a descriptive explanation about the steps in the design

process. These steps include a background or design ideas, identify problems,

design objectives, the process of data collection, analysis and synthesis process or

design concepts and result of design. This process is not only viable coherent and

stop at the final stage, but there is the possibility of feedback in one stage to

another for several times.

Furthermore, data analysis methods which used in the design process is the

methodology of qualitative analysis, an attempt was made by way of working

with data, organizing data, sorted them into units that can be managed, synthesis,

seek and find patterns (Bogdan & in Moleong Biklen, 2006). In the design of this

mosque, the analysis is based on data in the field compare with the literature on

architectural design related to the design object. Analysis of these data than based

on logic, rational and scientific nature as well.

Further, the design framework used in the process of designing the mosque

as a center of community development in Sumberpucung described as follows:

3.1 Determining Design Idea

In general, the design idea is based on two things, which are as follows:

a. The existence of verses in the al-Qur’an and the Hadith that explains about the

necessity of God pray in the mosques and fill it with the dzikir to Allah, the



ukhuwah foster among the people and maintaining good relationships with the

natural surroundings.

b. The desire of authors to design and restore the function of the mosque as it has

been exemplified by the Messenger of Allah., ie the mosque as a community

development center of guidance ukhuwah congregation and community

development.

3.2 Identifiying Design Problems

Based on observations carried out in Indonesia generally and in the

Sumberpucung particularly, there are several problems that were identified

associated with the development, the existence and function of the mosque, which

are as follows:

a. Common problems that can be solved architecturally

1) The occurrence of narrowing of mosque functioning as a place of worship or

pray only. This is indirectly makes only visited the mosque at prayer times.

Furthermore, this condition seems to distance the existence of the mosque

(place as the most favored of Allah swt.) and Muslims.

2) The alteration of the mosque early development intentions, which should arise

because of piety to God, becomes other intentions.

3) The existence of social problems at the site by the Sumberpucung, which

cannot be addressed properly by the local Muslim community.



b. Architectural Issues

1) Inclusive form of mosque by a fence that seems to prevent the visitors.

Another phenomenon can be observed is there a spacious yard and large with

pavement of paving, which indirectly brings the impression lack of easy

accessibility. The yard which plain and no vegetation as well as not providing

space for community interaction to the mosque, and less friendly to vegetation

potential growth and development.

2) Formation of the grand mosque as a shaper prestige area, another phenomenon

is also apparent from the desire of an impression represent a monumental to

the exclusion of truth, goodness and usefulness.

3) The presence of mosques in this area has not been able to provide a full role as

has been shown by the Messenger of Allah., that is as a shaper and builder

communities. Architectural problems at this mosque known by only there is

one open space in the mosque as a prayer room. Other spaces there were a

place for ablution, mosque porch and fenced yard. Such conditions as made

only as mosques to pray and less able to pursue the conclusion of the social

problems in Sumberpucung.

3.3 Explaining Design Problems

Based on the identification of issues that have been done, the general

formulation of the problem in this design is how to solve various existing

architectural problems as outlined in the identification problem. Meanwhile,

because the design is focused in the frame of a concept Habluminallah,



Habluminal'alam Habluminannas and more specifically the formulation of the

problem in this scheme are as follows:

a. How to apply the concept Habluminallah in mosques as a community

development center at Sumberpucung with emphasis on shape design of the

building?

b. How to apply the concept of Habluminannas with emphasis on the circulation

and accessibility?

c. How to apply the concept of Habluminal'alam with emphasis on the mass and

spatial layout that is able to minimize negative impacts on nature?

3.4 Explaining Objectives Design

Generally, this scheme aims to restore the function of the mosque as it has

been shown by Prophet., Starting from the earliest processes of intentions, to the

design product. Furthermore, it is expected also with concepts that have been

selected to produce an architectural response that could be one alternative to solve

existing social problems.

But on the other hand, in accordance with the identification of problems

and formulation of the problem that already exists, more specifically the purpose

of this scheme are as follows:

a. To apply the concept Habluminallah in mosques at Sumberpucung as a center

of community development with emphasis on organizational design space and

building form.



b. To apply the concept Habluminannas with emphasis on the circulation of

people and vehicles as well as accessibility.

c. To apply the concept Habluminal'alam with emphasis on the mass and spatial

layout that is able to minimize negative impacts on nature

3.5. Collecting of Design Data

The next stage after the identification of problems and objectives of the

design is the process of collecting data. Data collected in the form of primary data

and secondary data.

3.5.1. Primary data

Primary data are data obtained directly from the field. In this data retrieval

process, the author conducted several methods, among which are as follows:

a. Observations

Observation is done on site in the Sumberpucung. The advantage of this

method is that the writer can feel directly the conditions and atmosphere of the

real site that can be very useful in the design process. However, this method also

has the disadvantage that if during the observation was not carried out the

documentation in the form of photographs, recordings, or other records, then in

the process of recalling the observation will have trouble. Furthermore, based on

direct observations obtained some data between them as follows:

1) Size of site design

2) Atmosphere footprint covering climatic conditions, temperature and humidity

conditions in general, wind speed and movement in general, soil conditions



and topography, as well as other data that existed at the site. The conditions

are more specific and particular form of literature obtained from studies

RDTRK Sumberpucung.

3) The vegetation at the site.

4) Conditions and proximity to facilities and infrastructure at the tread design

5) General conditions of transportation which includes lines and dimension lines

(roads), transport and road users in general and various other transportation

facilities.

6) Drainage conditions on site design

7) General economic conditions, social Sumberpucung community.

b. Interview

This interview method is done to any society that is managing one of the

existing mosque on the site and in several other residents who live around the

mosque. The interviews conducted informally on several occasions. As explained

by Moelong, that is a kind of informal interviews with the interview questions is

very dependent on the interviewer, so it relies on spontaneity in asking questions

to the respondent (Moloeng, 2006: 187). Although the interview to be

spontaneous, but the author is trying to direct questions about the condition of

society and the role of mosques in the community. With this method, the writer

can find out more specific demands and concerns of local communities about the

design object, but because of interviews conducted informally, the author is

sometimes difficult to direct questions, so that should take a long time to get the

desired response.



c. Documentation

This documentation method is a method that complements the process of

observation and interviews. In the design of this mosque, form of

documentation generated images, video and sound recordings. In the design of

this mosque images generated by the author includes photographs of existing

conditions at the site and its surroundings. There is also a video recording site

and the surrounding atmosphere, as well as voice recordings when the

interview process.

3.5.2 Secondary Data

Secondary data is the supporting data used to support the primary data in

the process of designing the mosque as community development center in

Sumberpucung. Therefore, these data are obtained from literature or written

sources relating to the design and some comparative studies done on the object

and the same theme. These studies include a RDTRK District Sumberpucung and

some literature data originating from the internet, books and magazines which

contains matters relating to the design. The data source contains about a few

things, as follows:

a. RDTRK Sumberpucung contains general conditions, the plan and the strategy,

the potential of natural and artificial, and area maps.

b. Literature on the definition, history, function and role of the mosque in

coaching people.



c. Literature on Islamic architecture and the center of gravity concept

Habluminallah, Habluminannas and Habluminal'alam

d. Literature on architectural objects as one comparative study in the design

process mosque as the Community Development Center. Comparative study

was conducted among the objects as follows:

1) Nabawi Mosque in Medina, the mosque that was once derived from the

first mosque built by Prophet. Literature were used to obtain the

description of form and concept of the mosque that had become the

ukhuwah center development, coaching people, even the central

government and the people solving problems.

2) Pabelan Mosque Magelang, Central Java, this mosque is one of the

mosque, which could accommodate a good human relationship with God

Almighty., human relationships with others, as well as human

relationships with nature. Literature can help writers to get a picture of the

achievement of the concept Habluminallah, Habluminannas and

Habluminal'alam in the design of the mosque as community development

center.

3) Mosque design as Center for Public Evacuation from PT. Early Han and

Partners. The mosque is to apply the concept Habluminallah,

Habluminannas and Habluminal'alam as a design concept so that authors

can get a description of the concept for the mosque design with emphasis

on the same concept.



3.6 Analysing Data

The process of analysis design of this mosque covers three aspects of

analysis, namely site analysis of Sumberpucung, object analysis and theme

architectural design analysis with emphasis on the concept of interpretation

Habluminallah, Habluminannas, and Habluminal'alam to produce a design object

in the form as the Mosque as Community Development Center in Sumberpucung.

The third analysis will be mutually synchronized with each other so as to

produce several alternative architectural concepts. Furthermore, these architectural

alternatives will synthesize into a design concept that produces a design mosque

as the community development center.

3.6.1 Analysis of neighbouring area

Region analysis is intended to ensure that Sumberpucung is an appropriate

area as the location of design. In this analysis also indicate the potential areas that

support the object and does not support it.

3.6.2 Analysis of site

Site analysis is an analysis of existing conditions in the region and further

analysis of site to provide some alternatives to solve the problem by calculating

the site on the advantages and disadvantages of these alternatives.

3.6.3 Analysis of object

a. Analysis of functions and functional systems

A method of functional analysis is the determination of the space activities to

consider the functions and activities accommodated by the demands of the

mosque as a center for community development. This process includes



analysis of users and activities, space and space requirements, the amount of

space and analysis space organization.

b. Activity analysis

Form of analysis activities, which are accommodated in the mosque as a

community development center. In the analysis of activities in general will

produce a picture of the activities of the mosque that serves as the object of

community development centers.

c. User analysis

User analysis engaged activities on building the mosque as community

development center. In the analysis of this user connect with determining the

space needs in the mosque.

d. Space Analysis

Analysis includes room space needs analysis and activity-based players, the

analysis of space requirements and the amount of space in the design of the

mosque as community development center in Sumberpucung.

e. Analysis of shape and appearance

Analysis of shape and appearance is an illustration of the concept

habluminallah. habluminannas, and habluminal'alam. The approach taken in

the embodiment of the shape and appearance is the approach of value.

f. Structural analysis

Analysis of this structure is the description of the use of structures that will be

used in the design of the mosque as community development center. Analysis

of these structures is also aligned with the center of gravity concept



habluminallah. habluminannas, and habluminal'alam to be achieved in the

building.

g. Utility analysis

Utility analysis is an image analysis system utility in the design of the mosque

as a community development center in Sumberpucung.

3.7 Synthesizing Analysis Design

Synthesis process in the design of the mosque as community development

center is a selection of design alternatives that most appropriate and whether the

results of the analysis have been done. Synthesis process can also be interpreted as

the discovery of the selected applications from design concept to be applied in

buildings. Concept in the design of the mosque as a community development

center is located in the frame of habluminallah, habluminannas and

habluminal'alam.

Furthermore, there is some emphasis in several aspects of design concepts,

namely the concept habluminallah on the shape and appearance and organization

of space, the concept habluminannas in the circulation and accessibility, and the

last is the fulfillment of the concept of habluminal’alam in capability building to

minimalist the negative impact to nature.

At this stage, the authors try to take advantages of the various results

analysis alternative would serve the basic concepts of design in the next process.

This synthesis method also involves a process of feedback and comparative

literature. Some of the concepts generated in this phase are as follows:



a. Site concept which includes circulation, placement period, green layout,

accessibility of site, and others.

b. The concept of space that includes the type, amount and scale of space.

c. The concept of shape and appearance

d. The concept of structure

e. The concept of utility

3.8 Drawing Building Design

Drawing is final result of design steps in this study. On this step, author

will resulted the drawing requirement, that are map drawing, elevation drawing,

interior design, exterior design, etc.



3.9 Design Systematic

Figure 3.1 Design Systematic
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)
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CHAPTER 4

A N A L Y S I S

4.1 Analysis of Neighbouring Area

4.1.1 The Location of Site in Neighbouring Area

The design of the mosque as a community development center is located in

the Sumberpucung District of Malang Regency. Referring to RDTRK of

Sumberpucung year 1992 / 1993 issued by the Government of Malang Regency, it

is known that structurally Sumberpucung is an integral part of the system of cities

in the area of the Regency of Malang. Therefore, the events that occurred in

Sumberpucung will be oriented to the city's higher hierarchy that is Kepanjen as

Central SWP of South Malang.

Sumberpucung administration has reviewed the area with Kepanjen

closeness that existed as Central SWP of South Malang. Under the Medium-Term

Regional Development Plan (RPJMD) Malang Regency 2006-2010 Kepanjen

directed into the center of district administration. So Sumberpucung as one area

has a fairly good development opportunities. Therefore, although the design of the

mosque is dedicated to serving the public only in the scale area Sumberpucung

(local), but did not rule out this expanded scale into surrounding area (regional).

These conditions are expected to provide active participation in development

efforts in various aspects of Indonesian society generally.



sub-district offices

SD, SMP & SMA

Ke Blitar

from malang city

senior high school junior high school

health public

jami’ mouse sumberpucung market sub-district office

to blitar

Sumberpucung is located on SWP II,
the South Malang Malang Regency,
with a role as a center of service
activities such as economic activities,
social, or service, as well as the
central orientation in the surrounding
areas.
.

SWP II

LOCATION

Details are in the Village Jatiguwi ,
District Sumberpucung District of Malang
Regency, this site has proximity to areas
of service facilities, such as stations,
health centers, markets, sub-district
offices, district offices, schools and
madrasas, etc.. This condition is quite
beneficial because it can affect the
frequency of visiting public to tread.

Figure 4.1 The facilities in Sumberpucung
(Source: Private Documentation, 2009)



entrance

Based on the picture above, it is known that the site has close relationships

with various service facilities in the region. On the other hand, its position

adjacent to the main road area fairly easy accessibility to the site. The analysis can

be done is as follows:

Opening branches in the object design services
in accordance with existing services in the
region previously
Advantages: Makes the design object is visited
more often by more people so that the mosque
will be bermanfata for the community.
Disadvantages: It takes a more orderly
processing both in good times and Management

Cantien, beverages, or minimarkets who
concurrently serves as a place to stop people who
pass through the main road so indirectly invites
people to visit the mosque. These efforts benefit
the community closer to the mosque so that they
can develop community
Advantages and disadvantages of this analysis
same with analysis on number one.
.

Bringing the concept of openness on
the site with vegetation and the
partition wall openings on the site from
all directions so it is easy accessibility
to all communities
Advantages: People have the
impression that the mosque is open to
anyone making the mosque is close to
public
Disadvantages: Security in the
mosque is less reliable.

Figure 4.2 Analysis of neighbouring area
(Source: Private Documentation, 2009)



4.1.2 Character of Physical Region

Physical basis of an ongoing container's lives and livelihoods. Thus the

basic physical conditions will affect the pattern of activity going on, so it needs to

be discussed further. Based on RDTRK Sumberpucung Year 1992/1993, the

physical condition of Sumberpucung as follows:

4.1.2.1 Topography and Morphology

Factor of the slope will greatly will be

influence of the process in urban development.

The process involves rapid and slow growth of a

city. Generally, umberpucung varying sloped, ie,

ranging between 0-8%.

Under these circumstances it, so in the

development area in the future, is no problem. Based on the topography and

morphology, it can be analyzed that the area Sumberpucung feasible to build the

mosque. Regarding the processing of specific topography on the site will be

further discussed in site analysis.

4.1.2.2 Hidrology

Hydrologic conditions in the

Sumberpucung is strongly influenced by the

springs are very influential in Sumberpucung

that is Lahor reservoir and Karangkates

reservoir Karangkates. This hydrologic

Figure 4.3 Condition of topography
(Source: Private Documentation, 2009)

Figure 4.4 Karangkates reservoir
(Source: Private Documentation, 2009



conditions in their actions will affect the level of soil fertility and plant species

that grow. For drinking water, people used the water source and PAM.

Based on hydrological conditions Sumberpucung region, then we can

analyze some as follows:

1. Harnessing the potential hydrology of Karangkates reservoir and Lahor

reservoir directly on the design of the mosque.

Advantages : Reduce the use of piped water requiring expensive thus

support the principle of simplicity.

Disadvantages : Position of the Karangkates reservoir and Lahor reservoir

far enough, so as to create water distribution channels will

also require little or no cost in waste that is not favored of

God.

2. Creating sources of new water by digging wells in the design.

Advantages : The process of creation of water sources is very useful for

saving measures.

Disadvantages : The depth of water sources far enough, because the position

Sumberpucung existing areas in the lowlands, so the

process of extracting water resources will require a long

time.

3. Using PAM to water from water sources in the design.

Advantages : Providing a source of PAM in designing highly effective

and efficient because the PAM channel has been available

previously.



Disadvantages : The use of piped water requires expensive and wasteful

use of energy compared with a more efficient water

wells.

4.1.2.3 Climate and Rainfall

Besides influenced by topography and hydrology Sumberpucung region is

also influenced by the amount of rainfall occurred. Amount of rainfall that

occurred in  Sumberpucung is 1930 mm / year and the air temperature had an

average of 260C. Based on climatic data and precipitation in the region

Sumberpucung the analysis undertaken are as follows:

- From the conditions of high rainfall, the rainwater can be used to recharge

wells rainwater recycling system for the needs of building activity.

Advantages : Can save costs of water use as a form of preserving water

resources

Disadvantages : Requires an additional fee at the beginning of recharge

wells for recycling systems.

4.1.2.4 Type of soil

Soil types that exist in Sumberpucung is

many types of soil formed by alluvial,

mediterranean respectively 55% and 32% of the

species has a characteristic of fertile alluvial

Figure 4.5 Alluvial Soil
(Source: Private Documentation, 2009)



Based on soil types that existed at Sumberpucung region, it can be

analyzed as follows:

- Taking advantage of the land by giving the container farming business.

Advantages : Can generate additional revenue to the mosques that can

be used for development and maintenance of mosques.

Business cultivate the land with farming can also

maintain soil fertility

Disadvantages : If there were outbreaks of diseases or pests that can

reduce yields and result in losses.

4.1.3 Conditions of Infrastructure in Neighbouring Area

The Condition of facilities and infrastructure areas are needed in

connection with fulfillment facilities and infrastructure design object. Network

infrastructure that needs to be planned is the clean water network and

communication network, the rain water drains / drainage, garbage system.

Furthermore, will explain the condition of facilities and infrastructure in

Sumberpucung as follows:

4.1.3.1 Duct of clean water

1. Groundwater (artesian well)

2. PDAM which covers the entire main road network (primary channel) and the

road environment (secondary channel).



The analysis of water use from water sources have been described

previously in the analysis of hydrologic conditions of the area.

4.1.3.2 Telecommunication Network

1. Communication networks such as telephone

network towers which widely spread in the

region.

2. Underground telephone network and is served

with the Automatic Telephone Central (STO).

The analysis can be done about the

communication network in the region are as follows:

1. Using a telecommunications network in the design object.

Advantages : To facilitate the communication system within and

between buildings.

Disadvantages : It takes an extra fee for the installation of

telecommunications networks and the usage fee to be

paid so that may have been wasting.

2. Not using the telecommunication network design object.

Advantages : In the process of communication within and between

buildings are not effective.

Disadvantages : No additional cost needed for the installation of

telecommunications networks and the usage fee to be

paid.

Figure 4.6 Telecommunication Tower
(Source: Private Documentation, 2009)



4.1.3.3 Waste water and rain-fed

In this area household and industry waste can be through a ditch or

channel closed on every road environment. Generally the gutter in front of the

house with a covered condition. This waste is then discharged and neutralized to

channel the river water.

The analysis can be done about the waste water and rain is as follows:

1. Create recharge wells for disposal of waste water

Advantages : - Able to produce environmentally friendly waste

- Treated wastewater can be recovered

Disadvantages : - It takes the cost and additional land to make recharge

well

- There is change the natural existing condition.

2. Dispose of waste water into the existing sewer

Advantages : There are no required fees and additional land

Disadvantages : Waste generated by buildings will increasingly

contaminate the environment.

4.1.3.4 Electrical Circuitry

Electricity network is using the channel region

of PLN is already available in the region.

The analysis can be done about the electricity

network is as follows:

Figure 4.7 Electrical circuitry
(Source: Private Documentation, 2009)



1. Creating an independent power source with solar panels.

Advantages : It can save costs in electricity usage.

Disadvantages : The price of solar panels is very expensive, so in the

process of making an independent energy source required

a very expensive cost of all, this will cause any kind of

waste.

2. Using PLN electricity network that already exists in the region.

Advantages : Easy and effective in the installation process.

Disadvantages : It is possible in waste of electrical energy use, so the cost

is big enough.

4.1.3.5 Disposal of waste system

Disposal systems are routinely done every

day by Sumberpucung hygiene department. The

analysis can be done about the waste water and rain

is as follows:

1. Conduct waste management by creating a

division of the trash is dry, wet, and compost.

Advantages : Can make an effort pemaanfaatan garbage, one of them by

producing compost and does not pollute the environment

Disadvantages: - It takes an extra fee for making the bin with the existing

division.

- Need additional staff as the processing of human waste.

Figure 4.8 Waste system
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)



2. Submit a garbage disposal to service all Sumberpucung cleanliness.

Advantages : - No additional fees required for the manufacture of waste

processing

- No additional power needed for processing garbage

Disadvantages : There are costs that must be paid each month to the

Department

4.2 Analysis of Site

4.2.1 Location of site

Tread design of the mosque as a community development center is located

on Jenderal Sudirman street, Jatiguwi Village, District Sumberpucung, Malang.

Tread design is chosen as the location because it is situated in the middle of town

with a fairly strategic position reviewed by the infrastructure and proximity to

existing services in the region Sumberpucung. Some of the benefits gained from

the position of the site are as follows:

1. Easy access from all directions

2. Having good liaison point, not prone to traffic jams

3. Facilities and infrastructure that supports

4. Acceleration of socialization and information easily



Figure 4.9 Location of  site
(Source: Result of Observation, 2009)

On the other hand, the background for site selection was also based

because the land that is still empty and the field of residential areas. This, of

course, will strongly support efforts to close the mosque by the community as

perwujudkan habluminannas aspects.

4.2.2 Form and Dimension of Site

Site area of approximately 10 000 m² with the wisdom of the density and

height of buildings in accordance with Sub-RDTRK of Sumberpucung Year

1992/1993 as follows:

1. District passed by the city's main roads (primary collector) will have medium

density buildings with a height of 1-2 floors.

2. The area around the center of town has a high density building with a height

of 1-2 floors.

3. Suburban areas have low density with the height of the building one floor.



On the other hand, based on development policies and facilities that comes

from RDTRK Sumberpucung, Sumberpucung District, known to the provisions of

KDB (Koefisioen Dasar Bangunan) and KLB (Koefisien Lantai Bangunan) as

follows:

KDB: 0.4 - 0, 8

KLB: 0.4 to 0.8

Figure 4.10 Form and Dimension of Site
(Source: Result of Observation, 2009)

Under the existing conditions on the form and dimensions of the site, the

analysis can be done is as follows:

1. Restructuring the grid according to the form of footprint.

Advantages : The grid in accordance with site conditions that are not

contoured.

80 m

120 m

40 m

45 m

70 m

105 m



Disadvantages : The pattern of the grid has a circulation of confusing plot

2. Shape centered on the mosque by not thinking too much about the form of

site. The position of the mosque in the middle as if to make the mosque as

the center of every activity and orientation.

Advantages : This pattern may imply a priority attempts habluminallah

interrelated in the hierarchy between habluminannas and

habluminal'alam.

Disadvantages : The user directs concentrated at only one point, this

sometimes led to another facility did not appear.

3. Perform the linear order of the shape of site. This position seemed to form a

path of travel from the main entrance to the exit.

Advantages : Directing visitors to explore every space or period

presented in the site

Disadvantages : The layout of this period in general circulation pathways

for the long and exhausting, if not done processing

channels will complicate the achievement of circulation

habluminannas principles.

4. Doing a combination and modification system of the grid, centered and

linear.

Advantages : If the combination and modification process performed

well, the good times will help visitors and composition

habluminallah, habluminannas and habluminal'alam in

the site can be achieved with good .



Disadvantages : Merging the various systems of the visitors will be more

confusing if not well planned.

Figure 4.11 Analysis of shape and dimension
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)

4.2.3 Boundaries of Site

Boundaries of site of the mosque as a community development center in

Sumberpucung are as follows:

North : Fields

South : Jenderal Sudirman Street

East : Fields

West : Settlement



Figure 4.12 Boundaries of site
(Source: Result of Observations, 2009)

Based on the existing condition of the site boundary, the analysis can be

done is as follows:

1. Providing a massive wall of partition between the site with the settlement and

paddy fields.

Advantages : This form is direct people to coming from one direction in

mosques that is the entrance that also serves as the exit.

Disadvantages : There is an impression that the mosque closed on so

habluminnas principle can not be properly realized.



2. Provides vegetation partition so as to produce an impression of openess.

Vegetation that is used is coconut tree as a tree that many have in site. Also

added to the modification of ornamental plants such as sancivera who able to

reduce air pollution and minimize dust.

Advantages : - Gives the impression is not too close

- These efforts are environmentally friendly form

(habluminal'alam).

Disadvantages : Security is less awake mosque

3. Presenting site impression limit with elevation differences between ground

site and the surrounding soil. This effort is like creating a space does not

appear on the site. Ground elevation can be done only on the ground around

the site by using landfill.

Advantages : Produces an impression of openness without the addition

of vegetation or fence so that the habluminannas principle

can work well

Disadvantages : Lack of clear division between the mosque and the zone

surrounding

4. Providing a combination of solid wall partitions and vegetation. This

combination of efforts is to consider the boundary conditions that influence

the placement entrance.

Advantages : - The division of zones surrounding and the mosque clear,

enabling the achievement of the concept of hierarchy



between the place of prayer (habluminallah) and the

interaction (habluminannas, habluminal'alam)

- Security awake enough

- Generate opennes

Disadvantages : Requires additional costs for the procurement of partition

and vegetation, as in the existing condition did not exist

before the fence and vegetation as site boundaries.

Figure 4.13 Analysis of Boundaries of Site
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)

4.2.4 Topography of site

Factor of the slope \will be very influential in the development process of

the region. Tread design has a relatively flat slope. In general, the slope of the site

ranged from 0-80.



Figure 4.14 Topography of site
(Source: Observations, 2009)

Under the existing conditions on site topography, the analysis can be done

is as follows:

1. Leaving the flat topography and immediately build a mosque on the site.

Advantages : This system is not needed the additional costs

Disadvantages : As it is known that the slope is more able to receive

maximum air circulation for the building, the required processing of other

designs such as processing time and form of building wind flow evenly

throughout the buildings and period

2. Creating contours on the site by means of fill embankment.

Advantages : Can generate a good wind circulation as heat erasser so that

will present a thermal comfort without the need for artificial

energy that could have negatively impacted the natural

(habluminal'alam failure).

Disadvantages : It takes an extra fee for processing footprint through the

process of fill and cut a new contour.



Figure 4.15 Analysis of Topography
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)

4.2.5 The Potential of Building Site

Based on observations that have been done, it is known that the site design

that is naturally there is some potential for trees or vegetation. On the other side

also has the potential building site about a settlement. While the condition of the

rocks and water (river) does not exist on the site.

4.2.5.1 Natural Vegetation

Vegetation types that existed at the site are trees consisting of coconut

trees and mango trees.

Figure 4.16 Natural Vegetation
(Source: Observations, 2009)



The analysis conducted on the vegetation is as follows:

1. Leaving the existing vegetation and designing buildings in harmony with the

vegetation

Advantages : Friendly environment for let tamanam grow, can be called an

effort to habluminal'alam.

Disadvantages : The buildings that adjust the position of vegetation requires a

more detailed processing of space to produce the suitability

of the function space.

2. Fixed allowing existing vegetation and adding new vegetation as part of its

fulfillment of better environmental quality. Vegetation is added is the kind of

fruit trees like mango trees as shelter tree. This vegetation can also be used as

a reduction noise is manggo trees and pollution such as plants sansiveira.

Advantages : Helps produce a good quality environment that may impact

the user experience without giving a negative impact to

nature

Disadvantages: - It takes more processing and additional costs for the

purchase and maintenance.

- Required land for planting crops and estimates of growth

and development.

3. Making the area of vegetation to the park as a landscape element (the park land

or roof garden), this is a form habluminal'alam. This is accomplished by the

addition of ornamental plants such as roses, jasmine on the site.



Advantages : It produces an aesthetic atmosphere in landscape fabric so

that helped generate the impression reminder greatness of

God (Hablumnallah) and also maintain the natural.

Roof garden can reduce the temperature in up to 30C

Disadvantages: - It takes more processing and additional costs for the purchase

and maintenance.

- Required land for planting crops and estimates of growth and

development.

4. Planting plants that can be used as building materials, like bamboo, coconut

tree (previously existing), these plants are categorized as environment-friendly

material.

Advantages : Plants can be used for building materials that can save the use

of increasingly scarce wood, this effort is one of preservation

of the environment (habluminal'alam).

Disadvantages: - It takes more processing and additional costs for the purchase

and maintenance.

- Required land for planting crops and estimates of growth and

development.



Figure 4.17 Analysis of vegetation
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)



4.2.5.2 Potential of Building Arround

As explained in the previous explanation, that the buildings around site is

largely residential community. This form of settlement houses in most of such

forms of Javanese village house in general. There is no specific traditional

architectural style. Generally it can be drawn that the roofs of surrounding

buildings on average use the type of shield and saddle roof, using a brick wall

with plaster or finishing using paint or ceramic.

Figure 4.18 Conditions of settlement
(Source: Results of Observation, 2009)

Based on these existing conditions, there appears a number of responses

analyzed as follows:

1. Aligning with the typical buildings surrounding the mosque, for example by

the use of a shield or saddle roofs are widely used in society Sumberpucung.

This is one manifestation of the fulfillment habluminannas cultural tolerance

value.

Advantages : easy to recognize the building society because they feel

familiar with the existing form in the environment



Disadvantages: if no special labeling, the public will regard the mosque as a

house could.

2. Creating forms that contrast with surrounding buildings. Fulfillment of these

contrasting forms due regard to the values of truth, goodness and beauty.

Advantages : easy to recognize people by looking at new forms

Disadvantages: a new form will create a different impression surroundings and

individualist.

3. Doing a combination and modification of forms which harmonize with the

surrounding buildings. This combination is also still based on the principles of

truth, goodness and beauty in Islam.

Advantages : easy to recognize the mosque community

Disadvantages: if the process runs less good combination what happens is not

integrated with the community design

Figure 4.19 Analysis of potential of building arrounds
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)



4.2.6 Analysis of Accessibility

Accessibility to the site can be reached through the highway that borders

directly on the site to the south. In addition, the site can also be achieved through

a settlement located on the west side of site. While to the east and north

boundaries are not good enough because is accessibility of rice cultivation.

Adequate public transport system with public transportation and private vehicles.

This accessibility analysis function to determine the achievement of access to the

site that can facilitate the reach of visitors. Most of this region using ground

transportation such as cars, motorcycles, rickshaws and pedestrians pass through

the pavement

Preview transportation and facilities at the site are as follows:

Figure 4.20 Condition of Street Transport & Facilities.
(Source: Result of Observations, 2009)



Under the existing conditions of transportation and street facilities, the analysis

can be done is as follows:

1. Making a play at the south entrance of site immediately adjacent to the

highway and has a very good achievement levels of society, and make a side

entrance on the west side of site immediately adjacent to the settlement, so the

concept of habluminanas facilitate visiting habluminanas the mosque can be

realized very well.

Advantages : - Designing the main entrance to the south will allow visitors

to visit the mosque because the south side is the most easily

known by visitors through the position of highway

- Position a side entrance that is directly adjacent to the

settlement will make it easier or closer access to visitors

who come from surrounding communities.

Disadvantages : - The condition of the highway as the primary collector street

may be the area that will increase the intensity of vehicles

causing congestion on the area around the site.

2. Creating access (main entrance) that rotates from the highway towards the east

side of the site.

Advantages : - Able to minimize the bottlenecks that occur on the highway

corridor.

Disadvantages : - access takes place and requires rotating penegas accents on

the facade of the building entrance so that guests know the

building.



3. Creating direct access from the highway as the best achievement of visitors so

fulfilling habluminanans principles are met, with the gate markers to follow

the axis directed straight towards the main object.

Advantages : not confusing and did not take place and more easily direct

visitors to the main object.

Disadvantages : requires good circulation processing for direct access can

produce an effect of monotony on the site.

Suggests the existence of a closed gate at the mosque.

Figure 4.21  Analysis of Accessibility
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)

4.2.7 Analysis of Views

The site design in the region Sumberpucung, there are several views that

support from these existing conditions, the most support from several views is the

view north into the hills and onto the highway as the orientation of the building.

The view out of site is in the form of settlements in the west, the highway in the

south, rice fields in the east and north. While views into the building only in the

form of vacant land.

Picture view on the site are as follows:



Figure 4.22 View from site
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)

4.2.7.1 View into Site

A potential view into the site is vacant land. Things that need to be noticed

for views into the analysis is the distance between the road to the building,

causing visual comfort for the user (habluminannas). Potential views into the

greatest from the south of the highway and west of residential areas.

Figu

Figure 4.23 The potential views into the site
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)



The analysis of the views are as follows:

1. Designing buildings that are different from surrounding buildings. Interpreted

differently by doing creative design while considering habluminannas namely

cultural tolerance value by processing the local formations are easily known to

the public.

Advantages : The building is easily recognizable by the community

Disadvantages : An unusual form of visits by community

2. Providing an attractive gate to the main entrance. Gate was designed using

bamboo as a material that is easily available. Besides bamboo structure is set

up with equipment to produce the impression of openness at the mosque.

Advantages : There is a marker that was captured by the community

Disadvantages : Design could produce an impression that one is closed to the

public

3. Designing a garden that attract visitors to the main entrance, this park can be

enjoyed by all communities.

Advantages : Interesting visitor to the site

Environmental conservation efforts (habluminal'alam)

Disadvantages : It takes the land and the additional costs

4. Perform the composition between the mosque and other service facilities that

can be directly visible from the main entrance so that people can immediately

know when there is a mosque with a variety of amenities.

Advantages : The people can immediately recognize the existence of the

mosque with shared facilities



Disadvantages : The view towards the mosque to be split

5. Does not provide a completely solid partition so that people can know the

conditions inside of the outer site.

Advantages : Bringing the concept of openness

Disadvantages : Security is not awake

‘

Figure 4.24 Analysis of view into site
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)



4.2.7.2 View Out

Figure 4.25 Potential exit view
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)

The analysis of the views into the are as follows:

1. Provide an opening in the building, so the view can be carried out

Advantages : - view can be freely carried out

- Window also produces natural van with have not negative

impact to nature

Disadvantages : - Aperture is not processed so successfully brought the heat

will cause changes in the quality of building materials

2. Using a glass material that can deliver a view to the outside of the building.

Advantages : the view can be freely carried out

Disadvantages : prone to broken glass materials and glass is a material that

is less environmentally friendly because the manufacturing

process brings pollution to the environment

The view out to
the settlements,
roads are not
good enough,
other than
entirely due to
uneven
settlement and
conditions of a
busy highway

View to the
south, east,
southeast of the
dam is quite
good, the rice
field can be
used as a sight
that can be
enjoyed from
the site



3. Using a roster which can show the view to the outside without generating

public impression, for example, to private spaces in liwan (prayer room).

Advantages : - view can be freely carried out

- window also produces natural van

- Equipment to produce the impression of private partitions

between a private room (usually when you're praying,

habluminallah) with a more public spaces such as

community interaction (habluminannas).

Disadvantages : View can not be performed widely.

4. Bring the garden around the site for aesthetic view from the inside.

Advantages : It produces an aesthetic atmosphere in order to attempt the

landscape and the remembrance of Allah swt.

(Habluminallah)

Disadvantages: - It takes more processing and additional costs for the purchase

and maintenance.

- Required land for planting crops and estimates of growth and

development.



4.2.8 Analysis of Noise

Based on observations in mind that the main noise source comes from the

highway located in the north footprint. While the settlement and rice cultivation

acreage has a fairly low noise level.

Figure 4.26 Potential exit view
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)



: low noise from field

: enough noise from settlement

: high noise from street

Figure 4.27 Potential exit view
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)

From this condition, results of analysis of the noise conditions are as

follows:

1. Processing zone site

: Public :  Privat

:: Semi Public :  Servis

:  Private

:  Service

Figure 4.28 Site Zone of noise analysis
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)



2. The effort to muflle the noise is with using vegetation as a barrier that is able

to muffle the noise.

Advantages : Noise damped without generating massive impression and

is a manifestation habluminal'alam

Disadvantages : noise is not damped maximally

3. Providing enough pages between the noise source and spaces, so the noise

can be neutralized. This yard also can be used for community interaction

space (habluminannas).

Advantages : Noise damped without generating massive impression

Disadvantages : Noise is not damped maximally

4. Use building materials that can reduce noise, such as bricks, wood, natural

stone and so forth.

Advantages : Noise can be suppressed by either

Disadvantages : Requires a more complicated processing.

5. Using acoustic system to reduce noise in the interior of the building in

desperate need of conditions in a calm voice.

Advantages : Noise can be well damped.



Figure 4.29 Noise Analysis
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)

4.2.9 Analysis of Sunlight

Analysis of the sun is producing design solutions in mosque as the

community development center that can meet the requirement for visitors'

comfort.

space between buildings

Expose brick

rooster

bamboo



Sun elevation angle changes every month that affect the shadow and the

light rays that enter the tread area. In limiting the footprint boundary roads and

rice fields on the south side, east and north, which borders the western boundary

of the settlement, the light automatically blocked at an angle of 50 º from the

15:00 pm until 17:00 o'clock. This is quite advantageous because the light from

the west brought glare can be minimized with the imagery of the settlement.

From these conditions, the analysis is the sunlight is as follows:

1. Designed buildings stretching from east to west, so getting directions that not

glare of sunlight.

Advantages : Sunlight glare is not able equally to all buildings

Disadvantages : The footprint is not a long stretch to the east and west so that

somewhat complicate the arrangement period

2. Designing a barrier to efforts to sunlight evaporatif cooling pond water and

the like as a reflector of light.

Light morning at 7:00 to 10:00
Beneficial for the body

Figure 4.30 Analysis of Sunlight
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)

Light evening at 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Can cause glare

Light afternoon at 10.00 - 15.00
Containing radiation



Advantages : brought by the solar radiation can be reduced

Disadvantages: Pool water treatment need costs and making more.

3. Manage vegetation as a barrier sun glare and provide backup oxygen.

Vegetation adapted to building layout and site cause an effect on the physical

condition of the building.

Advantages : brought by the solar radiation can be reduced

Disadvantages : - It takes more processing and additional costs for the

purchase and maintenance.

- Required land for planting crops and estimates of growth

and development.

4. Open spaces covered with grass to reduce the effects of light reflection from

sun glare.

Advantages : brought by the solar radiation can be reduce

Disadvantages: Planting grass reducing circulation space in open space.

5. Harnessing sunlight (daylight) as a natural potential to produce an impression

of room.

Advantages : The impression khushuu' or the impression of room in the

habluminallah process be achieved without negative impact

to nature.

Disadvantages: If daylight can not be processed properly it will bring warmer

temperatures caused by solar radiation on the building.

6. Using the type of ventilation as a catcher toplighting rays is not possible if

there is a window on the side of the building



Advantages : Helps produce natural ventilation

Disadvantages : The design should be more attention to avoid the flow of

rain water leakages.

7. Using a type of shield or saddle roof that can lower the temperature due to

solar radiation on the building.

Advantages : The temperature in the room can feel comfortable without

need for artificial ventilation that bring negative impact to the

natural (habluminal'alam)

Figure 4.31 Analysis of heat
(Source: Result of analysis, 2009)

toplighting



Figure 4.32 Potention of Source Sirculation
(Source: Analysis Design, 2009)

4.2.10 Analysis of Circulation

Sumberpucung as a district in the southern part of Malang regency has a

fairly deserted road conditions. Street in front of the tread width is 6 m, with the

intensity of a vehicle that is not quite crowded. Circulation at the tread design of

the mosque as a center for community development in Sumberpucung divided

into two, namely the circulation for pedestrians and vehicles. Pedestrians using

the sidewalks, paths and open spaces at the mosque. On the other hand, vehicles

using the existing road pavement at the site, other than there are also parking

vehicles so circulation of vehicles within site regularly.

4.2.10.1 Analysis of Pedestrian’s Circulation

Figure 4.33 Schemes Analysis of Pedestrian’s Circulation
(Source: Analysis of Results, 2009)
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The analysis conducted is as follows:

1. Provide sidewalks did not exist before, this is to provide security and comfort

for pedestrians. Sidewalks with trees as a form of shelter to pedestrians.

Advantages : Easy and shaded pedestrian (hablumnannas)

Disadvantages : Most of the pavement using pavement paving that can

reflect heat back

2. Provide easy access for visitors with not giving the distance between the main

entrance to the mosque which is very far away.

Advantages : Ease of accessibility

Disadvantages : There is an impression centered on the main building

3. Integrating pedestrian with a vehicle lane

Advantages : No new road construction needed for pedestrian

Disadvantages : Security level is less reliable

4. Separating pedestrian with vehicular

Advantages : Security Guaranteed

Disadvantages : It takes the cost to make pedestrian.

5. Giving the hall as a shade from the sun and rain for pedestrians.

Advantages : protected Pedestrians

6. Provide facilities for visitors with disabilities by providing ramps whenever

there is increase in the level of the street or the floor.



Figure 4.34 Analysis of pedestrian circulation
(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

4.2.10.2 Analysis of Vehicle’s Circulation

Figure 4.35 Analysis of vehicle’s circulation
(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)
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The analysis conducted is as follows:

1. Border areas to take advantage of building a parking area

Advantages : easy to reach from the parking area entrance

Disadvantages : Security not secure the border area

2. Separate the parking area to a few field

Advantages : Proximity access from parking to the buildings targeted

Disadvantages : The atmosphere is less regular in the site.

3. Concentrated parking area to a field

Advantages : The atmosphere in the regular tread

Disadvantages : Grouping parking causing access to the buildings are not near

far enough parking facilities

4. Provides a slow lane on the arterial line

Advantages : Reduce congestion

Disadvantages : Line road in front of the entrance solid

Figure 4.36 Analysis of vehicle’s circulation
(Source: Result of analysis , 2009)



4.2.11 Analysis of Wind

In the footprint with less wind blows is the dominant wind direction

conditions of northern and eastern regions of the rice field. Wind moderate

intensity can be used for removal of heat in the building.

1. Arrangement of vegetation as a wind controller which is basically through the

counteraction of vegetation control, direction, refraction and absorption

Advantages : The wind can be directed to be beneficial for buildings

2. Vegetation as a solution to filter the wind carried the sound waves, dirt, and

dust.

Advantages : The intensity of dirt and dust entering the building can be

reduced.

3. Prevent the wind is too hard to use a lot of mass system

Advantages : The wind is more easily distributed evenly

Disadvantages : The impression in the soles of the building seemed to be

fragmented or irregular

4. Using cross Ventilation in buildings for natural ventilation to buildings

Advantages : building comfort can be fulfilled without a negative impact

on the environment

Disadvantages : Not all masses are able to create cross ventilation.



Figure 4.37 Wind Analysis
(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

4.3 Object Analysis

4.3.1 Analysis of Building Function

Mosque as a community development center in Sumberpucung has several

functions. These functions, as described in the previous chapter, an extension of

the functions of worship, consisting of habluminallah (type of maghdah worship)

and habluminannas and habluminal'alam (ghairu maghdoh worship). In this

section will briefly explain again more about the functions that are based on the

activities contained in a mosque, the mosque as a place of prayer, ablution,

tayamum, adzan, iqomat, reading the al-Qur’an, i’tikaf and tajhiz al -Janazah, this

is a direct prayer to God Almighty (habluminallah). The next function, which



functions more emphasis on worship-related aspects of human or muamalah is

(habluminannas) and to the environment (habluminal'alam). To realize this

function will display spaces other than prayer rooms which include health clinics,

Islamic schools, libraries, and others. If the function to establish the relationship

between habluminallah, habluminannas and habluminal'alam was grouped, then

emerged a few groupings, which is a direct function of worship (pray),

community development functions which include the function of education,

health, ukhuwah function, development and other skills. In addition to acts of

worship to accommodate the function above, there are also management and

service functions. Description of these functions are as follows:

a. Function of habluminallah

The fulfillment of this function will be realized in the design space to

prayer, ablution place, the mimbar, the mihrab, the mosque veranda, iqomat and

adzan. As also previously mentioned, that the space will be designed with

emphasis on the concept habluminallah, habluminannas and habluminal'alam.

b. Function of habluminannas and habluminal'alam

1) Education Function

The form of education in the mosque as a center of community

development in the Sumberpucung is used to study Islamic and general education.

Madrasah is intended for children, teens and parents. Education will be managed

by sub-organizations of the main organization managing the mosque. These

education efforts include aspects of teaching and assessment. Another educational

aspect is realized by the library in the mosque.



2)  Health Function

Health functions in the mosque was embodied in the design of a health

clinic that will serve the local community health. In clinical management is

planned to be managed by one of the paramedics or a doctor who was in

Sumberpucung.

3) Economic Empowerment Function

Economic empowerment embodied in the procurement of a Cooperation

and Baitul mall that holds and manages the economy citizens. Referring to the

notion that Cooperation is a business entity that the social character and each of

its members have the same rights and obligations (Basith, 2008:47). On the other

hand Cooperation is a business entity that have family basis. In addition there are

also Cooperation stalls, or mini canteen that serves the needs of the community.

4) Social Community Empowerment Function

The function of social empowerment is manifested by the existence of

centers of household handicraft industry in Sumberpucung. As mentioned in the

RDTRK Sumberpucung District, which is in Sumberpucung crafts include woven

crafts, food, metal crafts and clay. Management systems include, for management

to marketing to the mosque, in the region and outside the region Sumberpucung

Sumberpucung.

5) Interaction and Socialization Function

Interaction and socialization occurs during activities other than prayer or

when there is activity in education, health and others. Interaction and socialization



efforts put in by the sports field that can be accessed by every member of society.

In addition to sports fields there is also a playground.

6) Nature Conservation Functions

This function will be more emphasis on meeting spaces that accommodate

the human relationship with God directly (habluminallah) and man's relationship

with man (habluminannas) with the minimum possible to reduce negative impacts

on nature (habluminal'alam). So that every function in this mosque apply the

principle of habluminallah, habluminannas, and habluminal'alam be well

maintained and balanced.

c. Management Functions

Management in this mosque is an activity of manage every aspect in the

mosque. This includes administrative and management organization that realized

by the main management office with a sub- managers at some of the functions

contained in the mosque.

d. Services Function Services

A facility to support the overall functions and facilities. Security services

include postal services, warehousing equipment, parking facilities, toilets, and so

forth.

The grouping of functions based on the activity and then re-grouped based

on level of importance of each function, as follows:

a. Primary Function

Primary function is the main function of the building, referring to the

notion of worship which relies on a process to habluminallah, the main function of



this mosque is a function of worship to Allah swt. Furthermore, the worship of

God this will bring up the process of worship toward fellow human beings and the

environment (habluminannas and habluminal'alam).

b. Secondary Function

As mentioned before, that these secondary functions are functions that

support the process of worship to God (habluminallah) is habluminannas and

habluminal'alam, namely the function of community empowerment that includes

the function of education, health function, the function of economic

empowerment, social empowerment function and function ukhuwah and social

interaction.

c. Supporting Functions

Supporting function is an activity that supports the implementation of all

activities of both primary and secondary. Support functions within the mosque

was realized with the management and services, including space management and

service spaces such as bathrooms, storage, security and others.



Figure 4. 38  Scheme of Analysis of function in mosque
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)
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Further members of the boards will be explained in the mosque as a center for

community development for the following:

Explanation:

: Hierarchy relationship

: responsibility relationship

Figure 4. 39 Scheme of Management in Mosque
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)
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4.3.2 Analysis of activities

Analysis of the activities in the mosque is classified by the type of

functions contained. Functions include functions maghdoh worship, worship and

service ghoiru maghdoh. Shape analysis is presented in tables as follows:

Tabel 4.1 Analysis of activities

Function Activity Characteristic Attitude Character

Habluminallah

Ablultion Private, static stand, crooked, silent

Adzan Private, static
Muadzin: standing, loud

speaker, Qibla oriented

Iqomat Private, static
Standing, loud speaker,

Qibla oriented

Pray Private, quite

Imam : there is in front of

ma’mum, Qibla oriented,

leading jama’ah.

Ma’mum : The positition

is close behind imam,

Qibla

I’tikaf Private, quite

Be wistful with tafakur,

tadzabur, say name of

Great Allah quietly, silent

condition, advice to have

Qibla oriented.



Reading

Al’Qur’an
Private, quite

Sit, loud or soft speaker,

advice to Qibla oriented

Spiritual

Speech
Private, active

Sit, stand, loud speaker,

litle steps.

.

H
ab

lu
m

in
an

na
s &

 H
ab

lu
m

in
al

’a
la

m

Madrasah

(School)

Studying Public, Active
Sit, having interaction to

each other.

Read

Al-Qur’an &

Hadits

Public, quite
Sit, loud or soft speaker,

advice to Qibla oriented

Teaching Public, Active
Sit, stand, loud speaker,

walk

Make Score Public, quite Sit, quite situation

Rest

Eat
Public, quite

Sit, chat, have kidding,

walk

Save a draft Private, Static Stand, sit

Rest Private, quite
Sit, relax, chat

Library

Lavatory Private, static Stand, Sit

Resepsionist Public, static Stand

Resepsionist Public, static Stand, moving



Save the

collectin

Public, static Stand, moving

Reading Private,quite Sit, Relax

Administration

service

Public, static Stand

Copying Private, static Stand

Lavatory Private, static Stand, Sit

Islamic

Consultan

Resepsionist Public, static Stand

Have

discussion

Public, quite Stand, Sit, discuss

Save

document

Private, static Stand, move

Islamic

discussion

Public, active Stand, Sit, move, chat

Give Slide

Facilities

Public, active Stand, Sit, dinamic

movement

Pamflet,

communicatio

n facility

Public, active Stand, Sit, dinamic

movement

Meeting Public, active Stand, Sit, dinamic

movement

Lavatory Private, static Stand, Sit

Clinic Resepsionist Publik, static Stand



Receive

patient

Public, active Stand, walk

Examine

patient

Private, active stand, crooked, sit,

dynamic move

First Aid Private, active Stand, sit

Save drug Private, static Stand, walk

Save goods Private, static Stand, walk

Lavatory Private, static Stand, sit

Cooperation

Note members Private, active Stand

Service to

members

Public, active Stand, sit, chat

Consultation Private, static Stand, sit, chat

Make  an

Archive

Private, static Stand, sit

Canteen

Prepare food Private, static stand, sit, dynamic move

Cooking Private, active stand, sit, dynamic move

Serve food Private, active stand, sit, dynamic move

Serve material Private, static stand, sit, dynamic move

Eat, drink Publik, static sit

Cleaning Private, static stand, crooked

Have a

transaction

Publik, static stand



Baitul Mall

Receive zakat Publik, static stand, static move

Make note Private, static stand, sit

zakat Private, static stand, sit

Save data Private, static stand, sit

Save zakat Private, static stand, dynamic move

Store

Sell & Buy Public, active stand, static move

Take goods Public, active tand, dynamic move

Save goods Private, static Stand, dynamic move

Transaction Public, static stand, sit, static move

Daily Meeting Private, static Stand, sit, dynamic move

Lavatoy Private, static stand, sit

Craft Centra

Make a craft Public, active stand, crooked

Craft

distribution

Public, active Stand, sit, dynamic

move, walk

Display the

craft

Public, static Stand, dynamic move,

Sell-Buy Public, static Stand, static move

Transaction Public, active Stand, sit, dynamic move

Maitenance Public, static stand, sit, crooked,

dynamic move



Prepare craft Public, static stand, sit, crooked,

dynamic move

Daily meeting Private, quite stand, sit, dynamic move

Lavatoy Private, static stand, sit

Ukhuwah and

interraction

Sport Public, active Run, jump, stand, sit

Play Public, active Run, jump, stand, sit

Relax, Chat Public, active Stand, sit, grouping

Manager

Receive guest Private, static Sit

Check mosque

activity

Private, active stand, sit, walk, dynamic

move

Organize Private, static stand, sit, walk, dynamic

move

Meeting Private, static stand, sit, walk, dynamic

move

Manage

education

facilities

Private, static stand, sit, walk, dynamic

move

Manage

economic

facilities

Private, static stand, sit, walk, dynamic

move

Manage health

facilities

Private, static stand, sit, walk, dynamic

move



Manage craft

centra

Private, static stand, sit, walk, dynamic

move

Manage the

function of

ukhuwah and

interaction

Private, static stand, sit, walk, dynamic

move

SERVICE

Eat & drink Public, static Sit

Lavatory Private, static stand, sit

Save secure Private, static stand, sit, walk, dynamic

move

Manage

mechanical &

electrical

Private, static stand, sit, walk, dynamic

move

Load goods Private, static stand, sit, walk, dynamic

move

Save

equipment

Private, static stand, sit, walk, dynamic

move

Lavatory Priv Private,

static

stand, sit

(Source: Result of analysis, 2009)

4.3.3 Analysis of User Activity

User in mosque as a community development center is divide into

manager and visitor. Both of the subject activity is community in Sumberpucung

as a object location. More detail will explain some activities user as follows:



4.3.3.1 Analysis of Management Activities

The manager in the design of mosque as a community development center

is someone or anyone that be a part of service organization and mosque

maintener. The activity of manager is structural activities of organization that be

connected directly or undirectly with building or mosque visitor. Under thes

explanation in analysis the function of space, so that the manager activity divide

based each space with still organize by head manager.

a. Activity of Head Manager in mosque

Figure 4. 40  Scheme of Activity Head Manager
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)
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b. Activity of Head Sub-Department

Figure 4. 41 Scheme of Activity Head Sub-Department
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)

c. Worker activity

1) Educational Department

- Teacher

Figure 4. 42 Scheme of Activity Educational Department
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)
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- Library Keeper

Figure 4. 43 Scheme of Activity Library Keeper
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)

2) Health Department

- Doctor

Figure 4. 44 Scheme of Doctor Activity
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)
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3) Economic Department

- Cooperation, Canteen and Store  Keeper

Figure 4. 45  Scheme of Cooperation, Canteen and Store  Keeper Activity
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)

4) Empowerment Community Departement

- craftsman

Figure 4. 46 Scheme of Craftsman Activity
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)
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- Craft Shop Keeper

Figure 4. 47 Craft Shop Keeper
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)

5) Ukhuwah and interraction department

Figure 4. 48 Activities of Ukhuwah & interraction department
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)
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6) Service

- Security

Figure 4. 49 Activities of Security
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)

- Cleaning Service

Figure 4. 50 Activities of Cleaning Service
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)
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4.3.3.2 Analysis of Visitors Activities

a. Scheme Activity of General Visitors

Figure 4.51  Scheme Activity of General Visitors
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)

b. Scheme Activity of Particular Visitors

Figure 4.52 Scheme Activity of Particular Visitors
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)
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4.3.4 Analysis of Spaces

4.3.4.1 Need of spaces

From the results of functional analysis and study of literature, then the

required spaces in the mosque as a center for community development are:

1. Primary Group, is a group that accommodate  the habluminallah function.,

which is as follows:

a. Liwan or prayer room

b. Mimbar

c. Mihrab

d. Verandah

e. Rooms for Adzaan and Iqomat

2. Secondary group, is spaces accommodate of function of activites

habluminal'alam and habluminannas accommodate the activities, as follows:

a. Function of Education

- Madrasah (School)

- Library

- Islamic Studies and Consultations

b. Function of healt

- Clinic

c. Function of Economic Empowerment

- Cooperative

- Baitul Maal

- Stall



- Store

d. Function of Social Empowerment

- Crafts wicker Sentra

- Food Craft Centers

- Metal Craft Centers

- Clay Craft Centers

e. Function of Ukhuwah Empowerment and Social Interaction

- Field Sports

- Playground

f. Function of Nature Conservation

- Recharge wells

- Swimming evaporative

- waste recycling

3. Supporting group, is a space that accommodate service functions, as follows:

a. Warehouse

b. Toilets

c. Security Post

d. Management office

e. Administration room



On the other hand, after analyzing the functions and activities and users,

then the conclusion would be kind of object space requirement on the mosque as a

center of community development are as follows:

Tabel 4.2 Analysis of spaces needs

F
U

N
C

T
IO

N

USER

A
C

T
IV

IT
Y

SP
A

C
E

S 
N

E
E

D

C
om

m
un

ity
 o

f
Su

m
be

rp
uc

un
g

O
th

er
 c

om
m

un
ity

Su
m

be
rp

uc
un

g

M
an

ag
er

Habluminallah

Ablution

Ablution room

- Male

- Female

Adzan Adzan Room

Iqomat Iqomat Room

Pray

Pray Hall

- Mihrab

- Liwan

I’tikaf Mimbar

Read al-Qur’an Pray Hall

Spiritual Speech Pray Hall

H
ab

lu
m

in
an

na
s 

&

H
ab

lu
m

in
al

’a
la

m

Madrasah

Studying Classroom

Studying

Al-Qur’an & Hadits
Classroom

Teaching
Classroom

Make score Office



Take a rest Canteen

Save archive Archive room

Take a rest Office

Library

Receiving guest Lobby

Save guest’s goods Storage

Save the book Collection room

Reading book Reading room

Serve admin Administration room

Copying Photocopy

Lavatory Toilet

Islamic

Consultant

Receive guest Resepsionist

Having discussion Classroom

Save archive Archive room

Treatment, discussion Auditorium

Slide facilities Communication

room

Pamflet,

communication

facilities

Classroom

Seminar Resepsionist

Lavatory Toilet

Clinic
Penerimaan Lobby

Receive patient Front office



Examine patient Examination room

First Aid First Aid

Save drug Drugstore

Save goods Warehouse

Lavatory Toilet

Cooperation

Member data Office

Serve guests Living room

consultation Guest room

Archive data Office

Canteen

Serve food Kitchen

Cooking Kitchen

Display food Display room

Save materials Warehouse

Eat, drink Diningroom

Cleaning Kitchen

Make transaction Casier

Baitul Mall

Receive zakat Resepsionist

Encode Resepsionist

Zakat Resepsionist

Save data Archive room

Save zakat Warehouse

Store Sell & Buy R. Display



Loading dock Loading dock

Save goods Warehouse

Make transaction Casier

Daily meeting Inside store

Lavatoy Toilet

Craft centra

Make a cfart Workshop

Distribute craft Loading Dock

Display craft Display room

Sell-Buy Display room

Make transaction Casier

Maintenance craft Workshop

Save craft Toilet

Daily meeting Manager office

Lavatoy Toilet

Ukhuwah and

interraction

Sport Sport yard

Playing Playground

Relax chat Bench

Manager

Receive guests Front Office

Control activity in

mosque

Head manager room

Control secretary Secretary room

Meeting, presentation Meeting room

Controled Education

Facility

Head of Education

Department



Controled Economic

Facility

Head of Economy

Department

Controled Health

Facility

Head of  Health

Department

Controled craft centra Head of

Empowerment of

community

Department

Control function of

ukhuwah and

interaction community

Head of Ukhuwah an

d interacion

Department

SERVICE

Eat & drink Pantry

Lavatory Toilet

Save security Security

Control mechanical &

electrical

MEE room

Loading dock Loading Dock

Save equipment Warehouse

Lavatory Toilet

(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

Explanation:

:  Yes

:  Yes

:  Yes



4.3.4.2 Demands and requirement of spaces

Analysis of space requirements at the mosque as a center for community

development is based on several reviews theory and comparative studies have

been conducted. The analysis was made for convenience and user satisfaction in

accordance with the demands of space activities that have been diwadahinya.

Having obtained the necessary analyzing space needs further investigation on the

requirements of the relevant space. Things that are analyzed on the requirements

of space that is necessary or whether the natural and artificial lighting, natural and

artificial penghawaan as well as the extent of view which supports the showroom.

There are several types of space contained in the mosque as a center for

community development and the spaces Naturalife Greenworld demands of space

based on the characteristics of each room that took place therein. To meet the

demands of the space needed space requirements associated with conditioning in

the room. Requirements that space will support the creation of atmosphere and the

impression created by each space in accordance with the function of the mosque

as a center of community development. This analysis is based on a comparative

study of similar objects and are adjusted with the design object.



Tabel 4.3 Analysis of Requirement Spaces

SPACES

LIGHTING VENTILATION

A
C

O
U

ST
IC

E
X

IT
V

IE
W

SPACE S

CHARACTERISTIC

N
A

T
U

R
A

L

A
R

T
IF

IC
IA

L

N
A

T
U

R
A

L

A
R

T
IF

IC
IA

L

HABLUMINALLAH

Ablution room

- Male

- Female

Opened

Adzan Room Opened

Iqomat Room Opened

Pray Room

- Mihrab

- Liwan

Closed

Mimbar Opened

Veranda Closed

HABLUMINANNAS and HABLUMINAL’ALAM

MADRASAH

Classroom Semi Opened

Classroom Semi Opened

Office Closed

Canteen Opened

Archive room Closed

LIBRARY

Lobby Opened

Storage Semi Opened

Collection room Closed

Reading room Closed

Administration room Semi Opened



Photocopy Opened

Toilet Closed

ISLAMIC CONSULTANT

Resepsionist Opened

Classroom Semi Opened

Archive room Closed

Auditorium Closed

Communication room Closed

Toilet Closed

CLINIC

Lobby Semi Opened

Front office Semi Opened

Examination room Closed

First Aid Closed

Drugstore Closed

Warehouse Closed

Toilet Closed

COOPERATION

Office Closed

Living room Semi Opened

Guest room Closed

CANTEEN

Kitchen Semi Opened

Display room Semi Opened

Food store Closed



Diningroom Semi Opened

Cleaning room Closed

Casier Closed

BAITUL MAAL

Resepsionist Semi Opened

Archive room Closed

Warehouse Closed

STORE

Display Room Semi Opened

Loading dock Opened

Warehouse Closed

Casier Closed

Inside Room Closed

Toilet Closed

CRAFT CENTRA

Workshop Opened

Loading Dock Opened

Display Room Semi Opened

Casier Closed

Toilet Closed

UKHUWAH and INTERRACTION

Sport yard Opened

playground Opened

Bench Opened

MANAGER OFFICE



Front Office Semi Opened

Head manager room Closed

Secretary room Closed

Meeting room Closed

Head of Education

Department

Closed

Head of Economy

Department

Closed

Head of  Health

Department

Closed

Head of

Empowerment of

community

Department

Closed

Head of Ukhuwah an

d interacion

Department

Closed

SERVICE

Pantry Closed

Toilet Closed

Security Semi Opened

MEE room Closed

Loading Dock Opened

Equioment store Closed

Pantry Closed

(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)



Explanation:

: Important

: Not too important

: Not Important

4.3.4.3 Dimension of Spaces

The dimension of spaces need in the design of mosque as a community

development in Sumberpucung based on dimension standart that generally used,

as follows:

1. NAD : Neufert Architect’s Data

2. PPM : Pedoman Pembinaan Masjid

3. A :  Asumtion

Description about the dimension of space will describe as follows:

Tabel 4.4 Analysis of dimension of space

Group

Activity
Need

Closeness

(m2 / person /

unit)

Capacity
Dimension

(m2)
Source

M
A

G
H

D
A

H
 W

O
R

SH
IP

M
O

SQ
U

E

Ablution room

- Male

- Female

0,9

0,9

10 persons

10 persons

9

9

PPM

PPM

Adzan Room 1. 1 person 1 A

Iqomat Room 1 1 person 1 A

Pray Room

- Mihrab

- Liwan

0,9

0,9

2 persons

500 persons

1,8

450

PPM

PPM

Mimbar 2 1 person 2 A

Veranda 0.4 200 person 200 A



Toilet 3 10 units 30 A

Ta’mir Room 15 1 unit 15 A

TOTAL 718.8

Circulation 30% 215.64 934.44

M
A

D
R

A
SA

H

Classroom 2 20 persons 40 NAD

Classroom 2 20 persons 40 NAD

Office 2 5 person 10 NAD

Canteen 0,8 10 persons 8 A

Archive room 0,9 4 persons 3.6 NAD

102.6

TOTAL Circulation 30% 30.78 133.56

L
IB

R
A

R
Y

Lobby 6 1 unit 6 A

Storage 6 1 unit 6 A

Collection room 0,15 10 desks 15 NAD

Reading room 1,4 50 persons 70 NAD

Administration

room

10,5 2 persons 21 A

Photocopy 1-1,2 2 units

machines

2,4 NAD

Toilet 2,52 2 units 5,04

125.44

TOTAL Circulation 30% 37.632 163.02

IS
L

A
M

IC
 C

O
N

SU
L

T
A

N
T

Resepsionist 6 1 unit 6 A

Classroom 1,4 50 persons 70 NAD

Archive room 0,9 4 persons 3.6 NAD

Auditorium 0,65 100 persons 65 NAD

Communication

room

0,65 50 persons 32.5 NAD

Toilet 2,52 2 units 5,04 A



182.14

TOTAL Circulation 30% 54.642 236.782
C

L
IN

IC
Lobby 6 1 unit 6 A

Front office 2 1 unit 2 A

Examination

room

3 x 4 1 unit 12 A

First Aid 3 x 4 1 unit 12 A

Drugstore 3 x 3 1 unit 9 A

Warehouse 4 x 2 1 unit 8 A

Toilet 2,52 2 units 5,04 A

54.04

TOTAL Circulation 30% 16.212 70.252

C
O

O
P

E
R

A
T

I

O
N

Office 6 1 unit 6 A

Living room 6 1 unit 6 A

Guest room 0,9 4 persons 3.6 NAD

19.6

TOTAL Circulation 30% 5.88 25.48

C
A

N
T

E
E

N

Kitchen 15 %

diningroom

NAD

Display room 3 1 unit 3 A

Food store 0,15 m2/guest 195 guests NAD

Diningroom 1,3 50 persons 65 NAD

Cleaning room 20 %

diningroom

13 NAD

Casier 4 2 persons 8 A

89

Circulation Circulation 30% 26.7 115.7

B
A

IT
U

L

M
A

A
L

Resepsionist 6 1 unit 6 A

Archive room 0,9 4 persons 3.6 NAD

Warehouse 5 x 2 1 unit 10 A



19.6

TOTAL Circulation 30% 5.88 25.48
ST

O
R

E
Display Room 3 1 unit 3 A

Loading dock 15 2 car units 30 NAD

Warehouse 5 x 2 1 unit 10 A

Casier 4 2 persons 8 A

Inside Room 6 1 unit 6 A

Toilet 2,52 2 units 5,04 A

62.4

TOTAL Circulation 30% 18.612 81.10

C
R

A
F

T
 C

E
N

T
R

A

Workshop 20 1 unit 20

Loading Dock 15 2 car units 30 NAD

Display Room 3 1 unit 3 A

Casier 4 1 person 4 A

Total there is 4 craft centra 228

Toilet 2,52 1 unit 5,04 A

Office Manager 6 1 unit 6 A

239.04

TOTAL Circulation 30% 71.712 310.752

O
P

E
N

SP
A

C
E Sport yard 100 1 unit 100 A

Play gorund 100 1 unit 100 A

200

TOTAL Circulation 30% 60 260

M
A

N
A

G
E

R
 O

F
F

IC
E Front Office 2 1 unit 2 A

Head manager

room

1.5 5 persons 7.5 NAD

Secretary room 1.5 2 persons 3 NAD

Meeting room 1.5 30 persons 45 NAD



Head of

Education

Department

1.5 2 persons 3 NAD

Head of

Economy

Department

1.5 2 persons 3 NAD

Head of  Health

Department

1.5 2 persons 3 NAD

Head of

Empowerment of

community

Department

1.5 2 persons 3 NAD

Head of

Ukhuwah an d

interacion

Department

1.5 2 persons 3 NAD

72.5

TOTAL Circulation 30% 21.75 94.25

Pantry 8 1 unit 8 A

Toilet 2,52 1 unit 5,04 A

Security 9 2 unit 18 A

MEE room 50 1 unit 50 A

Loading Dock 15 3 car units 45 NAD

Equioment store 25 1 unit 25 A

151.04

TOTAL Circulation 30% 45.312 196.352

Total of

buildings

2.647,088

Circulation each

facilities

20% x

2.647,088

592.176

3.176,505

(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)



The total of siteplan is 3.176,505 m2 with KDB 50-60% of dimension

land (10.000 m2) so the result is 6.823.4949 m2 that will bee use as a parking area

and open spaces.

4.3.4.4 Interconnection of Spaces

The model of space connection is for shows the closeness connection of

eacr space in a group activities. Activity of space interconnection divide into three

character of room interconnection, that direct relationship, indirect relationship

and no relationship. This criteria choosen by  influenced of activities

characteristic. The spaces interconnection also must have flexibility of activities

inside spaces.



Tabel 4.5 The Macro Connection Spaces
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(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

Explanation:

: Direct connection

: Indirect connection

: No connection



Tabel 4.6 The Micro Connection  of Mosque
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Adzan room

Iqomat room

Pray room
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Sound room
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(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

Explanation:

: Direct connection

: Indirect connection

: No connection

Tabel 4.7 The Micro Connection Room of Madrasah
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Canteen

Archive room

(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

Explanation:

: Direct connection

: Indirect connection

: No connection

Tabel 4.8 The Micro Connection Room of Library

Rooms
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Reading room
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(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

Explanation:

: Direct connection

: Indirect connection

: No connection



Tabel 4.9 The Micro Connection Room of Islamic Consultant
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(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

Explanation:

: Direct connection

: Indirect connection

: No connection

Tabel 4.10 The Micro Connection Room of Clinic
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Communication room

Auditorium

(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

Explanation:

: Direct connection

: Indirect connection

: No connection

Tabel 4.11 The Micro Connection Room of Cooperation

Rooms
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(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

Explanation:

: Direct connection

: Indirect connection

: No connection



Tabel 4.12 The Micro Connection Room of Canteen
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Kitchen

Display room
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Eating room
(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

Explanation:

: Direct connection

: Indirect connection

: No connection

Tabel 4.13 The Micro Connection Room of Baitul Maal
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(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

Explanation:

: Direct connection

: Indirect connection

: No connection



Tabel 4.14 The Micro Connection Room of Store
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(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

Explanation:

: Direct connection

: Indirect connection

: No connection

Tabel 4.15 The Micro Connection Room of Craft Centra
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Toilet

Maneger Office

(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

Explanation:

: Direct connection

: Indirect connection

: No connection

Tabel 4.16 The Micro Connection Room of Open Spaces
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Sport yard

Play ground

(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

Explanation:

: Direct connection

: Indirect connection

: No connection



Tabel 4.17 The Micro Connection Room of Manager room
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(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

Explanation:

: Direct connection

: Indirect connection

: No connection



Tabel 4.18 The Micro Connection Room of Service Room
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Warehouse

(Source: Result of Analysis , 2009)

Explanation:

: Direct relationship

: Indirect relationship

: No relationship

4.3.4.5 Analysis of Spaces Atmosphere

Basically, every building has two design aspects to be considered, namely the

physical aspects of shape and appearance, as well as non-physical form of the

function, social conditions and atmosphere of the building or space. To achieve a

concept habluminallah, habluminannas and habluminal'alam, analysis of the

atmosphere of much-needed space. To generate an atmosphere of space which



habluminallah, habluminannas and habluminal'alam, the analysis undertaken are

as follows:

1. Generate an Khushuu atmosphere in effort to habluminallah with good light

settings with natural light (daylight) and artificial light at night

2. Produce an effect of human equality by providing equality peil floor of the

building or not discriminating spatial division between the visitors men and

women.

3. Providing natural elements such as the provision of vegetation and the

atmosphere in the interior of the building rush of the wind in building.

4.3.5 Analysis of Appearance and Shape Building

In the previous chapter has explained that the theme used in the design of

the mosque as the community development centre is the Islamic Architecture with

emphasis on the concept habluminallah, habluminannas, and habluminal'alam.

Further mentioned that efforts in achieving the concept of using a value approach

has been mentioned also in chapter 2 (two). In this section will explain analysis of

the architectural form of these approaches have value. Architectural analysis also

has a relatively high attachment site analysis has been done before, such as

relationships with vegetation, accessibility, circulation arrangements,

determination of main entrance, and so forth. More clearly be described as

follows:



4.3.5.1 Habluminallah

As has been determined in previous chapters, that this concept will be

applied Habluminallah to building form and space organization. Analysis

approach habluminallah values is the value obedient, this value includes

conducting compliance orders and away from its ban. In a scheme of this value

will be realized in some values as follows:

a. Rubbubiyah value (not glorify great buildings)

1) Noting the mass composition of buildings or structures in the context of its

environment. It can be conducted with due regard to the size of the building.

As the existing regulations on maximum building height RDTRK the second

floor is maximal 2 floors.

Figure 4.53 Analysis of rubbubiyah value
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)

2) The selection of materials building that was made in such a way which does

not seem so grand, so not much spend money to maintain. For example using

roster, wood, bamboo and others.



b. Uluhiyah Value (Value Divinity)

The realization of this value is not displaying images such as statues

animate beings as decorative elements in buildings and ornamentation. This is one

of the prohibitions of Allah swt. Some analysis is done using roster as building

ornamentation, roster does not show picture animate creatures and are craft

products from surrounding communities.

Figure 4.54 The realization of the uluhiyah value (divinity)
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)

c. Asma’ wa sifat

Shape analysis of asthma 'wa sifat of the building is by continuing to

describe the properties and the names of Allah swt. in a design. The concept of

asthma 'wa sifat one of which is done by continuing to maintain the sanctity of the

sanctity of hierarchical giving impression with addition of embankment on each

span of 3-5 meters.

Other properties that can be applied in the building is being transformed

quixotism giving free drinking water for visitors. Another thing could be done by

providing a means of rest to shelt for travelers and Advantagestitutes.

Expose brick

Roster

bamboo



Figure 4.55 Asma’ wa sifat Value Analysis
(Source: Analysis Result, 2009)

d. The form of remembering to Worship Ritual (habluminallah)

As previously explained, that in Islam the concept of worship include vast

scope not only on the concept of 'surrender' in certain buildings, as seen on the

concept of religions worship in other religion. Islamic include more general aspect

a concept of complete surrender, describes all aspects of life

Analysis of architectural form that emerged from this value approach is as

follows:

1) To enable people to worship should be formed by building a strategic

orientation that is easily recognizable. This can be done by giving the main

entrance to the building orientations are most easily seen by society.

2) The building is open, this is applicable to the unity and order during a period as

a whole.



Figure 4.56 shape analysis with the concept habluminallah
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)

e. Value-memoire to death

Furthermore, the elements that bring to life the message is a warning in the

world that is only temporary and the element of death as a breaker experience in

the world. In a mosque, the concept of reminders of death can be realized with the

body (jenazah) wash room.

4.3.5.2 Habluminannas

As also previously explained, that the concept Habluminannas will be

focused on designing circulation and accessibility on the design object mosque as

the community development center in Sumberpucung. Analysis of habluminannas

values approach to building form and space organization will be explained as

follows:



a. Ukhuwah and social integration

1) To provide space and an open courtyard for ukhuwah and social integration

process. The concept of circulation and accessibility must also have a

simplicity and openness.

2) The circulation that does not twist

3) Accessibility to the determination of main entrance & side entrance

4) To provide the elements of the park along the circulation path

Figure 4.57 The shape of analysis habluminannas concept
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)

b. Community Education

In the mosque, a strategy that can be done is to provide a wide space in it

like the ease of classrooms, cafeteria, library, courtyard, dormitories and other

spaces that is felt necessary and it can serve as a center activity and community

associations. The composition of these spaces is set up with circulation-friendly

for pedestrians and vehicles.



Figure 4.58 Shape Analysis of the habluminannas concept
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)

c. Worship and the Struggle for the value-memoire

In designing the mosque as a center for community development in

Sumberpucung, remembering the value realized by the design rooms of a mosque

that should be made in such a way as to allow outside activities such as prayer or

ritual activities i'tikaf possible to run. Activities like sports, seminars, discussion

of religious, schools and education centers, libraries, trading activities and

activities that can strengthen ukhuwah and Hospitality. These activities should be

divided based on a clear zone to facilitate the circulation for visitors.

Figure 4.59 Shape Analysis of the habluminannas concept
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)



d. Value-memoire of waqaf and Social Welfare

1) Compliance with a playground, open space, which despite having no

commercial value but has a high ukhuwah value with convenient accessibility.

2) The use of ramp systems for divabled people

3) Use of corridor

Figure 4.60 Analysis of the habluminannas concept
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)

e. Value-memoire for Cultural Tolerance

Using these elements in the circulation, such as path material. design

buildings using local elements in the site.



Figure 4.61 Analysis of the habluminannas concept
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)

f. Value remembrance of Humility

1) Aligning the building with the natural composition of the natural environment

existing at the previous site

4.3.5.3 Habluminal’alam

In designing the mosque as a center for community development in

Sumberpucung, habluminal'alam principles applied in the mass center of gravity

design and spatial layout that minimizes negative impacts on nature. Besides these

principles are also intended to preserve nature. Analysis habluminal'alam

principles are as follows:

1) From the concept of nature appears closer to the settlement system and the

organization of space that is able to flow the wind circulation in each of the

building so it can minimize the use of AC (air conditioner) that is not natural

and can damage the environment

bamboo

brick



2) Using the natural energy sources, such as using water with rain water reuse

and water to perform ablution for watering the plants. From this can save

water energy source.

3) Modification of roof forms and roof garden tropical roof. This modification is

used to produce thermal comfort in buildings naturally without negative

effects on nature.

4) provision of vegetation on building form with a proven system of secondary

skin is also able to reduce the heat from the outside in nature

5) Arrangement of vegetation as a noise barrier and heat. If achieved a

comfortable atmosphere, the people within will increasingly feel the closeness

with nature that resulted also feel close to Allah swt.

6) The gardens of the order processing landscape with vegetation. This is also an

effort to bring people closer to nature and its relationship with the proximity to

Allah swt.



Figure 4.62 Analysis of the habluminal’alam concept
(Source: Results of Analysis, 2009)



4.3.6 Analysis of Building System

Building systems used in the mosque as a center of community

development in this Sumberpucung include system structure, module systems,

building materials and building utility systems, each can be explained in the

following section:

4.3.6.1 Analysis of Building Structure

Electoral system of the central structure of the mosque as the community

development structure is using a combination of bamboo and other local elements

such as cement and bricks accessible. This is because the effort to use nature. As

mentioned before, get closer to nature is also one way to draw closer to God.

In this structure the system of bamboo are used as column and beam

reinforcement.

Figure 4.63 Application of bamboo structures in buildings
(Source: Private Documentation, 2009)



Advantages:

1. Tough and elastic fiber is very good in the weight (either press load / tensile,

shear, and bending). even a few buildings in Japan wearing bamboo as

concrete reinforcement.

2. Cheap material because it is relatively easy to obtain and fast way to connect

as a unit structure intact. the price is relatively more expensive wood than

bamboo.

3. Environmentally friendly materials, because bamboo is a plant with a short

amount of planting age so that the use of large amounts of bamboo will not

spend the population.

4. Bamboo material is also a material to grow naturally without the need for

processing the process can contaminate the environment such as the

manufacture of cement, steel, etc..

5. Bamboo produces a comfortable atmosphere for the day, the pores of the

bamboo which he kept off the cold at night so during the day in the house

remains cool vice versa in the evening, the pores are able to release the stored

heat during the day so the night in in the house feel warmer.

6. High artistic value considering the shape, texture and color that is produced

from bamboo shades will give pleasure for a structure without the need for

artificial coloring that produce negative impacts on nature.



Disadvantages:

1. Not the loss of public connotation that bamboo is known as the poor building

materials,

2. Almost no credit facilities from banks, because less confident the banks,

3. There are currently no national standard bamboo house.

Preparation of pure bamboo in stukur

Figure 4.64 Application of bamboo structures in buildings
(Source: Private Documentation, 2009)

1. Bamboo is relatively mild character, then there should be no sub-structure or

foundation is embedded, simply or concrete soles as the local foundation, but

to avoid weathering, the bottom of a bamboo structure should not be in direct

contact with soil.

2. The main structure of columns and beams using bamboo ATER / java bamboo

(Gigantochloa atter) or petung bamboo (Dendrocallamus asper), diameter

15cm. Easel Bamboo wearing Gombong (Gigantochloa verticillata) or

Andong Bamboo (Gigantocloa verticillata) or similar with a diameter of

12cm, using bamboo legi gording 10cm diameter, Kaso wearing bamboo apus

(Gigantocloa apus) or rope bamboo (Asparagus cochinchinensis) 6cm

diameter, Reng lear or bamboo wear bamboo rope 6cm split second.



Connection using 12-mm nuts and bolts to connect bamboo roofed. Creating a

connection with bolts that are not rigid construction so resistant to earthquakes

because the construction will move to follow the direction of vibration.

Bamboo drilled first, then the bolt is inserted into the bamboo and given a nut.

murnya not too tightly attached to the bamboo does not break because of the

cavity on the bamboo. other minor connections can use palm fiber rope or if

want to look more luxurious can use the cane.

3. Wall or ceiling coverings of apus bamboo, rope bamboo or some even wear

black bamboo (Gigantochloa atroviolacea) with bamboo matting made

several layers to create a wall closely enough to penetrate the dust and heat or

cold.

4. If you want to use a bamboo floor, the floor surface must be lifted (at least 40-

50 cm from the ground) and therefore usually like this form of building

construction stage.

4.3.6.2 Analysis of Building Material

Factors considered in the use of building materials and finishing at the

mosque as a center for community development in Sumberpucung among others,

are as follows:

 Ease of installation and usage

 Ease of maintenance

 Aspects of aesthetics and the impression created



It also must consider the use of building materials and character of the impression

you want to display in the building because the view of the selection building

materials directly from the display will show the texture of these buildings.

Figure 4.65 Brick and Bataco Materials
(Source: Private Documentations, 2009)

4.3.6.3 Analysis of building utility

a. Ventilation System

Discussion on the systems in ventilation buildings mosque as the

community development center in Sumberpucung not be separated from the air

conditioning system in which the basic planning, and setting the air conditioning

system in a building which include the following:

1) Lowering the temperature and relative humidity in the room, so that was

reached in a standard room temperature and the demand is met.

2) Arranged for circulating the air quality inside the room clean enough to

standarize that prevailing.

3) In building the mosque as a center for community development in

Sumberpucung, entilation preferably using natural ventilation obtained by

multiplying ventilation with the processing of other architectural factors. Basic

considerations that must be considered in ventilation planning system are:

a. Air requirement per person is 27 m³ / h

b. Comfortable humidity is ± 45%



b. Water Supply System

There are several alternative water supply in the mosque as a center for

community development, as follows:

1) Harnessing the potential hydrology Karangkates Reservoir and Lahor

Reservoir directly on the design of the mosque.

Advantages : Reduce use of water from PAM which requires expensive.

Disadvantages : Position of the Karangkates and Lahor reservoir far enough,

so as to create water distribution channels will also require

that the cost is not small.

2) Creating sources of new water by digging wells in the design.

Advantages : The process of creation of water sources that do not require

expensive cost.

Disadvantages : The depth of water sources far enough, because the position

Sumberpucung existing areas in the lowlands, so the process

of extracting water resources will require a long time.

3) Using PAM to water from water sources in the design.

Advantages: Providing a source of PAM in designing highly effective and

efficient because the PAM channel has been available previously.

Disadvantages: The use of piped water requires expensive compared with

the use of well water.

Distribution system used is downfeed system (distribution system from

water sources into the lower reservoir and pumped into the reservoir for later



distributed need each room to water supply). The construction Inside the reservoir

is also noted that the water remains clean and hygienic.

To be considered in the construction of the tank as follows:

1) Installation of tanks inside the building:

a. Not wearing the floor, walls, ceiling

b. Need to check free space around the tank

c. Pipe

2) Installation of the tank outside the building:

a. By collecting a minimum distance is 5 meters of dirty water

b. Combined with tank fire

Figure 4.66 Tank structure
(Source : Neufert, 2002)

c. Dirty Water Disposal Systems

Sewerage system of the building using individual shaff to ease in sewerage

and sewage treatment. Sewerage was first starting fat trap (trap grace) it aims to

reduce environmental pollution. As there is in the following diagram:



Figure 4.67 Dirty water disposal system
(Source: Result of Analysis, 2009)

d. Analysis of building transportation system

Transport using the manual steps and ramps as a social significance to

disabled persons (divability).

Figure 4.68 Ramp dan Stairs
(Source: Neufert, 2002)
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CHAPTER 5

DESIGN CONCEPT

5.1 Basic Concept

The basic concept used in the design of the mosque as a center for

community development in this Sumberpucung is habluminallah, habluminannas,

and habluminal'alam concept. In the previous chapters have explained about the

derivation of these basic principles in the design. Before outlined more details on

the design elements, the following will be described in general, the application of

the concept habluminallah, habluminannas, and habluminal'alam, as follows:



Figure 5.1 Map of Basic Concept
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

5.2 Concept of Neighbouring Area

5.2.1 The concept of the position of the mosque in the neighbouring area

Implementation scheme of the mosque as a community development

center in Sumberpucung manifest and embody aspects of maghdah and ghairu

maghdah worship at the mosque. Meanwhile, with the principle habluminallah,

HABLUMINALLAH

rubbubiyah
uluhiyah
asthma 'wa sifat

HABLUMINALLAH

Forms are not monumental (boas-great)
Room atmosphere that makes humble &
always remember Allah
Not displaying sculpture / picture

HABLUMINANNAS

Ukhuwah and social
integration
- Provide open space
- The value of humility by
not creating a monumental
form or not in harmony with
nature.
- Value-memoire towaqaf
and Social Welfare, friendly
to people with divabilities.
and cultural tolerance values

HABLUMINANNAS

Form of buildings and friendly element
of society
Atmosphere that makes impression of
space parallels fellow humans, to be
humble to each other
Characters in the form of appropriate
human character / users (children
_cheer, attractive_, teen _dinamis_,
parents _calm, static_)
Notching the building adopts from the
processed & modified of local
formation

HABLUMINAL'ALAM

Harmony with nature
Environmentally friendly

HABLUMINAL'ALAM
Maintaining existing vegetation
Recycled water, waste, energy
Use of natural materials
natural ventilation and lighting



habluminannas and habluminal'alam concept region syntesised after the analysis

process is as follows:

a. Providing facility services (a branch of the service facilities that already exist

in the region) to the community at the mosque. Service facilities is useful

facilitate service (effective and efficient) the community needs, while on the

other hand, indirectly, this effort will bring the community to the mosque.

These facilities include facilities that are accessible by public Sumberpucung

communities and outside the region. This is a manifestation of the principle

Habluminannas, creating ukhuwah and social integration. Various facilities

would be classified according to age classification, as follows:

1) The children include a playground, madrasah, and library.

2) Adolescent include sports fields, internet cafe, madrasah, crafts and skills

workshops, study groups and general assemblies as well as library

3) Parents include shops, cooperatives, handicraft centers, assembly, etc..

Other facilities that can be enjoyed by all people including the store (canteen),

minimarket, temporary resting place for musyafir, cooperative, a plaza for

gathering and socializing, as well as consulting Islamic assemblies and

community issues.

b. Providing ease of achievement for the community within and outside the

region toward the mosque and Sumberpucung to enjoy all the facilities that

exist in the mosque. This is achieved with no partitions (fences) at all in the

entrance area of the settlements and roads, while for the partition with a given



rice field vegetation, this effort is the realization of the principles

habluminal'alam and habluminannas.

There are no massive fence,
only vegetas and shrubs as the
partition (in harmony with
nature and no impression block
for society)

craft centra Internet cafe

craft workshops minimarket library

Interaction space community (children,
adolescents, parents)

Community gathered in a central courtyard (ukhuwah values
and social integration)

rice field

The main highway

Tomb

settlement

From rice cultivation, the partition of vegetation

Figure 5.2 The design concept of the negihbouring area
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)



5.2.2 The Concept of Physical Neighbouring Area

5.2.2.1 Topography and Morphology

Concept of topography obtained from the analysis of topographic

conditions is relatively flat topography allowed without the addition of contour

lines on the site. This is done to save the cost of making the land contours.

However, to generate a hierarchical concept of the sanctity of the prayer room,

there is the addition of 20 cm-high embankment on each span of 3-5 meters from

the main entrance. This work is done so that no impression of climbing to a higher

hierarchy result impression on prayer space. The picture is as follows:

Figure 5.3 Concepts of Handling Topography
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

There are no additional contour

Some made the process of soil excavation for
the foundation, drill wells, and pond
landscaping (harmony with nature,
habluminal'alam). Existing water storage ponds
for water as a form of empowerment
(habluminal'alam)

Additional embankment approximately 20cm high
each on each span 3-5 meters to produce a
hierarchical sanctity of prayer room that seemed
to rise without generating very tiring, but must
maintain habluminannas



5.2.2.1 Concept of Water Treatment

Water is needed in every life, including activities in a building. Therefore,

the hydrological potential should be utilized properly. The water situation in the

region Sumberpucung, used and processed in the design is to use borehole water

sources that will be accommodated first in the main water reservoir and then

distributed using a pump to each and every space in the building. Artesian well

chosen because it is cheaper, effective and efficient enough on hydrological

conditions Sumberpucung area which is still quite good. In the process of drilling

wells involves community participation. Wells made in mutual cooperation, in the

hope that people feel have a mosque. Then, for processing waste water using a

water recycling system with a system of recharge wells, in addition to reducing

water pollution and soil, will result from the processing of recycled water can be

reused for other activities such as watering the plants in the building.

Figure 5.4 The concept of drilling wells with the mutual cooperation
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

Habluminannas Value



5.2.2.1 Concept of Climate and Rainfall

Amount of rainfall that occurred in 1930 Sumberpucung is mm / year and

the air temperature had an average of 260C. From the condition of relatively high

rainfall, the rainwater can be used to recharge wells rainwater recycling system for

the needs of building activity.

Figure 5.5 The concept of absorption wells
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

5.2.2.1 Concept of Land Treatment

Soil types that exist in Sumberpucung many types of soil formed by

alluvial, mediterranean respectively 55% and 32% of the type of fertile alluvial

properties. Based on soil types that existed at Sumberpucung region, then the

resulting concept is to use the land to provide container planting effort, ie. In

accordance with state dtanami by rice fields, soybeans and corn, then some of the

vacant land will still be used as planting rice, soybeans and corn.

Water recycling, according to the
habluminal'alam concept



Figure 5.6 The concept of soil tillage
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

5.2.3 Concept of Infrastructure in Neighbouring area

5.2.3.1 Concept of duct of clean water

a. Groundwater (artesian well)

b. PDAM which covers the entire main road network (primary channel) and the

road environment (secondary channel).

The concept of water use from water sources have been described

previously in the concept of regional hydrology.

Rear and side areas immediately adjacent to the rice field, still used for farming areas
with rice, soybeans and corn, which will be planted in accordance with the planting
season as the value of harmony and protection of nature (habluminal'alam)

Gubug (resting place) among
the rice fields for the farmer,
who is also a place jagongan
(interaction) community.



5.2.3.2 Concept of telecommunication networks

In the design of this mosque object using telecommunications networks in

the form of a phone which is under the parent Telkom. Procurement is the means

of communication such as telephone to facilitate communication between

communities with the manager of the mosque.

5.2.3.3 Concept of waste water and rain-fed

Sumberpucung household waste dumped in ditches or channels through

closed on every road environment. In general the gutter in front of the house with

a covered condition. This waste is then discharged and neutralized to channel the

river water. The concept of waste treatment and is making rainfed recharge wells

for disposal of waste water because it can produce an environmentally friendly

waste. In addition, treated wastewater can be recovered.

5.2.3.4 Concept of Electrical Circuitry

In accordance with the conditions of the electricity network in the region

that uses a channel from the PLN, which has been available in the region. So in

the design of the mosque as a community development center also uses the

concept of electricity electricity network existing in the region. This concept was

chosen because it is more easy and effective in the installation process, compared

with the use of solar panels are more expensive.

Figure 5.7 Concept of Electricity Network
(Source: Results of the analysis, 2009)

PLN ATS

Genset

Center
distribution
network

sub distribution panel

distribution



5.2.3.2 Concept of waste disposal

Disposal systems are routinely done every day by Sumberpucung hygiene

department. The concept of waste is by processing the waste bins to make

distribution of dry, wet, and the compost because it can make an effort

pemaanfaatan garbage, one of them by producing compost.

Figure 5.8 Concept of Waste Disposal
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

5.3 Concept of Building Site

5.3.1 Concept of mass building

The mosque as a center of community development is the lot of buildings

that is composed of a variety of spaces provide a place of worship and worship

ghairu maghdah maghdah. Therefore, the mosque was using the concept of the

modifications between the form of the linear and centralized governance. This

form was chosen because it allows the circulation and the relationship between

space can be well maintained. While on the other hand, the pattern of centralized

(ie centered on mosques) still gives the impression of the processing time that

makes the mosque as a center of activity.

Recycling waste as
habluminal’alam concept.



The concept of time in the mosque was also composed of a combination of

massive space and open space. In managerial, this mosque will be managed by a

Community Development Agency Regions Sumberpucung with the acquisition of

capital from the government and civil society together. Further, management is

directed activities interact more in the open, so that people can feel close to nature

(a reminder of the greatness of God's efforts / habluminallah through

habluminannas activity and habluminal'alam).

The concept of open space on the order also applied to move people to feel

more free activities and interact with the open air healthy. Disclosure will also be

applied in the form of buildings.

Linear shape, ease sirculation
model  in habluminannas zone

habluminallah concept gets with make
pray room as center of mass/

plaza becomes as sosialization to
community (habluminannas)



Figure 5.9 Mass Concept
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

Within the concept of governance.
composition of open space is more
dominant than the massive space
(harmony with nature,
habluminal'alam)

From this composition later between
religious activities and maghdah and
ghairu maghdah worship may well
maintained. This effort is also very
appropriate for generating the concept
habluminallah (the ultimate),
habluminal'alam and habluminannas.

ghairu maghdoh worship activity

There are existing buildings in
open spaces (eg, to gather
community gazebo)
outside the interaction space

maghdoh worship activity



5.3.2 Concept of site of boundaries

Basically, the design of the mosque as a center for community

development is not needed in a massive site boundaries, because according to the

emphasis habluminannas concept should give the impression of wellcome not

prevent or dispel the public with the existence of the barrier site. However, there

are several areas that should be labeled to show the existence of site boundaries.

Therefore, the selected type of restriction is in the form of placement and

arrangement of vegetation in those areas that needed the south and east side of the

site, the north side as the side immediately adjacent to the settlements, vegetation

that is used is a kind of short shrubs. Meanwhile, to demonstrate the existence of

site boundary that is used is to elevate the ground level site.

Vegetation types that are used to limit the site are the coconut trees, mango

trees and bushes. Mango trees and coconut are the types of trees existing on the

site and have left to add plantings in the desired point. The selection was also due

to two trees because these trees not only serve as shelter or shade, but fruits can

also be enjoyed and exploited by society.



Figure 5.10 The concept of Site Boundaries
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

5.3.3 Concept of Using the Potential in Site

5.3.3.1 Concept of vegetation

Based on the existing condition of existing vegetation, then the concept of

vegetation is divided into two, leaving the existing vegetation and adjust the shape

of the building according to the location of the old vegetation and adding new

vegetation to order landscaping of the building. Previously existing vegetation on

site is the mango trees and coconut trees. Furthermore, regarding the additional

vegetation, vegetation type used is the form of vegetation shade, steering, roof

plant, barrier, coating the ground (grass) and ornamental vegetation. Planting

additional vegetation is one effort to reach the community with nature

Mango tree

Small plants

Coconut tree

No partition

No partition



(hablumial'alam) as a manifestation of God's greatness reminder (habluminallah)

and the protection of society (habluminannas). The following will be explained

about the types of vegetation are as follows:

a. Vegetation shade is the effort habluminannas used in the design is vegetation

that has leaves and leaf characters, show dense and shady, namely mango trees

(such as previously existing trees on the flat). Vegetation shade is placed on

those areas where a lot planned as a place where people gather, namely in the

plaza area, children's playground, front yard prayer rooms

Figure 5.11 Vegetation shade
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

b. Used as an ornamental vegetation in the landscape and garden ornaments in

the garden, from the aspect of easy maintenance and does not interfere with

the view to the observer. In general, these plants using flowering plants.

Ornamental vegetation is also placed on the user's circulation area, so that

when the process running the user feel comfortable and pleased with the

beauty of the landscape fabric.

Figrue 5.12 Ornamental Vegetation
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)



c. Vegetation that serves as a barrier limiting the path, where the absence of a

physical barrier, vegetation is established using a clump of plants in various

artistic forms. Ornamental plants can also serve as a barrier outside the room.

Figure 5.13 Vegetation Boundary
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

d. Roof vegetation placed on each corridor and in the area where the open

exhibition, where visitors can feel comfortable (habluminannas) when in any

area of the heat outside the room. Vegetation is included in vines such as

grapes.

Figure 5.14 Roof Vegetation
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

e. Vegetation steering, straight pole shape, height, little or no branching, good

header, the guiding of view, road directions, wind breaker. This vegetation

gives the impression of vertical and follow the road march, moving the

visitors to follow the road.

In addition to several types of vegetation on top, planted vegetation can be

utilized for building the structure of bamboo trees. Selected bamboo tree or

petung bamboo petung. Bamboo tree is named the Latin asper Dendrocallamus



height of more than 20 meters, with node intervals: 40-50cm, diameter: 12-20cm,

and thickness of bars: 1-1.5cm.

Existing Vegetation
(Mango trees & palm trees)

Vegetation shade
(Mango trees & Longan tree)

Vegetation referrer
(Palm trees, palm)

Vegetation barrier
(Shrub, sansiveria)

Roof vegetation (a form of protection,
habluminannas)
In the corridor using the vine

Vegetation to grow crops
Maintain the fields, planting
crops according to the planting
(rice, corn, soybeans)

Area vegetation planting bamboo
(bamboo petung) to be used for
structures.

Park landscape (vegetation decorator)

Vegetation coatings for
landscaping
(Pearl elephant grass,
Japan Grass)

coconut mango



Figure 5.15 Concept of Vegetation
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

5.3.3.2 Concept of building

The concept of shape can be produced with regard to the potential of

surrounding buildings is a formation that is consistent or in accordance with the

conditions of existing buildings. In Sumberpucung environment, the architecture

in general home with a gable-shaped or a shield with a tile made of clay. Body

building largely composed of walls of brick or bamboo. Form that will be adopted

and further modified in the building is a form of gable wall and processing.

armonization efforts with the buildings around this is one manifestation

habluminannas which would value the existence of cultural tolerance.

The gable will undergo modification and transformation with the aim

remains to produce a thermal building without energy waste. So in Concept form

habluminal'alam processing will also always be applied. Based on thermal

analysis, the gable will be able to reduce the heat under the ceiling on the area, is

due before the heat down to space below the ceiling, heat from the roof has

experienced a reduction in the space between the ceiling and roof tiles.

Boundaries between the masses decorated with
landscape elements such as swimming with the
vegetation water (the value of harmony with nature)



Coating the roof of the building will use a combination of clay tile roof dai and

shingle the roof of leaves. The concept aims to produce material of thermal

comfort in buildings but still pay attention to the cultural values of local

communities.

Figure 5.16 The concept of shape based on the potential of surrounding buildings
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

Modifications formation with a
combination of gable roof tiles and
shingles material

The combination of color tiles and
shingles will generate an attractive
impression to the public, although still
using the local form (the value of
cultural tolerance, habluminannas).

With the use of the gable, the heat
radiation that would fall into the spaces
can be reduced prior to the space
between the ceiling and roof.

Material selection of tile roofs of
clay and shingle leaves that have a
large air pores can absorb more
wind up as heat removal element in
the building (habluminal'alam)

Body building using brick walls, with
the construction of bamboo (humble
and that local values, habluminannas
& haluminal'alam)

wind



5.3.4 Concept of Accessibility

Accessibility to the site can be reached from the west and north of the site.

This direction is the direction directly adjacent to the settlement (west) and

highway or main road (north). Achievements can be done directly from these two-

way entrance. Election entrance from this direction is because this direction is the

direction directly adjacent to the settlements and the main highway route, which

will allow the public to visit the mosque (habluminannas).

Direction of east and south side will be limited use because the vegetation

is directly adjacent to the population of rice cultivation. The entrance barrier is

designed not given and only in the form of architectural sculpture as a marker.

With this concept people can freely enter the mosque without any blocking or

dispel the impression (habluminannas, friendly to the public). After entering the

entrance will be welcomed by the public plaza between the entrance and the main

prayer hall. Efforts to provide open space and interaction space is one

manifestation of habluminannas to improve ukhuwah and social integration.

To reach the main prayer space community will be served by an attractive

landscape setting and will be protected by the connecting corridor between

buildings. This is a form of habluminannas (community protection) by

habluminal'alam (exploiting the potential of nature).



Figure 5.17 Concept of Accessibility C
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

5.3.5 Concept of building view

5.3.5.1 View into Site

Concept in view of the direction was done by some attainment is as

follows: .

MAIN ENTRANCE
(street)

settlement

Main Entrance
settlement

plaza
open space

plaza
open space

There is no fence massif,
only increase the level of
soil and vegetation

Sculpture as a marker of
mosque as a center for
community development

side entrance
rice field

Parks and marker elements which will be
enjoyed by the community mosque to reach

spaces in mosques

Habluminannas concept for the
achievement to community



a. Designing atrractactive buildings by way of processing forms which still

shows that local elements (the value of cultural tolerance). This effort is done

to facilitate the public to do tagging elements while providing point of interest

or emphasis on mosques

b. Give bookmarks a sculpture was made from pure bamboo materials and an

interesting modification to the main entrance area, so that people will easily

recognize and remember.

c. To attract the direction of view into the park were also done by designing an

attractive visitor, this park can be enjoyed by all communities. The concept of

the park will be designed using a series of vision systems which are divided by

sequence-sequence park (habluminal'alam). This was done so that the

community has a deep impression when in the mosque, so have the urge to

always visit the mosque.

d. Structuring the composition of the period between the mosque and other

service facilities that can be directly visible from the main entrance so that

people can immediately know when there is a mosque with a variety of

amenities

e. Does not provide a completely solid partition so that people can know the

conditions inside and puter site (habluminannas).

f. Elevate the position of the main prayer space land, thus directly visible from

the building entrance is visible and prominent.



Figure 5:18 The concept of views into
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

5.3.5.1 The view out

The concept of the view out is done by some attainment as follows:

a. Giving an opening space in the building (the building was designed

predominantly open), so the view to the outside can be done well. Efforts to

open building design can also help generate good ventilation

(habluminal'alam)

The main prayer hall facilities

sculpture Park sequences there is no fence Local formation of processed
more attractive

Peil position more elevated
ground prayer room of the
entrance for easy viewing



b. Using roster that could show the view to the outside without generating public

impression, for example, to private spaces in liwan (prayer room). The use of

roster is an effort to use local materials (hablumniannas)

c. Delivers the park around the site to view the aesthetics of the room then do the

framing from the inside, harmony with nature (habluminal'alam)

Figure 5.19 The view out concept
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

5.3.6 Concept of Building Zone

The concept of design in this zone is divided into two zones in general

(public, service, and private) and the zone determination is based on the concept

of maghdah and ghairu maghdah worship. The first zone will be determined

based on noise analysis as follows:

Rework the view out the partition arrangement with
bamboo as a natural element (habluminal'alam) and
local materials such as brick ornament
(habluminannas)

Target landscape view out
of order (the park or pool),
so users feel closer to
nature (God's greatness
reminder efforts)



:  Publik :  Privat

:  Semi Publik :  Servis

:  Privat

:  Servis

Figure 5.20 First Concept of zoning
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

The second zone is determined by the classification analysis of maghdah

and ghairu maghdah worship. Habluminallah principle is basically the outer sheet

of the principles habluminal'alam and habluminannas related. The concept of

zoning is done from the third position of this principle is to provide zones for

prayer space (the main worship, habluminallah) is greatest. However, in the

prayer hall (maghdah worship) have a combination of ghoiru maghdah worship

which include habluminannas and habluminal'alam.

Figure 5.21 Zone of Habluminallah,
Habluminannas, Habluminal’alam
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)



From these concepts there appears a concept of flexible zone, meaning that

in a zone including the zone include others in it. This concept applies to the zone

of prayer space that can be used for space to take your lessons and in other

circumstances can be used to praying room again. From this zone is known that

there is flexibility in the prayer room.

Figure 5.22 Second  Zoning Concept
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

5.3.7 Concept of Noise Reduction

The concept of noise reduction is done by some attainment of the acoustic

system setting exterior and interior acoustics. Achievement of the exterior

acoustic systems are as follows:

The concept of flexible zone between
habluminannas principles that were include in
a flexible (conditional) in the main worship
space or prayer (habluminallah)

Park (intercourt) in the prayer room as
embodiment habluminal'alam zone



a. Business muffle the noise with the use of vegetation as a barrier that is able to

muffle the noise (using the natural potential, habluminal'alam).

b. Providing enough pages between the noise source and spaces, so the noise can

be neutralized. This page also can be used for community interaction space

(habluminannas).

Figure 5.23 Concept exterior acoustic systems
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

While the interior acoustics can be achieved by using building materials

that can reduce noise, such as bricks, wood, natural stone and so forth. Noise can

reduct by controlling the source. Example: noise caused by vibration of someone

walking can be reduced by covering floors with carpet or cork. More detail later,

the concept of acoustics in the mosque can be reached as follows:

a. There must be violence (loudness) is sufficient in every part of the auditorium,

especially for space far jama'a

b. Sound energy should be evenly distributed (diffused) in space.

c. The optimum reverberation characteristics must be provided in audiotorium to

allow good reception of sound by the listener.

Yard and vegetation
reduct the noise



d. Designing a space free from defects such as acoustic echo, reflecting a

prolonged (long-delayed reflections), resonance, focusing the sound,

distortion, image noise, and the resonance space.

e. Reflector and absorber settings for the sound material at the right area so there

were no acoustic defects.

Figure 5.24 Concept interior acoustic systems
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

Expose brick

roster

bamboo
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Out noise

60 dB

Level of noise is 20 Db

Shape and reflector material

Absorber material



5.3.8 Concept of Circulation

5.3.8.1 Concept of Pedestrian’s Circulation

Circulation in this mosque will be dominated by the circulation of

pedestrians. While on the other hand, the emphasis of habluminannas principles

on the areas require that the design must always friendly to the human

(pedestrian). Habluminannas effort can be achieved by meeting the needs of

pedestrians and attention to pedestrian comfort. Based on the analysis results

obtained for pedestrian circulation concept as follows:

Figure 5.25 Scheme of pedestrian circulation concept
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

Pedestrian circulation within the site were presented with walkways,

sidewalks and hallways. In order to continually align with nature, hence the

design of the circulation path that is environmentally friendly by only using the

pavement in the area of the road while the rest remains in the form of grass-

covered land that can be used as catchment area. More detail later, materials for

roads is also very important step to ensure the environment is always friendly

(habluminal'alam) by using grassblock, in the form of pavement while still

providing space for soil absorption

COMES
- walking

ENTRANCE

GO HOME:
- walking

Doing activity in mosque
praying, studying, healthy
check up, etc.

SITE
CHAT



Circulation soncept separated pedestrian circulation of vehicles. On the

tread, the vehicle must be parked in the parking lot located on the east side prayer

hall, the rest of users will walk to the spaces inside the mosque. To provide

comfort presented hallway as shade from the sun and rain. And provide facilities

for visitors with divabilities with a ramp if there was an increase procurement of

street-level or floor as a habluminannas form (the value of social welfare).

There is no distinction between the manager and visitor circulation,

because basically the manager is the community itself. The concept of uniting the

circulation manager and visitors also an effort to approach the relationship

between human beings (habluminannas). However, in the prayer room, jama'a

circulation for men and women are differentiated to produce the privatization of

worship. This concept is valid from circulation for ablution space separation of

men and women up to the circulation to the main prayer hall.

PARKING (circulation of
vehicles,
from the highway toward
the parking lot)

Pedestrian areas (plazas,
walkways, hallways, sidewalks)



Figure 5.26 Concept Users Circulation (Pedestrians)
(Source: Document Concepts & Hip-hop Mosque, 2009)
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Male prayer hall

Female
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5.3.8.1 Concept of Vehicle’s Circulation

The concept vehicle circulation occur up to a parking area, the remaining

vehicles are not allowed to access other roads in the building. Parking positions

placed on the east side of site, this is to facilitate vehicle access from the direction

berasar main highway (Jenderal Sudirman street). Habluminannas Being

implemented in a way anticipated congestion by creating a slow lane on the

arterial line.

Figure 5.27 Scheme of vehicles circulation concept
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

Figure 5.28. Concept of Circulation Vehicles
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

COMES ENTRANCE

GO HOME

PARKING

DOING ACTIVITY IN
MASJID

WALK

WALK

PARKING (circulation of vehicles,
from the highway toward the parking, including

parking mobir, motorcycles and bicycles)



5.3.9 Concept of Lighting and Ventilation

5.3.9.1 Concept of Lighting

In designing the site, there are two kinds of lighting the first of daylight or

natural light coming from the sun and bright sky and a second form of artificial

lighting or artificial lighting. Based habluminal'alam principle, the concept of

lighting on the site, maximized by the use of natural light so there is no wasted

energy. Efforts to maximize the utilization of natural light can be done by

maximizing the manufacture of openings with the setting and type of cover

material to reduce solar radiation, for example by the use of canopy jalousie

windows.

Utilization of daylight is also needed to help generate the impression of

space in the daytime. This concept is very energy efficient because it does not

need artificial energy. Utilization of daylight can be done by making ventilation-

ventilation produces a dramatic impression and Khushuu' with game light. In

addition to the buildings lighting can applied in several ways, as follows:

a. Designed buildings stretching from east to west, so getting directions that do

not glare of sunlight.

b. For spaces that do not allow get sunlight from the sides of the wall, then

performed with light capture toplighting system.

c. Using the system of the atrium in the main prayer space dimension large

enough so that light is distributed perfectly with the reduction of radiation by

the park in the middle of the atrium.



d. Designing a barrier to efforts to sunlight evaporatif cooling pond water and the

like as a reflector of light.

e. Manage vegetation as a barrier sun glare and provide backup oxygen.

Vegetation adapted to building layout and footprint for an effect on the

physical condition of the building.

f. Open spaces covered with grass to reduce the effects of light reflection silai

sun.

a. The second concept is artificial lighting, artificial lighting is used when natural

light can not be used again, at night time. To make energy as an attempt

Corporate domination of mass stretching from
east to west direction

Open space with landscaping
fabric in the form of parks and
ponds to reduce the solar radiation
before entering into the room

toplighting

Light can enter from the top (with
toplighting or atrium systems)

Figure 5.29 Concept of Natural Lighting
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)



habluminal'alam selected energy-saving lamps with the proper placement of

the lights. In the building there are several types of lighting used in buildings

is as follows:

1) General lighting concepts, namely Placement lights that functioned at

some point to illuminate the room evenly.

2) Mood Concepts Accent lighting, ie mood lighting that evokes a dramatic

function to create the impression in the room.

3) Task lighting concept that is needed to simplify and clarify the specific job

(learning, working, cooking, etc.).

The concept of artificial lighting is reasonably necessary to produce an

atmosphere in the room at night. In the prayer room, for example, is very

necessary arrangements with the method concept of mood lighting accent lighting,

or lighting that evokes mood Khushuu' in the prayer room so that the human

relationship with the creator (habluminallah) can be realized very well. efforts to

save energy is by using energy-efficient lamps and also with used material

selection of light fittings which are also environmentally friendly materials like

bamboo (habluminannas).

The concept of artificial lighting other than the place in the inner room

was also placed in outer space or parks, so the dramatic effects in outer space

continues to be felt. Artificial lighting at night is very important to do in the

mosque space, considering a lot of activities conducted in the mosque at night,

like tahajud, or activities in the month of ramadan as tarawih and tadarus al-

Qur'an.



Figure 5.30 Effort to get khusyuu’ impression in interior
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

Figure 5.31 Artificial lighting with bamboo materials
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)



5.3.9.2 Concept of Ventilation

Ventilation concept in the building was done by two methods, namely,

natural and artificial. However, to produce a natural thermal building within a

building is carried out exploiting natural penghawaan as possible. Efforts to

maximize this penghawaan done in several ways, as follows:

a. Arrangement of vegetation as a wind controller which is basically through the

counteraction of vegetation control, direction, refraction and absorption

b. Vegetation as a solution to filter the wind carried the sound waves, dirt, and

dust.

c. Maximizing the wind circulation in each room by using a lot of mass system

Figure 5.32 Ventilation Concept
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)
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5.4. Concept of rooms

The concept of existing space in the mosque as a community development

center consists of space provide a place of worship and worship ghairu maghdah

maghdoh. Space in the mosque that serves to provide a place of maghdah worship

prayer, ablution, tayamum, adzan, iqomat, reading al-Quran, i'tikaf, an tajhiz al-

Janazah, this is directly related worship to of Allah swt. The fulfillment of this

function will be realized in the design space to prayer, ablution place, the pulpit,

the mihrab, the mosque veranda, living space and iqomat adzan.

The next function, which functions more emphasis on the religious aspects

associated with muamalah (fellow man) and to the environment. To realize this

function will display spaces other than prayer rooms which include health clinics,

Islamic schools, libraries, and others. Classification of this space partially

differentiated based on age classification so that it can produce more in the

character of the building in accordance with the character of the age of its users.

accommodate the functions of the above acts of worship, there is also a service

management function and which also raises service spaces and office manager.

The emphasis of the concept in the space will be achieved by efforts to produce an

atmosphere of space. The concept will be realized with makes habluminallah

atmosphere inside space that makes people feel inferior, Khushuu ' worship and

did not have any power other than the power of God Almighty. This concept is

achieved by inserting one of the natural elements (habluminal'alam) in framing

space through outer space in the building and directly penghadirkan natural

element in the building with intercourt.



Habluminallah concepts embodied in space with no boast-megahan in

space (rubbubiyah value) and do not display a statue or picture lifeless. From this

value, it appears the use of ornament, ornaments in the space. In this mosque,

which is used in addition to ornaments, such as calligraphy, the use of spiral motif

(habluminal'alam) also used local ornament in the surrounding community

(tolerance cultural values) with materials that also comes from the natural

surroundings.

Further, as described in the concept of lighting, the impression Khushuu

'or closer to God can be achieved by performing the method of mood lighting

accent lighting that produce dramatic effects (Khushuu') in space. The atmosphere

is also closer to the visual impression gained from that obtained from a

comparison of the human dimension and prayer rooms are spacious enough to

impress the greatness of Allah swt. This concept is not applied solely to create

spaces which a large mosque and field regardless of the comfort elements,

interaction, wasting, but the dimensions are fixed based on the needs of the space

dimension, simplicity, and utility space. From the analysis, there appears a

concept of flexible space or spaces that can serve double namely in one state can

be a space to pray in other circumstances can be a space to take your lessons,

discuss, consult religion, and so forth.

Another habluminannas principle that will be applied is (equality of

human beings) in the space. This is manifested by the parallels between the living

space floor congregation of men and women. Prayer room of men and women

also placed fairly equally in terms of easy accessibility, getting good lighting



penghawaan and yet still within the corridor of the Shari'a that regulate jama'a

positions between men and women.

Various descriptions above also serves on the composition of space other

than prayer room. Every room in each portion to apply the concept habluminallah,

habluminannas, habluminal'alam. The conclusion of each space will be

presenting the impression of God with an application close to the value

rubbubiyah, uluhiyah, and asthma 'wa sifat, with attend or provide space for

people to interact and feel comfortable indulge (habluminannas) by exploiting the

natural potential of as much as possible to realize a comfort building naturally

(habluminal'alam).



Figure 5.33 Concept of space
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)
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5.3 Concept of Shape and Appreance

The concept of form in this mosque is a manifestation of the concept

habluminallah, habluminannas and habluminal'alam. In habluminallah form

generated is formed that does not glorify, not monumental, shape or form that

avoids drawing animate beings and forms that always in harmony with nature.

While the concept habluminannas, formations appear consistent with the

character of users who have been classified on the basis of age ie children,

teenagers, and adults as friendly to human beings or users. From this analysis it

appears that the movement was based forms of children's characters attractive and

cheerful, the shape and character have been obtained with material composition

and natural colors. Furthermore, the form will be toward a more dynamic

character and adolescents regularly, until the character is calm and the parents

began to static.

This form of movement will be applied in the specific character of the

building is used only by children or adolescents and / or parents. Various forms of

such searches remains under the auspices of the principles habluminallah,

habluminannas, and habluminal'alam. The position of these forms under the

applicable values in the mosque. Therefore, in the search process remains based

on the value of truth, goodness, usefulness and beauty.



Figure 5.34 Shape precedent value of simplicity, usefulness,
does not boast, but still bring value megahan beauty
(Source: Document Concepts & Greenarchitetour, 2009)
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Figure 5.35 The Shape based analysis character of the user
(a user-friendly, habluminannas)

(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

5.6 Concept of Building Utility

5.6.1 Water Supply System

The concept of water supply system in building the mosque as a

community development center split between primary and secondary needs, basic

needs as drinking water, bathrooms, while the secondary needs of pond water on

the garden and interior, watering the plants and the fire wag. The system is

separated so as not to interfere with the daily water needs at other facilities.

The movement of the characters
in the form of buildings

Staining was done by choosing materials that remain
environmentally friendly coating (habluminal'alam)



Inadequate systems for the use of underground water tank and water tank outside

the building. Provision of clean water for basic needs comes from artesian wells,

while for secondary needs sourced from wells or water infiltration that has been

recycled.

Figure 5.36 Water supply system
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

5.6.2 Dirty Water Disposal Systems

Sewerage system of the building by using a separate channel in order to

facilitate the disposal of dirty water and sewage treatment. Sewerage was first
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starting fat trap (trap grace) it aims to reduce environmental pollution. As there is

in the following diagram:

Figure 5.37 Dirty water disposal system
(Source: Results of the analysis, 2009)

5.6.3 Fire Extinguished

Fire suppression system in building the mosque as a center of community

development is the fire alarm protection, prevention (portable estinguiser, fire

hydrant, sprinkler), and the evacuation effort of forging Escaping a fire emergency
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Figure 5.38 Scheme of Fire System Concept
(Source: Results of the analysis, 2009)

5.6.4 System of Building Transportation

Transport using the manual steps and ramps as a social significance to

disabled persons (divability).

Figure 5.39 Ramp and stairs
(Source: Neufert, 2002)

6.5 Structural concept

Concept selection on the structure of the mosque as a center for

community development is based on the values of simplicity (the form does not

glorify megahan) and harmony with nature is to use bamboo construction. This

bamboo material will be applied to almost the entire construction of the building.
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Broadly speaking, the elements of the mosque structure will be outlined as

follows:

a. Structure using the foundation stone foundation with a depth of approximately

1 - 1:50 meters election this foundation because of the high buildings that

only two floor building with a load of dead load and live load can still be

accommodated with the foundation stone.

b. Wall structure is divided into several methods, the first method uses the bricks

to the areas that require maximum protection, such as storage engine, both

using a modification of the three methods using bamboo and bamboo

structure is pure.

Figure 5.40 Brick wall
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)



Figure 5.41 Bamboo Construction Building Structures
(Source: Document of concept, 2009)

b. Roof structures using the materials of clay roof tiles, shingles, roof roofed and

the roof of bamboo.
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BEAM, COLUMN, AND SLOOF CONSTRUCTION BAMBOO

ROOFTOP WITH PURE BAMBOO CONSTRUCTION



CHAPTER 6

RESULT OF DESIGN

6.1 Result of Site Design

6.1.1 Result of Mass Design

In the description of the previous chapter explained that the concepts of

the mosque as a center community development are composed of a centralized

and linear model. There is a change in one pattern, which is from a linear pattern

into a radial pattern, but in general no significant changes. The decision to change

the system of linear mass into a radial mass in the habluminannas and

habluminal’alam zone is to produce an effect in order to make people more gather

in one spot centered, that is the plaza as the center area of interaction. These

conditions do not necessarily change the condition of the mosque as the center of

site, the existence of the mosque as the center is realized in the form of a straight

line that leads to mecca (qibla) and is located in the center of site. The third form

of these models are makes new compositition that influende to each other which is

symbolized the principles of habluminallah, habluminannas, and

habluminal'alam that can not be separated from each other.

Initial formation of the initial concept of change is achieved as illustrated

as follows:



Figure 6.1 Changes of site form
(Source: Result of design, 2010)

Furthermore, the distribution of mass detail (space) in each zone is

described as follows:

Figure 6.2 Room & Site Zones
(Source: Result of design, 2010)



Based on the picture above, is known to occur superimposition among

three parable forms of the principles habluminallah, habluminannas and

habluminal'alam. The form of the principles neutralizing by form habluminallah

,the center, and the form habluminal'alam and habluminannas, but overall, all

three forms are mutually influential with each other, described as follows:

~ Form which is tilted toward the
Qiblah, so result the form of building
is a rectangular model and make
layout can reduce waste space and
reinforce the form mosque as the
main building. While this symbols of
form is the level of consistency
mosque to direction of Qibla.

Circular shape in habluminal'alam
and habluminannas zone is a form
that seems to direct people to
gather. Center of each circle is
plaza as as a center of interaction
activity between human beings and
nature.

Figure 6.3 The Detail of Mass Form
(Source: Result of design, 2010)



6.1.2 Result of Site Boundaries Design

No changes on the design with the concept that already exists. Site

boundaries still carried out but with no fences or massif boundaries, that are by

providing and developing vegetation that can be taken benefits. Conditions shall

be deemed to be able implement the principles habluminannas and

habluminal'alam well. Description of the types of vegetation used as a barrier site

is as follows:

`



Figure 6.4 Site Boundaries
(Source: Result of design, 2010)

6.1.3 The Potential Using of Site

6.1.3.1 Vegetation

Vegetation that is used in the site did not change accordance with the

concept. Some types of vegetation that is used on site are as follows:

a. Shade vegetation and placed in areas where many planned as a place where

people gather, namely in the plaza area, children's playground, front yard

prayer rooms.

b. Decorator vegetation also placed in the user's circulation area, so that when

the process running the user feel comfortable and pleased with the beauty of

the landscape fabric.

c. Barrier vegetation that serves as a path delimiter in the form of tea-and

sansivera flower.

d. Roof Vegetation be placed on each corridor, such as grape vines.



e. Vegetation that can be utilized for building structure that is bamboo tree.

Selected bamboo tree is petung bamboo. Latin named of bamboo tree is the

asper Dendrocallamus with height of more than 20 meters, with node

intervals: 40-50cm, diameter: 12-20cm, and the thickness of bars: 1-1.5cm.

Explanation:
: Ki Hujan tree : Bamboo tree
: Mango tree
: Coconut tree

Figure 6.5 Vegetation in Site
(Source: Result of design, 2010)

Apart from a few trees, ornamental vegetation also used in the form of

flowers and palms placed on the mosque landscape, detail drawings vegetation are

as follows:



Figure 6.6 Ornamental Vegetation
(Source: Result of design, 2010)

To reinforce the principles of habluminal'alam pavement done on the site

does not use massive pavement, but use the pavement of holes paving that allow

the growth and development of grass. In addition, is also provided the developing

areas of life for the trees by giving space to grow a native grass area

approximately 6 m of pavement width. Habluminal'alam efforts were also

conducted with other maintaining wetland in the tread design. Description of the

design is as follows:



Figure 6.7 Habluminal’alam principle in site
(Source: Result of design, 2010)

6.1.3.2 Building shape likes potential of building arounds (Habluminannas)

Mass forms in the mosque as a center community development center

design is in accordance with the original concept of using roofs modification of

surrounding buildings are gable with ;jengki’ model. Modifications done are by

changing the angle of roof slope and the scaffold material used of bamboo.

In the main building of the mosque, forms the roof is composed of three

levels as a marker and distinguishing the main building with other supporting

buildings. As mentioned in the draft, that the election is in addition to adjust to

roof forms of surrounding buildings as a form of tolerance of cultural values has

been shown to produce good thermal comfort inside the building.

Field will be retained
in the site

The grass in the area
under the trees as a
growing space of
movement between
the pavement
Of rice will be
retained in the
footprint



Roofing material that is used predominantly clay-based or using tile, but in

some buildings that do not really need the level of resistance and high durability

materials used bamboo roof. Descriptions of the design are as follows:

Figure 6.8 Mass Form
(Source: Result of design, 2010)

6.1.4 Result of Accessibilty Design

Result of accessibility design on the mosque as a center for community

development in Sumberpucung unchanged in accordance with the concept. The

community can reach this place from the west, south and north. As described in

the restriction site that no fences that restrict massive footprint, so that people will

be free to reach the mosque (habluminannas). Descriptions of the design are as

follows:

Craft centra:
Jengki roof and bamboo

Internet café & library:
Modification of jengki and bamboo roofs

Mosque: jengki roof with three
levels of roof

Musyafir room: jengki roof

Cooperation: jengki
roof



Figure 6.9 Accessibility
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

6.1.5 Result of View Design

6.1.5.1 The View in

Efforts to attract public opinion inside the mosque were done by some

attainment. Design variable is made in accordance with the concept and no

changes are as follows:

a. Building is designed atrractactive by processing forms that shows local

elements (the value of cultural tolerance), using a modification of the jengki

roof.

b. Give signage in the interest form of pure bamboo materials or modifications in

the area around the entrance so that people will easily recognize and

remember.

c. Managing the composition of the period between the mosque and other

service facilities that can be directly visible from the main entrance so that

SIDE ENTRANCE
field

SIDE ENTRANCE
Settlement

MAIN ENTRANCE
Main highways



people can immediately recognize the existence of the mosque with a variety

of amenities

d. Not provide a completely solid partition so that people can know the

conditions in inside and outer site of (habluminannas).

e. Leave the position of the main prayer space land, thus from entrance directly

visible and prominent.

Figure 6.10 Signage in Buildings
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

6.5.1.2 The View Out

Some of the achievements made to produce the view out is to provide the

openings. In certain areas such as prayer rooms used bamboo material that is

placed horizontally with a length of bamboo about 20 cm. Selection of material

with a length of bamboo is intended to give the impression of openness without

Mass forms that respects values of cultural
tolerance, openness wit no massive fence

Signage that applied in design



compromising privacy. Bamboo material is also used in some buildings and

serves as a layering heat. In some other elements are used roster that can also

produce well ventilation and views out to the building. The selection of natural

materials is an attempt habluminal'alam that can reduce the negative impact of

buildings on nature.

Furthermore, in some mass of buildings is designed open, so the view can

be freely carried out by users, that is in the canteen area and also functions as the

central plaza of habluminannas zone, the other mass is an open show room which

also uses the form as a marker on the building roof.

Figure 6.11 View Out
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

Layering in buildings using bamboo
material is arranged in a horizontal

some mass of buildings is designed open, so
the view can be freely carried out by users



6.1.6 Result of Building Zone Design

The concept of zoning in accordance with the results of this design has

been described in previous chapters. Zone occupying a private position of the

mosque in the center site to reduce the noise arising from the road and

settlements, while for the public zone, which requires easy access around roads

and settlements which include parking lots, and various facilities such as mosques

and mini zoo , plaza, clinics, cooperation, musyafir room, and craft centers. While

the position of a service zone in between the private and public zone, service zone

includes the canteen and toilets.

In a more micro scale, the detail of this zone was divided into several

zones, so in a private zone, such as mosques, subdivided into public space (prayer

room), services (bathroom), and so on. Descriptions of the zoning are as follows:

Explanation:
:  Public
:  Private
: Service

Figure 6.12 Macro Zoning
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)



As mentioned before, other than macro zoning there are also micro-zoning

in the building. This zoning divides the smaller of macro zone. In this concept is

produced the flexible spaces design, for example at the mosque inside includes

schools that have a portable partition room. Furthermore, there is also in the first

floor -the prayer room- at a certain time when no special events and accommodate

only a little pilgrims in mosque, the prayer room one floor should be a prayer

room entirely male divided into two, namely prayer room male and female who

are separated by a partition that could be opened and closed conditionally.

Descriptions of the zoning are as follows:

Figure 6.13 Micro Zoning
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

Prayer room (female) has partition walls that can
open the lid to a condition.

Use partitions on the second floor in the form of
roll curtain that opened the lid to a condition so
allowing the existing prayer room functions as a
chamber or other functions



6.1.7 Result of Noise Reduction

The noise reduction performed on the design of appropriate concepts,

namely by using vegetation as a barrier, other than that located the mosque (as a

private area in need of peace) in the center site and located far from the highway

as the main noise sources. Courtyard and plaza area with diverse vegetation can

reduce noise from noise source that is settlements and highways. Description of

the design results are as follows:

Figure 6.14 Noise Reductor
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

Interior noise reduction as described in the concept not having a lot of

additions. The use of the material, a porous material that absorbs noise is used

within the building such as the use of bamboo. While for the auditorium space

mosque

vegetation

highways

Noise that reduce by vegetation and yard



that requires an acoustic system using the room without opening with the

following conditions:

a. Must there is violence (loudness) is sufficient in every part of the auditorium

especially for space far pilgrims.

b. Sound energy must be evenly distributed (diffused) in space.

c. Optimum characteristic reverberation should be provided in auditorium to

allow for better reception of sound by the listener.

d. Design space free from defects such as acoustic echo, reflecting a prolonged

(long-delayed reflections), resonance, focusing the sound, distortion, image

noise, and the resonance space.

e. Management of reflector and absorber of sound material in the right area so

there were no acoustic defects.

6.1.8 Result of Building Circulation Design

6.1.8.1 Pedestrian’s Circulation

The design of pedestrian circulation in the mosque as the community

development center is in line with the concept that has been described previously.

There are no additions and deductions are made. The dominance of pedestrians on

the site is well shaded by the hallways and shady trees. In the main staircase

entrance ramps provided for persons disable by the ramp slope between 80-100.

Ramp is also equipped with a roof that can protect pedestrians from the heat and

rain. Pedestrian flow in accordance with the concept as follows:



Figure 6.15 Scheme of Pedestrian’s Circulation
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

Description of the pedestrian circulation is as follows:

Figure 6.16 Pedestrian Ways in Site
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)
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Figure 6.17 Verandah, Ramp and Tress as effort of habluminannas principle
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

As mentioned in the concept that there is no distinction between the

manager and visitor circulation, because basically the manager is the community

itself. The concept of uniting circulation manager and visitors is also an effort to

approach the relationship between human beings (habluminannas). However, in

the prayer room, the pilgrim circulation for men and women are differentiated to

produce the privatization of worship. This concept is valid since the separation of

circulation for ablution space men and women up to the circulation to the main

prayer hall. Female ablution space placed farther from the ablution space man, it

aims to produce an effect of more private for women, but it is easy achievement

between men and women pilgrims so still occurs achieving justice and equality.

Similarly, the circulation of pilgrims distinction as follows:

Verandah and tress that protect the
pedestrian



Figure 6.18 Pilgrim’s Circulation
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

6.1.7.2 Vehicle’s Circulation

Circulation of vehicles there is only up to a parking lot, the remaining

vehicles not allowed to access other roads in the building. Like the concept, the

flow circulation of vehicles is as follows:

Figure 6.19 Scheme of Vehicles Circulation
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)
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Parking positions placed on the east side of site, is to facilitate vehicle

access from the direction of the main highway (Jenderal Sudirman street).

Habluminannas is being implemented in a way anticipated congestion by creating

a slow lane on the arterial line. The parking lot is divided in four areas of site

design, the main parking lot consisting of four-wheeled vehicles and two wheel,

parking lots, consisting of supporting two wheels and bicycles are not motorized,

and the loading dock. Picture of the parking lot of the design are as follows:

Figure 6.20 Parking Area on site
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)



Furthermore, the image detail on the parking lot is as follows:

Figure 6.21 Design of Parking Area
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

6.1.8 Result of Lighting and Ventilation

6.1.8.1 Lighting

Lighting in the mosque is divided into two, namely natural and artificial

lighting. Natural lighting is obtained through a window, ventilation and top

lighting. To reduce the solar radiation is designed buildings using bamboo

material and roster, other efforts are also carried out using a canopy jalousie

windows. While for lighting made using light that is energy efficient.

In addition to the lighting on the buildings could be applied several ways, as

follows:



a. Building is designed lengthwise from east to west, so getting the sun does not

glare, on buildings mosque leading to Qibla direction so that the incoming

sunlight is not direct sunlight which does not heat and glare.

b. For spaces that do not allow get sunlight from the sides of the wall, then

performed with light capture from top lighting system, like in the second floor

women's prayer room.

c. Design the barrier to efforts sunlight evaporative cooling with pond water and

like as a reflector of light, lies in several areas within the site.

d. Vegetation as a barrier

e. Organize sun glare and delivery of oxygen reserves. Vegetation adapted to

building layout and footprint for an effect on the physical condition of the

building.

f. Opened spaced is covered with grass to reduce the effects of light reflection

sun glare.



The second is the artificial lighting, artificial lighting is used when natural

light can not be used again, ie at night. To make energy as an attempt

habluminal'alam selected energy-saving lamps with the proper placement of the

lights. Results of natural and artificial lighting design are as follows:

Figure 6.22 Aplication of Lighting
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

buildings mosque leading
to Qibla direction so that
the incoming sunlight is
not direct sunlight which
does not heat and glare

Pond as redactor of heat and
also to collector of water.
Fish pond can be an income
sector to surrounding people.

Opened space is covered by
grass and not pavement with
massif pavement.

Top lihgting



Figure 6.23 Artificial Lighting
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

6.1.8.2 Ventilation

Ventilation in the building is dominated using natural ventilation

(habluminal'alam), using windows, vents, topvents and an open building system.

Space using artificial ventilation (Air Conditioner) is the auditorium which uses

an acoustic system that is not possible to open the window. Some types of

openings that used for the windows, vents with finishing materials and roster. In



addition to this ventilation, outline ventilation is also managed well through the

masses arrangement which can help direct the wind on the entire mass of the

building. Design result of ventilation is as follows:

Figure 6.24 Natural Ventilation
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

Wind direction which tends to blow from the
north and south can be good properly directed
through the mass



6.2 Result of Building Space’s Design

In the design there is no change in either the addition or reduction in the

concept of space. Existing space in the mosque as a community development

center consists of the space that accommodates habluminallah, habluminal'alam

and habluminannas. Space in the mosque that accommodate habluminallah or

activities prayers, ablution, tayamum, adzan, iqomat, reading al-Qur’an, i'tikaf and

tajhiz al-Janazah is the prayer hall, ablution place, the pulpit, the mihrab, the

mosque veranda, adzan and iqomat space.

Then, to accommodate the space habluminal'alam and habluminannas

function is included health clinics, Islamic schools, libraries, cooperation,

musyafir room, crafts center, cafeteria, playground, and many others.

Classification of this space partially differentiated based on age classification so

that it can produce more in the character of the building in accordance with the

character of the age of its users. Accommodate the functions of the above acts of

worship, there is also a service management function and which also raises

service spaces and office manager.

The design in space is achieved by the efforts to produce an atmosphere of

space. Habluminallah principles embodied by presented atmosphere inside the

space that makes people feel humble, khusyuu and did not have any power other

than the power of God Almighty. ie by incorporating natural elements

(habluminal'alam) in framing space through outer space in the building and

directly presented natural element in the building with inner court, as follows:



Figure 6.25 Innercourt in Mosque
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

Habluminallah principles embodied space with no boast in the space

(value rubbubiyah) and do not display a statue or picture lifeless. From this value,

it appears the use of ornaments in the room. In this mosque, which is used in

addition to ornaments such as calligraphy, the use of spiral motif

(habluminal'alam) also used local ornament in the surrounding community

(values of cultural tolerance) with materials that also comes from the natural

surrounding, namely as follows:

Innercourt with koi pond and
Flowers park



Figure 6.26 Local material in interior
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

Designing spaces that are not wasting space is a rectangular shape so that

the mosque gets shaf well ordered in the mosque. The concept of flexible space

design also produces spaces that can be maximum utilized. Another concept

which will be applied is presented habluminannas principle (equality of human

beings) in the space. This is manifested by the parallels between space men and

women pilgrims with easy access. Prayer room of men and women also placed

fairly equally in terms of easy accessibility, getting good lighting and ventilation

yet still within the corridor of the Shari'a that regulate pilgrims positions between

men and women.

Bamboo material and roster in interior



Gambar 6.27 No wasting room in buildings
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

6.3 Result of Building Shape and Appearance’s

In accordance with the concept of form in this mosque is a manifestation

of the concept habluminallah, habluminannas and habluminal'alam. In

habluminallah form generated is formed that does not glorify, not monumental,

shape or form that avoids drawing animate beings and forms that always in

harmony with nature, which is as follows:

Figure 6.28 Shape of Building
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

Square shape in the prayer room result
room with a good yield, contingent prayer
can be well ordered and according to the
Shari'a

Building form that is not monumental, with a maximum of two floors high
(except the tower as a marker), except that the roof forms a saddle shape
modification as a form of cultural tolerance values.

The material used is a material that has been identified local community so as to
make the community near the mosque.



While the habluminannas principle, formations appear consistent with the

character of users who have been classified on the basis of age ie children,

teenagers, to adults as friendly to human beings or users. From this analysis it

appears the movement was based forms of children's characters attractive and

cheerful, the shape and character have been obtained with material composition

and natural colors. Furthermore, the form will be toward a more dynamic

character and adolescents regularly, until the character is calm and the parents

began to static.

This form of movement will be applied in the specific character of the

building is used only by children or adolescents and / or parents. Various forms of

such searches remain under the auspices of the principles habluminallah,

habluminannas, and habluminal'alam. The position of these forms is under the

applicable values in the mosque. Hence, in the search process remains based on

the value of truth, goodness, usefulness and beauty.

Zone children use many forms of processing simple forms like a ball and a
triangle, the shape of the ball using space frame structure of the bamboo material
(habluminal'alam), in addition to functioning attract children to this place, this
form also enables the space within the exciting and large. While the triangular
shape with bamboo material functions as a layering of space that produces the
impression of openness pharmacies but remain protected and aesthetically.
While symbolically, this form is identical with the children.



Figure 6.29 Shape building according habluminannas principle
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

6.4 Result of Building Utility

6.4.1 Water Supply System

Water supply system is accordance with the concepts that have been

discussed in previous chapters. Water supply system split between primary and

secondary needs, basic needs as drinking water, bathroom, while the secondary

needs of pond water on the garden and interior, watering the plants and the fire

wag. The system is separated so as not to interfere with the daily water needs at

other facilities. Inadequate systems for the use of underground water tank and

water tank outside the building. Provision of clean water for basic needs comes

Roof forms that are a
combination of transformation
and movement of the gable form
to describe teenagers who tend to
be moving, dynamic. This form
of functional can still produce a
good thermal comfort for using
gable forms that have a larger
ceiling space to reduce heat.

In this zone there are forms which tend to be static ie by using a flat shape with
a roof gable that amount less. The functional forms are consistent with the
function of building a craft center is open (with much ventilation) (so that
thermal comfort can be achieved with good.



from artesian wells, while for secondary needs sourced from wells or water

infiltration that has been recycled.

Figure 6.30 Water Supply System
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

6.4.2 Dirty Water Disposal System

Sewerage system of the building is by using a separate channel in order to

facilitate the disposal of dirty water and sewage treatment. Sewerage was first

starting fat trap (trap grace) it aims to reduce environmental pollution.
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Figure 6.31 Dirty Water Disposal System
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)
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6.4.3 Fire Extinguished

Fire suppression system in building the mosque as a center of community

development is the fire alarm protection, prevention (extinguisher portable, fire

hydrant, sprinkler), and the evacuation effort of forging Escaping a fire emergency

ladder, Holon gas, Fire dampers, smoke and Heating Ventilating,

Figure 6.32 Scheme Fire Extinguished
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

6.5 Result of Building Transportation System

Transport using the manual steps and ramps as the social meaning of the

disabled person (disability).

Fire Smoke Detector

Fire alarm

sprinkler

Pump
hydrant

PMK



Figure 6.33 Stair and Ramp
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

6.5 Result of building structure design

This design of structures used in the mosque as a center for community

development in accordance with the concept that is based on the values of

simplicity (the form does not glorify) and harmony with nature is to use bamboo

construction. This bamboo material will be applied to almost the entire

construction of the building. Broadly speaking, the elements of the mosque

structure will be outlined as follows:

a. Foundation structure using a foundation stone with a depth of approximately 1

- 1:50 meters election this foundation because of the high buildings that only

two floor building with a load of dead load and live load that still can be

accommodated with the foundation stone.

b. Wall structure is divided into several methods; the first method uses the bricks

to the areas that require maximum protection, such as storage engine, both

using a modification of the three methods using bamboo and bamboo structure

is pure.



Figure 6.34 Building Structure
(Source: Result of Design, 2010)

c. Roof structures uses only bamboo, tile, fiber, and tents



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

7.1 Conclusion

The mosque as a center for community development is an effort to restore

the function of the mosque and to change the  stigma of public views about the

notion that the mosque is only serves to fulfillment as a place of prayer or

maghdah worship. In this study, the author has conducted in depth study on the

history and development of the mosque since the Prophet period until today that

wass shift and narrowing of the function. Therefore, in designing of mosque, the

author several trying to collect back the functions that have faded, especially in

fulfilling the functions of ghairu maghdoh worship.

On the other hand, as has been described in the previous chapter, that

Sumberpucung as site of design is one area that has much social problems like

prostitution, christianization, and the problems of aqidah society. Therefore, the

design of the mosque was also aimed to making the mosque as an expression of

architectural form that was expected to solve architectural problems at the mosque

generally and also social problems that existed at the site.

Selection of Habluminallah, habluminannas, and habluminal'alam

concept, is a one way of approach of design theme in Islamic architecture. This

concept uses the approach Islamic values and considered as a most comprehensive

and capable for solving architectural problems, that finally is also expected to

eventually solve the social problems of society. These concepts pursued



comprehensively and holistically applied in every element of building design, so

hopefully the mosque as a center for community development is fully internalized

values and principles habluminallah, habluminannas, and habluminal'alam.

Some studies from the bakgcround until the acquisition concepts will

ultimately set forth in the final design process which includes drawings and

designs.

7.2 Suggestion

From the conclusions that have been described above and based on a

process that has been passed during the preparation of this final project, the

authors would need to give some suggestions, as follows:

1. Writer should have a strong review and guidelines for determining the title

and theme of the study, so that the final preparation of the implementation

process can go smoothly.

2. Authors should always conduct a literature study, both textual and

konstekstual enough so that the results obtained in a similar level of study and

satisfactory

3. Consistency is the author of the preliminary process continues until the

conclusion must be framed within the context of the selected titles and themes.
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